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Abstract 

 

Hepatitis B infection is a global public health challenge that attacks the liver, 

resulting in severe hepatic and non-hepatic complications, particularly liver 

cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. This infection caused by the Hepatitis B 

virus (HBV) is the cause of the world's most common liver infection and the 

second leading cause of cancer worldwide. HBV is known to have a complicated 

replication cycle in which it utilises a reverse transcriptase with proofreading 

inability. The overlapping nature of the HBV genome, in addition to the 

proofreading inability of the HBV polymerase, culminates in high mutation rates 

with pleiotropic effects on both the polymerase and the surface genes. 

Mutations in the surface gene (HBsAg) have been linked to several clinical 

implications, such as vaccine escape and failure of HBV diagnostic assays. We 

hypothesised that the HBsAg variability would go beyond immune escape 

mutants, potentially extending to its interaction with cell receptors and entry. 

Therefore, in this study, we have studied the effect of HBsAg mutations on 

HBsAg interactions with cell receptors and on HBV entry using the pseudotyping 

system.  

The entry of HBV pseudotyped particles into the Huh7 hepatoma cell line 

transduced to express the NTCP receptor was studied. This study has generated 

several unusual data particularly focused on the unusual entry phenotype of the 

clinical isolate BT10D4 and its ability to infect Huh7 cells independent of the 

NTCP receptor. Sequence analysis of this isolate identified 2 rare amino acid 

substitutions at positions s69 and s96 that possibly interact with each other and 

with one or more other amino acid positions to achieve the unusual entry 

phenotype. Data from this study showed that BT10D4 utilised the HBsAg PreS2-

48 amino acids, the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), the clathrin-

dependent endocytosis for entry and internalisation. Interestingly, this study 

showed that unlike the entry into Huh7 cells, BT10D4 could not infect HepG2 

hepatoma cells in the absence of NTCP.  
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In light of the above findings, we propose that the presence of the mutations in 

BT10D4, which interact with each other, alter the conformation of the HBsAg in 

such a way that favours its interaction with one or more unknown Huh7 cell 

receptors. Consequently, future work will explore this hypothesis to provide the 

much-needed answers about the BT10D4 isolate, the rare amino acid 

substitutions and its unusual entry phenotype. 
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1.1 Hepatitis B Infection 

Viral hepatitis is a worldwide health threat caused by five known hepatitis 

viruses (hepatitis A-E) having different pathogenesis and epidemiology. Hepatitis 

A virus (HAV) and hepatitis E virus (HEV), endemic in low-income countries, are 

transmitted through the faecal-oral route. Despite being self-limiting (as with 

HEV), they can also result in fulminant hepatitis and chronic infection (as with 

HBV/HCV). Hepatitis B and C viruses are bloodborne viruses implicated in acute 

and chronic hepatitis and progressively result in debilitating liver diseases such as 

cirrhosis, liver fibrosis and a high risk of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [1-3]. 

Hepatitis B infection is a global public health challenge that attacks the liver, 

resulting in severe hepatic and non-hepatic complications, particularly liver 

cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. About 2 billion people have been 

infected, with 30 million new infections yearly, 300 million chronic infections 

globally and 884,000 yearly deaths. HBV is the cause of the world's most 

common liver infection and the second leading cause of cancer worldwide [4, 5]. 

 

1.2 History of Viral Hepatitis and Hepatitis B Infection 

The earliest record of viral hepatitis, which may or may not have been caused by 

HBV, was between 300 to 400 BC as recorded by Hippocrates in his writings, 

revealing that the jaundice being reported was probably infectious and was 

affecting the liver. In 1885, a German doctor, Lürmann, published a record of the 

'icterus epidemic', an epidemiological study of a serum hepatitis outbreak 

affecting 191 out of 1289 shipyard workers in Bremen, Germany, after receiving 

the smallpox vaccine made from human lymph. Several other large epidemics 

were recorded during the American Civil War (1861-1865), the Franco-Prussian 

War (1870), World War I (1914-1918) and World War II (1939-1945). However, 

the causative agent of the serum hepatitis remained unknown [6, 7]. In 1942, 

after a batch of yellow fever vaccine stabilised with human serum had been 

given to American soldiers, an epidemic occurred, affecting 28,585 soldiers and 

causing 62 deaths [8, 9]. A breakthrough was made in 1963 when geneticist, 

haematologist and Nobel prize winner Baruch S. Blumberg discovered the 
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Australian antigen (AuAg) as a specific marker for viral hepatitis, and in 1965 

when he discovered hepatitis B virus surface antigen (HBsAg) [10, 11]. 

Additionally, in 1967, Saul Krugman identified the two types of hepatitis agents 

and their transmission mode. He showed that one group had a faecal-oral 

transmission route while the other had a parenteral mode of transmission. This 

led to increased hygienic measures, screening assays and a consequent decrease 

in post-transfusion cases of hepatitis [12, 13]. In 1970, while using electron 

microscopy to examine donor plasma, David Dane discovered that the Australian 

antigen was part of a large 42 nm-sized virus particle now known as the Dane 

particle [14]. Recent studies have shown the presence of HBV DNA in an Italian 

child mummy from the mid-16th century. Phylogenetic analysis of the ancient 

strain showed a relationship with some HBV genotype D strains indicating that 

HBV had undergone diversity before the 16th century [15]. 

 

1.3 Taxonomy of Hepatitis B Virus 

In 1980, the International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses (ICTV) recognised 

and classified human HBV alongside other related animal viruses as members of 

a new family named Hepadnaviridae [16]. This family was further divided into 

two genera which are avihepadnaviruses and orthohepadnaviruses. 

Avihepadnaviruses, some of which are: Duck HBV, Grey Teal HBV, Snow Goose 

HBV and Stork HBV, are known to infect birds and have a 40 % nucleic acid 

homology with human HBV [17-19]. Orthohepadnaviruses of which human HBV 

is a member infect mammals; other members include Woodchuck HBV, 

Chimpanzee HBV, Orangutan HBV, Woolly Monkey HBV, Roundleaf Bat HBV, 

Gorilla HBV and Ground Squirrel HBV. Members of the orthohepadnaviruses are 

more closely related to the human HBV, with an 83% nucleic acid homology with 

human HBV. HBV in bats has been shown to be highly genetically diverse and 

geographically distributed. A study by Nie, F.-Y., et al., reported that 

hepadnaviruses sampled in 11 bat species across 5 locations had an overall 

prevalence of 13.3 % [20]. However, hepadnaviruses are known to have a narrow 

host range and a high liver tropism [21-29]. 
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Figure 1.1 HBV Morphology. A. 42 nm spherical HBV Dane Particle carrying the viral 

genome, B. 20 nm spherical HBV subviral particle, C. 22 nm filamentous HBV subviral 

particle. The figure was created at http://biorender.com/. 

 

 

1.4 Morphology of Hepatitis B Virus 

Electron microscopy of infectious serum samples has shown that HBV viral 

particles exist in three types with different sizes. HBV is the smallest DNA virus, 

with its infectious Dane particle being a 42 nm spherical viral particle and 

carrying the viral genome, which is surrounded by an icosahedral capsid and a 

lipid envelope. The non-infectious subviral particles (SVPs) are the 20 nm 

spherical and the 22 nm filamentous particles having only the viral lipid envelope 

and lacking the viral genome (Figure 1.1) [30-32]. 

 

1.5 HBV Genome and Viral Proteins 

HBV, known as the smallest DNA virus, consists of a 3.2 kb partially double-

stranded relaxed-circular DNA (rcDNA) with gaps in the positive strand of the 

DNA, encoding four overlapping open reading frames (ORFs P, S, C and X). ORF P 

is the largest ORF and encodes the viral polymerase; ORF S encodes the HBV 

 

http://biorender.com/
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envelope proteins known as large (L-), middle (M-), and small (S-) surface antigen 

(HBsAg). ORF C encodes the HBV core (HBcAg) and precore (HBeAg) proteins, 

while ORF X encodes the HBV X protein (HBxAg). These ORFs encode genomic 

and subgenomic RNA transcripts that are capped and polyadenylated. ORFs S 

and X encode the 2.4, 2.1 and 0.7 kb subgenomic transcripts, and ORFs P and C 

encode the 3.5 kb genomic transcript. Also, at the 5' end of the positive strand of 

the HBV genome are two direct repeats (DR1 and DR2), essential for the 

specificity of DNA synthesis. The HBV genome also contains two enhancer 

elements (Enh1 and Enh2) that are known to regulate the expression of HBV 

gene products in hepatocytes (Figure 1.2) [5, 30, 33-35]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 HBV genome. HBV is a partially double-stranded relaxed-circular DNA with 

gaps in the positive strand of the DNA. It encodes four overlapping open reading frames 

(ORFs P, S, C and X). The figure was created at http://biorender.com/.  

 

1.5.1 HBV Polymerase 

HBV polymerase protein is an 800-845 amino acid multifunctional protein with 

four domains and has three discrete enzymatic functions. The HBV polymerase 

comprises a unique terminal protein (TP) domain at the N-terminal, which is 

http://biorender.com/
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necessary for the polymerase binding and packaging with the pregenomic RNA 

(pgRNA) and priming for initiation of negative-strand synthesis. A highly variable 

spacer domain with an unknown function is between the TP and reverse 

transcriptase (RT) domains. The RT consists of catalytic domains (A-F) and is 

responsible for the reverse transcriptase ability of HBV polymerase that is similar 

to retroviruses; it reverse-transcribes the pgRNA into a negative strand of the 

DNA, which it then uses as a template to synthesise the positive strand of the 

DNA. The fourth domain is the RNase H domain which degrades the pgRNA as 

the negative strand of the DNA is being synthesised, leaving 15 to 18 

oligoribonucleotides at the 5' end to serve as a primer for the positive strand 

synthesis (Figure 1.3) [36-42]. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3 3.5 kb pregenomic RNA transcript generates the HBV polymerase. 

 

 

1.5.2 HBV Core and Precore Proteins 

At the start of the ORF C, the basal core promoter drives the transcription of the 

3.5 kb genomic precore mRNA and the pgRNA transcripts. The presence of 

multiple in-frame translation initiation sites in the precore mRNA results in the 

generation of two functionally distinct proteins, HBcAg (nucleocapsid), when 

translation starts at the core initiation site or HBeAg when translation starts at 

the precore initiation site (Figure 1.4). HBeAg is a 15 kD protein secreted from 

the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and is an important diagnostic marker in the 

management of HBV infection. HBcAg is the assembling framework for the HBV 
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virion but is simply not an inert packaging for the genome; this 21 kD core 

protein carries other regulatory roles. The first 149 amino acids of the core make 

up the assembly domain, while the arginine-rich C-terminal domain (CTD) 

comprises the remaining 34-36 amino acids. The CTD plays critical roles in pgRNA 

encapsidation, its reverse transcription and regulation of the chromatin structure 

of the covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA) [34, 43-47].    

 

 

Figure 1.4 3.5 kb precore mRNA transcript generates HBeAg and HBcAg. 

 

 

1.5.3 HBV Surface Proteins 

The ORF S contains three in-frame start codons that encode the envelope 

regions; pre-S1, pre-S2 and S, depending on the start codon at which translation 

is initiated. As a result, there are three different HBsAg proteins called L-HBsAg 

(pre-S1+pre-S2+S), M-HBsAg (pre-S2+S), and S-HBsAg (S) surface antigen 

(HBsAg). The pre-S1 promoter drives L-HBsAg expression, while the pre-S2/S 

promoter drives the expression of M and S-HBsAg. 24 kD S-HBsAg, the smallest 

of the envelope proteins, has 226 amino acids and a shared C-terminal with L 

and M-HBsAg. 31 kD M-HBsAg has 281 amino acids made up of 55 amino acids 

pre-S2 in addition to S amino acids. 39 kD L-HBsAg contains 389, 399 or 400 

amino acids made up of 108, 118 or 119 amino acids (depending on the 

genotype) in the pre-S1 region in addition to the pre-S2 and S amino acids 

(Figure 1.5) [48-51]. Hepatitis D virus, the satellite virus for HBV, has a viral 

envelope that contains the three HBV envelope proteins – large, medium, and 

small hepatitis B surface antigens. The HBV Dane particle contains the S, M and L 

proteins in approximately a 4:1:1 ratio; the spherical SVPs are made up largely of 
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S, a few M and very little L proteins and the filamentous SVPs contain few more L 

than the spherical SVPs (Figure 1.1). Within the S-HBsAg is the antigenic loop 

(AGL) or the major hydrophilic region (MHR), from amino acids 99 to 169, within 

which is the "a" determinant from amino acids 124 to 147. HBsAg contains two 

cytosolic domains and four transmembrane domains (TMs): TM1 (amino acids 7-

29), TM2 (amino acids 80-98), TM3 (amino acids 170-192), TM4 (amino acids 

202-224) (Figure 1.6) [52-57]. S-HBsAg is glycosylated at amino acid 146 

(asparagine) of the S domain, M-HBsAg has glycosylation at amino acid 4 

(asparagine) of the preS2 domain in addition to the glycosylation in the S 

domain. In contrast, L-HBsAg has one glycosylation in the S domain and 

myristoylation at amino acid 2(glycine) of the preS1 domain (Figure 1.6). The S 

domain contains 14 cysteine residues that form disulphide bridges which are 

common to L, M and S-HBsAg proteins, out of which 8 are in the MHR [58-61]. 

HBV envelope proteins contain two infectivity/entry determinants found within 

the L and S-HBsAg; M-HBsAg has been shown not to be involved in the entry. The 

best-characterised determinant is a myristoylated motif 2–75 within the N-

terminal pre-S1 subdomain, the receptor-binding site. Inhibition of entry by the 

insertion and/or deletion within the pre-S1 domain of L-protein highlights an 

essential role for amino acids 2–75 in particle infectivity [62]. Importantly, an N-

terminal myristoylated synthetic peptide encoding 2–78 inhibits HBV infection 

[63]. The second determinant of unknown function is a conformation-dependent 

determinant within the antigenic loop in the S domain [62-68].  
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Figure 1.5 2.4 kb preS1 mRNA transcript generates the large HBsAg protein, 2.1Kb 

preS2/S mRNA generates the middle and small HBsAg proteins. 
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Figure 1.6 Structure of (A) small and middle (B) large HBV surface proteins showing the 

transmembrane domains (TM 1, 2, 3, 4), glycosylation and myristoylation domains, the 

antigenic loop within which is the major hydrophilic region. The figure was created at 

http://biorender.com/. 

 

  

1.5.4 HBV X Protein 

The 17 kD regulatory HBxAg protein containing 154 amino acids is encoded by 

HBV ORF X, the smallest ORF (Figure 1.7). In addition to being a crucial part of 

HBV replication, where it binds to cccDNA and is also involved in regulating 

transcription from cccDNA, HBxAg has been shown to possess oncogenic 

potential. It is unclear if its oncogenicity is directly involved in HCC development 

or a co-factor that induces subtle hepatocyte changes and stimulates the cells to 

respond to other direct oncogenes that result in HCC development or 

maintenance. Studies have described HBxAg as a multifunctional protein that is 

linked to cell transformation mechanisms such as calcium modulation, apoptosis, 

and activation of transcription factors (such as activator proteins 1 and 2 (AP-1 

and AP-2), and nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT)), as well as regulation of 

cellular signalling factors including p53, Wnt/β-catenin and Akt known to be 

involved in HCC [69-77].  

http://biorender.com/
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Figure 1.7 0.7 Kb X mRNA transcript generates HBxAg. 

 

 

1.6 HBV Life Cycle 

Viral specificity to host cells is primarily determined by attachment interactions 

between the virus and host cells. Although HBV has a strict tropism for 

hepatocytes, evidence has shown that other extrahepatic cells such as 

lymphocytes, mononuclear cells, the spleen can support its replication at a much 

lesser degree [78-80]. The HBV replication pathway is initiated by a reversible, 

low-affinity interaction between heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) on the 

cell membrane and HBV envelope proteins, bringing the virus in close proximity 

to make specific interaction. This is followed by high-affinity binding of viral 

surface antigen to a specific receptor identified in 2012 as a human sodium-

taurocholate co-transporting polypeptide (hNTCP/SLC10A1), an integral 

membrane protein exclusively expressed on the basolateral membrane of 

hepatocytes, hence the HBV tropism for the liver [81-85]. Mouse NTCP does not 

confer susceptibility to HBV infection, supporting findings that HBV cannot infect 

mouse hepatocytes [86]. Its interaction with its receptor triggers HBV 

internalisation, and it is believed to be internalised by clathrin-dependent 

endocytosis [87]. Recent studies have shown that epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR), a tyrosine kinase receptor, directly interacts with NTCP and 

contributes to HBV internalisation [88, 89]. It has also been shown that the 

ability of NTCP to oligomerise modulates its mediation of viral internalisation 

[90]. HBV nucleocapsid is taken into the cytoplasm, and the DNA is trafficked to 

the nucleus by mechanisms that remain unclear, although active transportation 

of the nucleocapsid through the nuclear pore has been postulated as a potential 

mechanism [91]. 
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Host-specific factors modify the HBV rcDNA in the nucleus by removing the RNA 

oligonucleotide at the 5' end of the positive strand and the redundant pol-linked 

sequence at the 5' end of the negative strand. These modifications also involve 

repairing the gaps in the rcDNA and ligation of the DNA to form the cccDNA [30, 

92-94]. Studies have suggested that the Flap structure-specific endonuclease 1 

(FEN1) could be involved in the removal of the redundant Pol and RNA primers 

while DNA polymerase κ and α (Pol κ and Pol α), DNA ligase 1 and 3 (LIG1 and 

LIG3), and topoisomerase I and II (TOP1 and TOP2) have been implicated in the 

repair and ligation of the rcDNA [95-99]. HBV cccDNA, a long-term template for 

replication, is maintained episomally as a minichromosome in the nucleus. 

Although it is unclear how this happens, apolipoprotein B editing complex 3 

(APOBEC3), a cytidine deaminase, has been shown to modulate cccDNA stability 

by APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B degradation [100, 101]. Studies have shown the 

association of HBx with cccDNA and its role in the epigenetic regulation of the 

cccDNA. HBx has been shown to be involved in controlling the phosphorylation, 

methylation, and acetylation of cccDNA-associated histones necessary for the 

cccDNA transcription [102-104]. Also, it is now known that there is an integration 

of part of the HBV DNA into the host cell genome, and this occurs through 

double-stranded DNA breaks. In as much as this integrated DNA occurs with 

several deletions and is said to be replication-incompetent, these deletions affect 

the expression of all other ORFs save the S ORF which is maintained and 

expresses S protein driven by its promoter [105-107].  

Host DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II transcribes the cccDNA template to all 

viral RNAs for protein production and replication. Transcription is initiated at 

various positions by 4 promoters: core, preS1, preS2 and X, generating 4 major 

polyadenylated RNA transcripts of various sizes. These RNAs are transported out 

of the nucleus to the cytoplasm to be translated by host factors. Aside from 

being a bicistronic mRNA translated to core (HBcAg) and polymerase (P) proteins, 

the pregenomic (pg) RNA is also the RNA transcript for replication and is 

selectively packaged for conversion to the progeny DNA by an HBV RNA 

encapsidation signal (Ɛ) situated near the 5' end of the HBV pregenomic RNA [43, 
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108, 109].  Upon encapsidation of the pgRNA by the core protein, the 

polymerase recognises the stem-loop and bulge region of the pgRNA.  A 

deoxyguanosine molecule covalently binds to the polymerase, and base pairs 

with a cytosine within the stem-loop and two deoxyadenosine triphosphates are 

then added to form a 3-base DNA priming sequence [110]. This primer is then 

translocated and base pairs with the direct repeat 1 (DR1), serving as the 

initiation point for the synthesis of the negative-strand DNA by reverse 

transcription of the pgRNA. RNase H degrades the pgRNA leaving 15 to 18 

oligoribonucleotides at the 5' end to serve as a primer for positive-strand 

synthesis. Shortly after, the short primer sequence is translocated to the direct 

repeat 2 (DR2) at the start of the negative-strand DNA and serves as a primer for 

the synthesis of the positive strand DNA, generating a circular partially double-

stranded DNA [111, 112]. This results in the maturation of RNA-containing 

nucleocapsids to DNA-containing nucleocapsids within the cytoplasm. Mature 

nucleocapsids can be trafficked back to the nucleus and converted to cccDNA to 

sustain persistent infection or enveloped for secretion from the host cell. The 

amount of L-HBsAg is known to influence which pathway the nucleocapsid goes 

through; early on in establishing the cccDNA pool, low levels of L-HBsAg 

contribute to the trafficking of the nucleocapsid to the nucleus (Figure 1.7) [113-

115].  

As a membrane protein, HBV envelope proteins are generated in the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER). Amino acids 8-22, the N-terminal signal sequence, 

initiate the S protein insertion into the ER membrane. The second signal (amino 

acids 80 to 98) is a transmembrane domain within the lipid bilayer; the peptide 

chain downstream of this domain is translocated into the ER lumen while the 

upstream chain stays in the cytosol. As a result of this, amino acids 23 to 79 in 

the C-terminal region form a cytosolic loop both in the ER and in the viral 

particles, while amino acids 99 to 169, which is the MHR, form a luminal loop 

which is then on the outside of viral particles [49, 116]. Similar to the topology of 

the S protein, the translocation of the preS2 domain to the ER lumen is by the 

first signal sequence located in the S domain [48]. The topology of the L protein 
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is slightly more complex than the M and S proteins as it possesses two 

conformations during and after translation (Figure 1.8). In the e-preS isoform, 

the preS region is positioned on the outside of the virus, and this is important in 

receptor binding and cell entry, whereas in the i-preS isoform, the preS region is 

positioned on the inside of the virion and is crucial for nucleocapsid interaction 

for envelopment. During translation, the preS (preS1 and preS2) domain of L is in 

the cytosol of the ER membrane, which is the internal-preS (i-preS) 

conformation. After translation, translocation occurs in about 50 % of the L 

proteins, causing a change in their conformation to the external-preS (e-preS) 

conformation in which the preS domain is in the ER lumen (Figure 1.8) [117-122].  

How this posttranslational move occurs remains unclear. It is now known that 

the HBV S envelope proteins can bud efficiently through the post-ER/post-Golgi 

compartment (otherwise known as ER-Golgi intermediate compartment, ERGIC) 

as spherical subviral particles without enveloping the nucleocapsid and are 

secreted from cells in large amounts [123, 124]. On the other hand, the L protein 

is not excreted alone, and its presence inhibits the secretion of subviral particles 

in a dose-dependent manner due to retention motifs in the preS1 N-terminal 19 

amino acids. As a result, secretion of the infectious virus particle, which contains 

high amounts of L protein, is dependent on the L and S ratio during 

morphogenesis.  

Mature capsids move to the post-ER, pre-Golgi compartment, where they 

interact with the L envelope protein for envelopment and subsequent secretion. 

Interestingly, mechanisms that prevent the envelopment of capsids with the 

immature genome (single-stranded DNA or RNA) have been shown, albeit not 

completely understood [125, 126]. Studies have recently shown that proteins in 

the endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) pathway are 

involved in the secretion of the infectious HBV Dane particle by forming 

multivesicular bodies [127-131]. It has been demonstrated that the HBV virions 

and filamentous subviral particles are released via the endosomal sorting 

complex required for transport (ESCRT)- multivesicular bodies (MVBs) pathway.  

It has been shown that alpha-taxilin (interleukin-14) mediates the interaction 
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between HBV and the ESCRT-MVB complex by binding to the preS1 of the L-

HBsAg domain and the ESCRT-I component [132-135]. 
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Figure 1.8 HBV lifecycle. HBV binds reversibly to HSPG, then specifically to NTCP, and subsequent endocytosis. HBV relaxed circular DNA (rcDNA) is 

trafficked to the nucleus and repaired to form the covalently closed circular DNA (cccDNA). HBV cccDNA is the template for the transcription of the 

pregenomic RNA (pgRNA), precore mRNA, preS1 mRNA, preS2/S mRNA, and X mRNA. These are translated to the polymerase (pol), precore (HBeAg), core 

(HBcAg), HBsAg (preS1, PreS2 and S), and HBxAg proteins. The pgRNA is encapsidated by HBcAg and is either enveloped by HBsAg for secretion or trafficked 

back to the cccDNA pool in the nucleus. The figure was created at http://biorender.com/.  

http://biorender.com/
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Figure 1.9 External-preS (i-preS) and internal-preS (e-preS) conformations. During 

translation, the preS (preS1 and preS2) domain of large HBsAg is in the cytosol of the ER 

membrane, which is the internal-preS (i-preS) conformation. After translation, a 

translocation occurs in about 50 % of the large HBsAg, causing a change in their 

conformation to the external-preS (e-preS) conformation in which the preS domain is in 

the ER lumen. The figure was created at http://biorender.com/. 

 

 

1.7 HBV Epidemiology 

Approximately 300 million people are chronically infected with HBV globally, 

resulting in 884,000 deaths, mostly from complications [136, 137]. HBV 

prevalence in different parts of the world has been defined in 3 different levels 

of endemicity based on the prevalence of HBsAg - low, moderate and high, being 

<2 %, 2-7 % and >8 %, respectively [138]. Developing regions such as Southeast 

http://biorender.com/
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Asia, China, sub-Saharan Africa and the Amazon Basin with a large population 

have a high endemicity, with 70–95 % of the population showing past or present 

serological evidence of HBV infection, and at least 8% are chronic HBV carriers. In 

these regions, HBV infections occur majorly during infancy or childhood, leading 

to high rates of chronic liver disease and liver cancer rates in adults. Regions such 

as Eastern and Southern Europe, the Middle East, Japan, and South America are 

moderately endemic, with 10–60 % of the population having evidence of 

infection, and 2-7 % are chronic carriers. Infections in these regions are 

commonly acute HBV infection in adolescents and adults; however, chronic 

infection occurs mainly through infections in infants and children. Most 

developed areas, such as North America, Northern and Western Europe and 

Australia, have low endemicity, with only 5–7 % of the population infected in 

these regions, and only 0.5–2 % of the population are chronic carriers. Most of 

the infections in these regions are in adolescents and young adults and well-

defined high-risk groups such as patients who require regular blood transfusion 

or haemodialysis, health care workers, injection drug users, and men who have 

sex with men (Figure 1.9) [139-143]. 
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Figure 1.10 Global prevalence of HBV infection showing regions of high, intermediate, 

and low endemicity. The figure was created at  https://mapchart.net/.   

 

  

 

1.8 HBV Genotypes and Sub-genotypes 

At least 9 HBV genotypes (A-I), a putative genotype J and over 30 sub-genotypes 

have been identified from isolates worldwide and are characterised by 

nucleotide divergence of >8 % among genotypes and 4 %-8 % among sub-

genotypes. Several studies have reported the differences between these 

genotypes and sub-genotypes based on geographical distribution, mode of 

transmission, disease progression, clinical prognosis, and antiviral therapy 

response. For instance, Genotypes B, C, F, and H possess a genome size of 3215 

nucleotides, while the others have varying nucleotide numbers due to in-frame 

deletions and insertions, notably, genotype D with an 11 amino acid deletion in 

preS1 of L-HBsAg (Table1.1). In 1971, HBV isolates were classified according to 

their serological reactivities and based on the amino acid sequences at codons 

122 and 160 of the S region, specifying them into the d/y and w/r with a 

common 'a' determinant, giving four serotypes, namely; adw, adr, ayw, or ayr 

[26, 144, 145].  

https://mapchart.net/
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Table 1.1 Comparison of Virological, Geographical, and Clinical Features of HBV genotypes [146-148]. 

Genotype Genome size 
(nucleotides) 

Sub-genotypes Geographical distribution Virological features and Clinical Importance 

A   3221 A1-4 Africa, South Asia, Europe, 
North America 

Secretes multiple sizes of HBeAg; earlier HBeAg seroconversion; cause of chronic 
infection in adults. 

B 3215 B1-5 Japan, East Asia, Indonesia, 
Philippines 

Perinatal transmission route; a major cause of chronic infection; better response 
to interferon therapy than C. 

C 3215 C1-16 Australia, Asia Oldest HBV genotype; higher prevalence of basal core promoter mutations 
resulting in delayed HBeAg seroconversion; perinatal transmission route; a major 
cause of chronic infection with a higher risk of HCC and cirrhosis. 

D 3182 D1-7 India, Middle East, 
Mediterranean 

Secretes less HBsAg than A-C; perinatal transmission route; major cause acute 
infection in adults. 11 amino acid deletion in pre S1 of L-HBsAg. 

E 3212   ---- Sub-Saharan Africa Closest to genotype D 

F 3215 F1-4 Central and southern 
America 

Associated with early HCC development in Alaskan natives than other genotypes. 

G  3248   ---- France, Germany, and the 
United States; common 
among men that have sex 
with men 

36-nucleotide insertion in the core results in high core protein expression; unable 
to express HBeAg; co-infection with genotypes A or H and HIV. 

H 3215   ---- Central and South America Closest to genotype F. 

I ----   ---- Vietnam and Laos Complex recombination between genotypes A, C, G. 

J ----  ---- Japan Close relationship with gibbon/orangutan genotypes and human genotype C.  
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1.9 Pathogenesis of HBV Infection 

Hepatitis B is a viral infection that targets the liver, causing a wide range of 

hepatic diseases such as acute and chronic hepatitis, fulminant hepatitis, liver 

cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Initial infection presents no symptoms in 

many people, but symptoms like vomiting, tiredness, yellowish skin (jaundice), 

abdominal pain and dark urine can also be seen in others. The infection can be 

diagnosed 30 to 60 days after exposure, but symptoms may take up to 30 to 180 

days to begin and can last a few weeks but rarely results in death [149].  

HBV is transmitted by contact with blood or body fluids, making HBV an 

occupational hazard, particularly in healthcare occupations. In areas where HBV 

infection is common, vertical transmission from mother to child is the most 

frequent mode of transmission, while in areas where the disease endemicity is 

low, the common mode of transmission is horizontal transmission includes: 

sexual intercourse, intravenous drug use, blood transfusion, tattoo needles, 

acupuncture needles, body and ear-piecing needles, as well as accidental 

needlestick injuries [150].  

Hepatitis B virus infects and replicates in the liver using the hepatocyte-

expressed receptor (s) and co-receptor (s). Hepatocellular damage and viral 

clearance in HBV infection are caused by an immune response, contributed 

primarily by virus-specific cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs). Although CTLs kill HBV 

infected cells and release cytokines, the outcome can be worsened by 

inflammatory cells and platelets activated at the site of infection [151]. 

Fulminant hepatitis (massive liver cell death) is a life-threatening complication of 

acute hepatitis. Death due to fulminant hepatitis has been reported to result 

from complications of severe liver damage such as sepsis, gastrointestinal 

bleeding, cerebral oedema, respiratory failure, or kidney failure [152]. 

1 to 10 % of HBV infected patients may present with extrahepatic manifestations 

such as papular acrodermatitis, membranous glomerulonephritis, serum-

sickness-like syndrome, and acute necrotising vasculitis. Though the 

pathogenesis of these disorders is unknown, a high level of antigenemia resulting 

in immune complex-mediated injury is hypothesised to be the cause [153, 154]. 
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1.10 Manifestations of HBV Infection 

 

1.10.1  Acute Hepatitis B 

Otherwise called short-term HBV infection, this is defined as HBV infection 

lasting for less than 6 months. 90 % of healthy adults infected with HBV have 

acute hepatitis and clear the infection within 6 months. Two-thirds of acutely 

infected patients have undetected subclinical, asymptomatic illness, while the 

other one-third present with symptoms and signs of hepatitis ranging from mild 

fatigue and nausea to jaundice and severe acute liver failure [155]. The 

prodromal or preicteric period occurring after the incubation period constitutes 

symptoms such as fever, fatigue, nausea, body aches and anorexia. This phase 

lasting a few days to 1 week is characterised by detectable DNA, high HBsAg 

levels and a rise in serum alanine transaminase (ALT). A decrease in viral level 

marks the icteric phase lasting for 1 to 2 weeks. The convalescence period lasts 

for weeks or months, during which jaundice resolves, HBsAg is cleared, and HBV 

DNA disappears from serum. However, acute liver failure occurs in 1 % of acutely 

infected patients [156-158]. 

 

1.10.2  Occult or Latent Hepatitis B (OBI) 

OBI is defined as the presence of HBV DNA in the liver tissue or peripheral blood 

of the patient with undetectable HBsAg in the serum outside the acute phase 

window period. Based on the antibodies detected, OBI may be seropositive if 

anti-HBcAg and/or anti-HBsAg are positive or seronegative if anti-HBcAg and/or 

anti-HBsAg are negative. The cause of occult HBV infection remains unknown, 

though it is thought to be a long-term consequence of acute hepatitis B 

resolution [159]. It has been hypothesised that occult HBV infection could 

involve HBV-DNA integration into host cell chromosomes, mutations of HBV-DNA 

sequence or altered host immune response; however, OBI, which is due to 

infection with HBsAg escape mutants, is referred to as false OBI. Clinically OBI is 

a potential risk factor for HBV transmission through blood transfusion, organ 

transplantation and haemodialysis, a possible cause of cryptogenic liver disease, 
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an exacerbating factor of chronic hepatitis B resulting in the development of 

hepatocellular carcinoma and treatment difficulty. There is no report of the 

treatment of occult hepatitis B infection. The main characteristic of OBI is 

detectable HBV DNA and undetectable HBsAg; this implies that OBI diagnosis is 

done through an HBV-DNA PCR test [160].  

 

1.10.3  Chronic Hepatitis B (CHB) 

When hepatitis continues for more than six months, as indicated by the 

persistence of HBsAg, it is categorised as chronic hepatitis. For unknown reasons, 

an effective immune response does not begin in chronic infection for years; 

hence it is asymptomatic early in its course and can be detected only by 

laboratory tests or evaluating non-specific symptoms. Although 5 %-10 % of 

adults infected with the virus become chronically infected, 90 % of infected 

infants infected below the age of 5 become chronically infected. This chronic 

infection shows no symptoms until after several years when cirrhosis and liver 

cancer may develop, resulting in 15 %-25 % deaths. As the disease progresses, 

inflammation progresses, and patients develop symptoms such as fatigue, 

nausea, vomiting, joint pain, and low appetite. Jaundice occurs later in the 

disease process and is usually an indication of advanced disease. Severe liver 

damage and scarring over a long period could result in cirrhosis, a pathological 

term indicating replacement of the normal liver architecture by nodules of 

fibrous tissue. Complications of cirrhosis include variceal bleeding due to raised 

portal pressure, encephalopathy, ascites (fluid in the abdomen) and jaundice due 

to liver failure. Cirrhosis predisposes to the development of HCC. Chronic 

hepatitis B is a variable and dynamic disease having four natural stages. 

However, the overall prognosis is directly related to the severity of the disease, 

and not all patients go through all four stages [161-164]. 
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1.11 Stages of Chronic HBV Infection 

 

1.11.1  HBeAg positive chronic infection 

This stage is characterised by high serum DNA levels, presence of HBeAg, normal 

serum levels of the liver enzyme alanine aminotransferase (ALT) and minimal or 

no liver inflammation. In late childhood or adult-acquired HBV, this stage is the 

incubation period before an immune response to HBV, whereas, in perinatal or 

early childhood-acquired HBV, this stage may last several years to decades. There 

is also very low spontaneous HBeAg loss at this stage. The patients at this stage 

are highly contagious as a result of high viral replication. Since antiviral therapy is 

not given at this stage, patients are monitored closely for progression [165, 166].  

 

1.11.2  HBeAg positive chronic hepatitis 

In this stage, the maturation of the host immune system results in the onset of 

the inflammatory process that leads to the destruction of HBV-infected cells and 

their replacement of normal liver tissue by fibrous tissue. Characteristics of this 

active phase include lower virus level than the HBeAg positive chronic infection 

phase when viral replication is unopposed, presence of HBeAg, elevated 

aminotransferase levels and inflammation and fibrosis in the liver. This stage is 

correlated with the highest risk of progression to cirrhosis and hepatocellular 

carcinoma. The spontaneous flares of liver necroinflammation indicating 

intensification of the immune response to HBV is a typical feature of this phase. 

The flare-ups of hepatitis in this stage precede the disappearance of HBeAg and 

the development of HBeAg antibody, resulting in the remission of hepatitis. 

Treatment is given according to the level of viral replication (HBV DNA levels), 

liver damage, as shown by ALT levels and liver biopsy [166, 167].  

 

 

1.11.3  HBeAg negative chronic infection 

The inflammatory phase leads to HBeAg seroconversion, signifying clinical 

remission and entry to the HBeAg negative chronic infection phase, though there 
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could be mild liver inflammation and minimal cirrhosis. This stage is 

characterised by negative HBeAg, positive HBeAg antibody, normal ALT and low 

or undetectable DNA levels. The progress of this phase is usually benign, and 

patients in this phase form the largest group of chronic HBV patients. Although 

most adults enter this stage rapidly, chronically infected neonates and children 

can take up to 20 years to achieve HBeAg seroconversion. The prognosis for 

patients in this phase is good; hence antiviral treatment is not generally 

recommended. When a patient is confirmed to be in this phase, regular lifelong 

monitoring of ALT levels and DNA measurements every 6-12 months is usually 

advised [168, 169]. 

 

1.11.4  HBeAg negative chronic hepatitis 

This stage is characterised by negative serum HBeAg, detectable anti-HBe, 

moderate to high HBV DNA levels, and elevated ALT values. There is usually 

moderate to severe necroinflammation and fibrosis in the liver.  Despite the 

good prognosis of the HBeAg negative chronic infection phase, reactivation of 

active hepatitis, though rare, is possible and could result in complications such as 

cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. Patients with detectable HBV DNA in the 

serum are particularly vulnerable to HBV reactivation, and this has been 

observed to occur during or after cytotoxic treatments for malignancies and in 

cases of co-infection [166, 170]. 

 

1.11.5  HBsAg negative 

This stage, also called occult HBV is characterised by HBsAg negative, anti-HBc, 

with or without anti-HBsAg. In this phase, patients have normal ALT and could 

have low-level HBV replication that may persist with HBV DNA detectable in the 

liver, although usually not in the serum [166].  
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Table 1.2 Stages of HBV Infection. 

Stage of HBV Infection HBsAg HBeAg HBV DNA ALT Liver disease 

HBeAg positive Chronic infection 

 

High HBsAg Positive High; >107 

 

Normal Low 

HBeAg positive Chronic hepatitis 

 

High HBsAg  Positive High; 104-107 Elevated Moderate to severe  

HBeAg negative Chronic infection 

 

Low HBsAg Negative Low; <2000 

IU/mL 

Normal Low 

HBeAg negative Chronic hepatitis 

 

Intermediate Negative Low; >2000 

IU/mL 

Elevated Moderate to severe 

HBsAg negative* Negative HBsAg, 

with or without anti-

HBs 

Negative Low/undetect

able 

Normal Low 

 

*HBsAg-negative with undetectable HBV DNA would represent a ‘functional cure’.
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1.12 Hepatitis D Virus and other HBV Co-infections 

The human hepatitis D virus (HDV) is known as the satellite virus of HBV as it 

requires the hepatitis B virus for infection and replication. HDV is a small virus of 

about 36 nm and has a small single-stranded circular RNA genome of 

approximately 1.7 kb. HDV entry into host cells is via the interaction of the N-

terminal domain of L-HBsAg with NTCP, and it replicates using the host RNA 

polymerase II because its genome does not code for a polymerase [171].  HDV 

can either co-infect simultaneously with HBV or can subsequently super-infect an 

HBV-infected patient [172]. At least 5 % of chronic HBV patients are affected by 

HDV infection, accounting for about 12 million HBV and HDV co-infected 

individuals. Simultaneous co-infection of HBV and HDV usually results in the 

clearing of both viruses, whereas the subsequent super-infection of HDV typically 

results in chronic HBV/HDV co-infection that exacerbates liver damage compared 

to HBV mono-infection and increases the risk of HCC, with 50-70 % developing 

cirrhosis within 5-10 years [173, 174]. 

Furthermore, HBV co-infection with HCV is not uncommon, and although the 

exact number of patients co-infected with HBV and HCV is unknown resulting 

from the unavailability of large-scale population-based studies [175, 176]. As a 

result of their similar mode of transmission, HBV/HCV simultaneous co-infection 

is more common than a super-infection, although, in the occurrence of super-

infection, HCV super-infection is reported to be more common than HBV super-

infection. In HBV/HCV co-infection, HCV more commonly becomes the dominant 

virus, reducing HBV DNA levels and resulting in a chronic HCV and occult HBV 

infection [177, 178]. 

HBV also co-infects with HIV and has been reported to have a prevalence of 5-

20 % of HBV infection in HIV patients. Regions of high HBV endemicity are 

reported to have a 10-20 % prevalence, while regions of low HBV endemicity 

have about 5-7 % prevalence [179]. Previously, HBV co-infection with HIV 

adversely impacted the course of HBV infection and consequently sped up HBV 

disease progression. However, this picture has been completely modified by 

adequate treatment and it has now been shown that HBV/HIV coinfected 
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patients do better because they are in sustained clinical care and on therapy 

[180]. 

 

 

1.13 Diagnosis of HBV Infection 

HBV diagnosis involves the assessment of samples from patients, particularly 

blood samples for virological and serological markers. Virological tests such as 

the HBV DNA test is a viral load quantification test that is also used to track the 

effectiveness of therapeutic agents. In contrast, serological tests are typically 

used for diagnostic screening and identify acute, self-limited infections, chronic 

HBV infections and vaccine-induced immunity. HBV DNA – the viral load - is an 

important diagnostic parameter in HBV clinical management; however, HBsAg, 

which is the initial serological marker, is the primary diagnostic marker for HBV 

infection. HBsAg is used to identify chronic HBV infection, whereas HBV DNA 

could predict infection and treatment prognosis, such as the risk of 

hepatocellular carcinoma [181]. The major hydrophilic region (MHR) within the 

S-domain of HBsAg contains highly conformational epitopes recognised by 

neutralising antibodies in routine diagnostic tests. Table 2 describes the 

laboratory markers of HBV infection [182-184]. 
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Table 1.3 Laboratory markers of HBV infection. 

HBV Marker Clinical Significance 

 HBsAg present in acute or chronic infection. 

 Anti-HBsAg A marker of immunity; can be acquired through natural HBV infection, vaccination, or passive antibody 

(immunoglobulin). 

 Anti-HBcAg IgM—indicates HBV infection in the past six months. 

IgG—indicates a more distant HBV infection that could have been cleared by the immune system or that could 

still be present. 

A positive HBsAg and anti-HBc IgG—indicates persistent chronic HBV infection. 

HBeAg It is associated with a high level of viral replication, often known as the marker of infectivity. 

 Anti-HBeAg Indicates a low level of viral replication 

HBV DNA A marker of viral replication; could predict infection and treatment prognosis, such as the risk of hepatocellular 

carcinoma 
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1.14 Treatment and Prevention 

A combination of serum ALT, serum HBV DNA levels, and other HBV markers are 

used as indications for HBV treatment. Ultimately, antiviral therapy seeks to 

eradicate HBV infection from the host, although the stable cccDNA in the 

hepatocyte nucleus makes this goal difficult to achieve. Alternatively, available 

therapies are focused on achievable goals such as reducing the risk of 

hepatocellular carcinoma by suppressing HBV replication, reducing liver 

inflammation, and preventing liver failure and cirrhosis. Treatment success is 

measured by a decrease in HBV DNA level, a loss of HBeAg (an indication of 

seroconversion), normalised ALT levels, and improved liver histology [185].  

There are currently two groups of approved antiviral agents for managing 

chronic HBV infection: immunomodulatory agents (including conventional and 

pegylated interferon-α) and oral nucleotide/nucleoside analogues (NAs). 

Interferons are known to exert a weak direct antiviral effect on HBV by acting on 

different parts of the lifecycle and supporting cell-mediated immunity. Although 

the mechanism(s) by which interferon affects HBV is(are) not clear, it has been 

shown to decrease the transcription of pregenomic RNA (pgRNA) and 

subgenomic RNA from the HBV cccDNA minichromosome, both in cultured cells 

and in mice. Treatment with interferon has also been reported to result in 

cccDNA transcriptional co-repressor active recruitment and cccDNA-bound 

histone hypoacetylation. Also, studies have shown its ability to upregulate class I 

major histocompatibility complex (MHC) antigen expression in infected 

hepatocytes and activate various immune pathways and cytokines that inhibit 

viral replication [101, 186-191]. The finite duration of therapy and the lack of 

drug resistance are the pros of the use of interferon-based therapy, although a 

proportion of patients will not respond to treatment or will still require long-

term treatment with NAs upon completion of interferon therapy [192]. On the 

other hand, interferon treatment may result in significant adverse effects, 

including flu-like symptoms, abnormal blood counts, psychological side effects 

such as depression, suicidal feelings, aggression, and psychosis. Also, high 

interferon levels can lead to damage to vital parts of the body, such as the heart, 
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liver, bone marrow, kidney, and heart. Patients on interferon therapy need to be 

closely monitored for any side effects [193]. 

Nucleoside/nucleotide analogues are a polymerase-targeting group of antiviral 

drugs used in chronic HBV management. Nucleoside analogues contain a nucleic 

acid analogue and a sugar, whereas nucleotide analogues contain a nucleic acid 

analogue, a sugar, and 1 to 3 phosphate groups. Five of these analogues, 

including three nucleoside analogues (lamivudine, telbivudine and entecavir) and 

two nucleotide analogues (adefovir and tenofovir), have been approved for use 

as a chronic HBV therapy. Upon phosphorylation and being similar to 

nucleotides, these analogues are incorporated into growing DNA strands where 

they act as chain terminators and inhibit the reverse transcriptase activity of viral 

DNA polymerase [169, 194, 195]. The potential for the development of drug 

resistance mutations as HBV therapy continues is a major demerit of the use of 

nucleos(t)ide analogues. HBV has a high replication rate with approximately 

1 × 1011 virus particles being released every day, which in addition to the lack of 

an effective proofreading mechanism in the HBV polymerase enzyme, 

contributes to the development of mutations. It has been estimated that an 

error rate of 1.4–3.2 × 10−5 nucleotide substitutions per site per cycle is made by 

the HBV polymerase, resulting in many natural mutations, out of which some 

would confer drug resistance. Selective pressure resulting from nucleos(t)ide 

analogue therapy drives drug-resistance mutations that can alter the interaction 

between the HBV polymerase binding sites and antiviral agents. Consequently, 

due to the overlapping nature of the HBV genome, mutations in polymerase 

gene driven by antiviral drugs can also lead to mutations in the S gene, which 

may evade neutralising antibodies [196-199]. 

Recent HBV studies have led to more knowledge of the HBV lifecycle and 

provided a better understanding of the virus. This has resulted in a drive for the 

identification of novel antiviral compounds and an improved HBV therapy. The 

discovery of the NTCP receptor has expedited research into the identification of 

possible entry inhibitors. Several compounds have been identified with the 

ability to interfere with HBV entry into hepatocytes, and the most popular is 
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Myrcludex [200]. Myrcludex or Bulevirtide is a synthetic myristoylated peptide 

made up of amino acids 2-48 from the PreS1 region. It functions by binding to 

and inactivating the NTCP receptor, thus preventing HBV and HDV from infecting 

hepatocytes. This drug has recently been conditionally approved (as hepcludex) 

by European Union in July 2020 for use as an HDV drug in HBV/HDV co-infected 

patients [201, 202]. Several other compounds being developed include 

cyclosporin, irbesartan, rapamycin, and ezetimibe. Some of the other therapeutic 

targets which are currently being researched include drugs that directly target 

the HBV cccDNA to inactivate or degrade the cccDNA, drugs that target the 

innate immune system, targeting pathogen recognition receptors and triggering 

the immune cells to produce pro-inflammatory factors and drugs that target the 

adaptive immune system to increase the HBV-specific T-cell immune response 

[203, 204]. 

Prevention strategies for HBV infection are focused mainly on active 

immunisation, passive immunoprophylaxis and behavioural modifications. 

Hepatitis B vaccine is a recombinant vaccine consisting of a sterile suspension of 

non-infectious HBV subunit derived from HBsAg produced in yeast cells. This 

vaccine given in 3 or 4 shots at different times has been widely used worldwide 

since its approval in 1981. The HBV vaccine has been shown to have an efficacy 

of up to 95 % and provides protection for at least 20 years. It functions by 

stimulating the production of anti-HBsAg antibody by the immune system into 

the bloodstream, which provides protection against future infections. Passive 

immunoprophylaxis against HBV infection is conferred using the Hepatitis B 

Immune Globulin (HBIG), a sterile solution of ready-made antibodies against 

hepatitis B infection. HBIG is an antibody preparation made from pooled human 

blood from selected donors with high hepatitis B antibody. Passive 

immunoprophylaxis is administered following sexual exposure, needle or sharp 

object exposure, organ transplantation, and babies born to HBV positive 

mothers. In 2017, WHO recommended that all infants be given the hepatitis B 

vaccine within 24 h after birth followed by 2 or 3 doses at least 4 weeks apart. 

This recommendation has been adopted by several member countries of the 
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WHO, including the UK [205]. Although behavioural modifications such as safe 

sexual practices, safe handling of sharps and improved screening of blood 

products are beneficial, active immunisation and passive immunoprophylaxis are 

the most effective prevention strategies [138].  

 

 

1.15 Laboratory Study of HBV 

HBV, similar to other hepadnaviruses, is strictly hepatotropic and possesses a 

narrow host range, causing infection by interaction with specific receptors in the 

host hepatocytes. Usually, hepadnaviruses only infect differentiated primary 

hepatocytes or cultured hepatocytes from their respective hosts. As a result, 

available cell and animal systems for the study of HBV infection and life cycle 

have been limited, impeding HBV research. The discovery of NTCP as a receptor 

for HBV infection has expanded the cell and animal culture study models, thus 

facilitating the study of HBV entry and pathogenesis. 

 

1.15.1  Cell culture systems for HBV study 

The primary cell culture systems used to study HBV infection include primary 

human hepatocytes (PHH) and primary Tupaia hepatocytes (PTH). Primary 

human hepatocytes directly isolated from liver tissue are the closest 

representation of in vivo human liver hepatocytes. Hence, they support the 

complete lifecycle of HBV and are crucial in studying cellular immune and 

metabolic responses to HBV infection. In addition to being limited in supply and 

expensive, PHHs are highly variable among batches, have low proliferation ability 

in culture, and dedifferentiate rapidly in culture, thus losing their susceptibility to 

infection and supporting a limited spread infection [206-209]. The high variability 

in PHH batches has been said to be due to the quality of the isolated cells and 

host genetic differences. As a result of their importance in HBV research, primary 

human hepatocytes have constantly been improved to enhance differentiation 

and proliferation via various methods such as Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 

incubation, PHHs co-culture with non-parenchymal liver cells, and 3-dimensional 
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(3D) culture organisation [210]. Studies have shown that 3D cultured PHHs 

express hepatocyte genes and maintain function stably for 4 weeks or more and 

are susceptible to HBV infection in the absence of Polyethylene glycol (PEG) or 

DMSO [211]. PTHs have also been an alternative system for HBV study, and 

interestingly, the NTCP receptor was discovered using PTHs [81, 212].  

HepaRG cells were derived in 2002 as a bipotent progenitor cell line from a 

chronic hepatitis C infected patient. It was found that culturing HepaRG with 

DMSO, PEG and hydrocortisone increased their differentiation into hepatocyte-

like epithelium-like cells, enabling them to support HBV infection and replication, 

producing infectious particles for over 100 days [64, 213]. HepaRG cells have 

been used to show the reversible binding of HBV to its low-affinity co-receptor, 

HSPG and other entry inhibition studies such as Myrcludex B studies. Studies 

investigating cellular immune responses to HBV infection have shown that a 

transitory type I interferon response is mounted by cells after HBV infection, 

which could suppress HBV replication [50, 214-216]. 

Hepatoma cell lines include but are not limited to HepG2, derived in 1975 from a 

15-year-old HCC patient, Huh7, derived in 1982 from a 57-year-old liver tumour 

patient and Hep 3B, derived in 1976 from an 8-year-old HCC patient [217]. For a 

long time, these hepatoma cell lines have been used to study HBV replication 

and virion production by transfecting them with cloned HBV DNA constructs 

carrying overlength HBV genomes. Transient and stable transfection of these 

cells with the HBV constructs has enabled researchers to study HBV cccDNA, 

transcription, gene expression, assembly and secretion of infectious and subviral 

particles. This knowledge has enhanced the study of antiviral compounds and the 

characterisation of HBV variants and drug-resistant mutants [218, 219]. Several 

stable cell lines producing HBV have been generated and used to produce HBV 

inocula and to investigate HBV host interaction and drug screenings. They 

include HepAD38 and HepDE19, which use a tetracycline-repressible promoter to 

drive pgRNA expression and HepG2.2.15 cell line, previously used to study HBV 

integration into the host genome [92, 220-222]. As much as HepG2 and Huh7 

support HBV replication, they are known to poorly express the NTCP receptor 
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and are not susceptible to HBV infection, just like several other human hepatoma 

cell lines. They also provide a less than optimum environment for transcription 

and do not fully mimic in vivo infection of hepatocytes and the host immune 

response [81, 223].  

Following the discovery of NTCP as a functional receptor of HBV infection, 

hepatoma cell lines that stably express the human NTCP gene have been 

generated. The establishment of these new cell culture systems (HepG2.NTCP 

and Huh7.NTCP) have expanded the in vitro assays and accelerated our 

knowledge of steps involved in HBV early infection [223-226]. As a result, other 

host factors such as glypican 5 and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) have 

been shown to be additional factors in HBV entry [89, 227]. In addition to 

supporting HBV entry and cccDNA establishment, HepG2.NTCP, in the presence 

of PEG, has been shown to support the spread of HBV infection among cultured 

cells [228]. However, the use of NTCP-expressing hepatoma cells is typically 

impeded by low infection levels, the need for large viral inocula and low virus 

release from infected cells [86, 229]. In spite of these drawbacks, NTCP-

expressing hepatoma cells are relevant in vitro systems for studying the HBV life 

cycle, particularly the early steps of infection that are potential therapeutic 

targets.  

 

 

1.15.2  Virus Pseudotyping 

Pseudotyping is a process that involves the generation of a virus with envelope 

glycoproteins not encoded by the genome within the virus. Hence, a 

pseudotyped virus, also called pseudotype, is known as a virus comprising of a 

genome and capsid enveloped by foreign surface glycoproteins (Figure 1.10) 

[230, 231]. This implies that a pseudotyped virus can only carry out a single 

round of infection as it enters a susceptible cell and drives nucleic acid 

replication but is unable to generate infectious particles. The foundation of 

pseudotyping was first laid by Peyton Rous in 1911 when he identified the Rous 

sarcoma virus (RSV) from chicken sarcoma cells [230]. Years after, Harry Rubin 
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and colleagues reported from their observations that RSV is a defective virus that 

is unable to produce mature virus except in the presence of a helper virus which 

they called Rous-associated virus (RAV). 

 

 

Figure 1.11 Schematic representation of Pseudotyping technique. The figure was 

created at http://biorender.com/.  

 

Consequently, although RSV and RAV were antigenically unrelated, the mature 

virus generated by a co-infection of both viruses resulted in pseudotypes 

carrying the RSV nucleic acid and the RAV outer coat [232-234]. The 

pseudotyping system has been applied severally in various experimental and 

clinical setups. Pseudotyping enables studying viral envelope proteins, their 

tropism, and their interaction with host cell receptors, thus enabling the 

identification of new entry receptors and attachment factors. Pseudotyped 

viruses enable studies that examine the envelope gene, thus isolating steps in 

the virus life cycle that the envelope gene is responsible for. Also, pseudotyping 

provides ease for experimental genetic manipulation of the virus gene, allowing 

http://biorender.com/
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the introduction and study of mutations in the envelope gene to understand how 

these mutations affect the virus entry steps. In addition to the safety benefits of 

pseudotyping, which enables the study of higher biosafety level (BSL) viruses in 

lower biosafety level (BSL) laboratories, chemical entry inhibitors and antibodies 

can also be specifically screened.  

Essentially, pseudotypes are produced when a viral vector plasmid, otherwise 

called the backbone carrying the nucleic acid and core protein, is transfected in a 

producer cell together with the envelope protein plasmid and the reporter 

plasmid. Due to their advantageous ability to incorporate other viruses' envelope 

proteins and stably integrate their genome into the host genome, retroviral 

vectors have been the preferred vector for a long time. There are two retroviral 

vector systems: gammaretroviral vectors exemplified by the murine leukaemia 

virus (MLV) and the lentiviral vectors exemplified by HIV-1. Although MLV 

vectors have been commonly used in the past for several clinical trials, there has 

been a shift of preference to lentiviral vectors because of their ability to 

translocate through nuclear membranes and transduce dividing and non-dividing 

cells as well as their ability to be produced at high titres. Lentiviral vectors are 

made up of the lentiviral vector genome bordered by 5' and 3' long terminal 

repeats (LTRs) that are essential for regulating viral genome expression, the HIV 

rev response element (RRE), that is involved in the export of RNAs from the 

nucleus to the cytoplasm for translation and packaging via an encapsidation 

signal sequence (ψ). There are three generations of lentiviral vectors, each 

designed to improve on safety from the previous one. First-generation lentiviral 

vectors, which still contain all viral genes except the envelope gene, have a high 

risk of generating replication-competent lentiviruses, particularly if working with 

HIV positive samples. Second-generation lentiviral vectors contain all HIV genes 

except the envelope gene and other accessory genes such as nef, vpu, vpr that 

are not crucial for lentiviral production.  In as much as this is safe, care has to be 

taken in handling as there might still be a chance of generating replication-

competent lentiviruses, especially when working with HIV positive cells and 

samples of unknown viral composition. Third-generation lentiviral vectors have 
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been significantly improved with the elimination and inactivation of all lentiviral 

genes except gag, pol, rev and RRE to ensure it is safe for research and clinical 

use. In the third-generation vectors, a CMV promoter is inserted to drive the 

transcription of genes, eliminating the need for the Tat gene that drives gene 

expression from the LTRs in the previous generations. Also, the 5' LTR promoter 

is removed while the rev gene is separated and is expressed from a different 

plasmid. Other ways to improve safety are still being investigated as there is also 

a chance of mutation or recombination, leading to the generation of replication-

competent lentiviruses. 

The human Embryonic Kidney cell line, HEK293T, is the preferred cell line for 

producing pseudotypes using lentiviral vectors primarily because it carries the 

simian virus SV40 T-antigen that enhances its efficiency for vector production. 

Lentiviral vectors mostly contain the SV40 origin of replication; thus, binding the 

SV40 T-antigen from the SV40 origin of replication stimulates replication of the 

lentiviral genome. The presence of SV40 T-antigen also suppresses tumour 

suppressor proteins that increase cell growth and transfection efficiency. In 

pseudotype generation, HEK293T cells are co-transfected with the lentiviral 

vector and an envelope plasmid of choice; internal promoters drive the 

expression of both plasmids. The pseudotyped virus buds out of the cell with the 

expressed envelope proteins on the outside and the lentiviral nucleocapsid 

within. The pseudotyped virus can be harvested from the cell culture 

supernatant for use in subsequent studies. A reporter gene such as luciferase 

(Luc) or green fluorescent protein (GFP) is usually cloned into the lentiviral vector 

plasmid and is essential for monitoring replication and gene expression of the 

pseudotyped virus. Pseudotyped viruses have been and continue to be an 

essential part of molecular and clinical research by offering flexibility and safety 

and enabling the study of highly pathogenic biosafety level BSL 3 or 4 organisms 

in BSL 1 or 2 labs. It also enables ex vivo genes to be studied without the 

possibility of tissue culture adaptation of the virus [235, 236]. Following the 

Middle Eastern respiratory syndrome (MERS) outbreak in 2012, pseudotyping 

was an effective rapid tool to track the viral prevalence, study the viral proteins 
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and test the efficacy of neutralising antibodies [237-240]. During and after the 

Ebola virus outbreak, pseudotyping has been actively used in research to study 

genetic variations, show a human adaptation in the outbreak, and study the viral 

proteins to identify potential entry inhibitors and antiviral therapy [241-244]. 

Pseudotyping has also been widely used to study Hepatitis C virus (HCV) 

glycoproteins and their entry characteristics in vitro. With the use of 

pseudotyping, host and cell entry properties have been characterised, leading to 

the identification of entry co-receptors such as claudin-1, claudin-6, claudin-9, 

CD81 tetraspanin, and SR-B1 scavenger receptor [245-250].  

  

 

1.16 Previously reported mutations in HBV genome 

During HBV infection and due to different selection pressures, random point 

mutations may arise during replication, cleavage or ligation of the viral genome 

or editing and splicing of the pgRNA. Mutations that occur at specific infection 

stages have been found in different genetic regions such as in the precore, core 

region, the basal core promoter region, pre-S1, or pre-S2 regions, the 'a’ 

determinant of HBsAg, and the polymerase. These mutations are essential in the 

persistence and escape of the virus from immune detection. Interestingly, it is 

known that HBV wild type strains have remained unreplaced for centuries, which 

strongly suggest that they are advantageous, particularly early on in the 

infection, after which quasispecies begin to develop in later stages of infection 

[251, 252]. 

Mutations in the basal core promoter (BCP) that controls HBeAg transcription 

and the precore (PC) region that controls HBeAg translation have been 

thoroughly studied. Mutations such as the 1762T/1764A double mutation in the 

BCP and 1896A in the PC regions are the most commonly studied and have been 

shown to impact the stability of the pgRNA secondary structure and replication. 

Adenine to Thymine at position 1762 and Guanine to Adenine at position 1764 

are within the CCAAT/Enhancer binding protein binding region. Studies have 

shown that their presence is implicated with a significant decrease in the precore 
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and core mRNA transcription that could lower HBeAg production. These 

mutations are less common in asymptomatic HBV carriers and are detected more 

frequently in chronic, fulminant and HCC HBV patients. Also, at position 1896, a 

Guanine to Adenine substitution that occurs in the epsilon (ε) of the precore 

gene results in a stop codon (TAG) at codon 28 of HBeAg [253-257]. 

In recent years, antiviral drug-resistance mutations in the pol gene have 

increased due to the increased use of nucleoside and nucleotide analogues as 

HBV antiviral agents. The most commonly studied drug-resistance mutation is 

the rtM204V/I in domain C, a known lamivudine resistance mutation. This 

mutation changes the conserved YMDD motif to YVDD or YIDD and is 

compensated by an upstream secondary mutation at rtL180M or rtV173L in the 

HBV polymerase domain B said to improve the replicative efficiency of the 

resistant mutant. Additionally, rtN236T in domain D and rtA181T/V in domain B 

are reported to be adefovir dipivoxil resistance mutations. rtT184S/A/I/G/C/M, 

rtS202I/C/G, and rtM250I/V have also been mapped to domains B, C, and D and 

are entecavir resistance mutations [258-263]. Furthermore, deletions or 

insertions in the BCP result in a shift of the X gene frame, leading to the 

production of truncated X proteins that lack the C terminus domain (amino acids 

130–140) necessary for the transactivation activity of HBx antigen [264].  

Several point mutations, recombinations and deletions have been found in the 

HBsAg, particularly the “a” determinant of the major hydrophilic region (MHR). 

The S ORF is highly heterogeneous, having mutations that can change the protein 

conformation, affecting HBsAg antigenicity. In the “a” determinant that is crucial 

for the generation of protective antibody, mutations could result in escape from 

vaccine-induced immunity, immunoglobulin therapy, and serological diagnostic 

tests [251, 265-267]. The G145R (glycine to arginine at residue 145 of HBsAg) 

identified in 1988 from vaccinated Italian children who have HBsAg positive 

mothers has now been described as an immune escape mutation [268-270]. 

Interestingly, in as much as the HBV vaccine is highly efficient in preventing HBV 

infection, vaccine escape mutations such as D144A/E, T116N, P120S/E, 

I/T126A/N/I/S, Q129H/R, M133L that have been identified in vaccinated 
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individuals have been associated with breakthrough infections. Furthermore, in 

their report, Salpini et al., showed that 75.9 % of that had undergone reactivated 

HBV infection in the study carried more than one of the mutations: M103I-L109I-

T118K-P120A-Y134H-S143L-D144E-S171F located in the MHR [271]. Several 

recent studies, such as Cassini et al., have suggested that mutations such as 

C695T that leads to a stop codon in amino acid 181 in HBsAg could be 

responsible for substantially reducing HBsAg production seen in occult HBV 

infection [272]. Also, mutations in the pre-S region have been shown to 

contribute to hepatocarcinogenesis. Lee et al., have discovered and associated 

the mutation W4P/R in pre-S1 to increased disease severity and liver disease 

[273-278]. 
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1.17 Research Aims 

The proofreading inability of the HBV polymerase and the overlapping nature of 

the HBV genome culminates in high mutation rates with pleiotropic effects on 

both the polymerase and the surface genes. Hence, the emergence of mutations 

in the surface gene, particularly in the MHR, results in mutant selection by 

antiviral therapy or the host immune system.  Previous studies have shown that 

mutations in the surface gene of HBV potentially influence HBsAg expression and 

secretion, which could be the underlying mechanism for HBsAg level fluctuations 

of clinical relevance, such as in occult HBV infection [271, 279]. However, amino 

acid mutations in HBsAg have also been linked to several clinical implications 

such as vaccine escape or failure of HBV diagnostic assays that could potentially 

result in the spread of HBV from blood and organ donation and delayed clinical 

management [251, 268, 280-283]. Hence, it is essential to further characterise 

HBsAg and the effects of the mutations on the protein phenotype, particularly its 

antigenicity and immunogenicity. Studies exist that have sought to characterise 

different HBV entry stages and the effect of mutations on HBV entry using 

infectious HBV inoculum or vectors carrying the HBV full-length genome [87, 

284-287]. However, in this study, we aim to isolate the potential effect of HBsAg 

mutations on HBV entry using the pseudotyping system to study only the S gene 

and mutations present in it. Therefore, the objectives of this study were to: 

 

• Identify areas of variability within HBsAg. 

• Design and optimise a pseudotyping system for the in vitro study of 

HBsAg.  

• Determine the phenotypic characteristics of HBsAg mutants. 

• Examine the entry and immunogenic properties of HBsAg mutants. 

• Determine the clinical diagnostic properties of HBsAg mutants. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection is a global health challenge that has infected 

about 2 billion people, with 30 million new infections yearly, and chronically 

infects 300 million people globally with 884,000 yearly deaths [136, 137]. HBV 

infection can present as an acute or chronic infection; an acute infection 

presents with symptoms and signs of hepatitis ranging from mild fatigue and 

nausea to jaundice and severe acute liver failure, particularly in adults [288]. On 

the other hand, chronic infection is more long-term, showing no symptoms until 

after several years when cirrhosis and liver cancer may develop, accounting for 

deaths of 15 %-25 % of chronically infected patients [161]. HBV has been classed 

into 9 genotypes (A-I) based on genetic similarity and a putative genotype J. 

These genotypes possess nucleotide divergence of >8 % between them, and 

there are over 30 sub-genotypes with nucleotide divergence of 4 %-8 %. These 

genotypes and sub-genotypes differ in their geographical distribution, mode of 

transmission, disease progression, clinical prognosis, and response to antiviral 

therapy [289]. Genotype A is predominant in Europe, North America and some 

parts of Africa, B and C are predominant in east and southeast Asia, D is 

predominant in India, Middle East, Mediterranean, while genotype E is restricted 

to Central and West Africa. Genotype F is predominant in Central and Southern 

America; genotype G has been reported in France, Germany, and the United 

States; genotype H has been identified in Central and South America, genotype I 

has been reported in Vietnam and Laos, while the newest HBV genotype, 

genotype J, has been reported in Japan [144]. Regions such as the Asia Pacific 

and sub-Saharan African are known as high-HBV prevalence regions, having 45 % 

of the world’s HBV population. In contrast, regions such as Australia, Asia, 

Northern and Western Europe, Japan, North America have low prevalence with 

approximately 12 % of the world’s HBV population [144, 145].  

HBV ORF P encodes the HBV polymerase, which carries the reverse transcriptase 

enzyme responsible for the reverse transcription of the pgRNA and synthesis of 

the DNA, while the ORF S encodes the HBV envelope proteins [5, 30]. The HBV 

reverse transcriptase, similar to HIV-1, carries 7 catalytic domains A-G; the 

conserved motif of tyrosine-methionine-aspartate-aspartate (YMDD), the reverse 
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transcriptase enzyme active site, is contained in domain C. The reverse 

transcriptase enzyme lacks proofreading due to the absence of an exonuclease 

activity responsible for eliminating mispaired nucleotides [290, 291]. 

Consequently, the reverse transcriptase has a higher error rate than other DNA 

polymerases resulting in the accumulation of mutations faster during replication. 

Generally, the HBV mutation rate has been estimated to be between 1.4 and 

3.2x10-5 base substitutions per site per year, about 100 times more than other 

DNA viruses but 100-1000 times less than RNA viruses [292, 293]. The error-

prone characteristic of the reverse transcriptase enables HBV quasispecies, an 

HBV viral population consisting of a mix of variants [294]. 

HBV quasispecies continually undergo positive/Darwinian selection and 

negative/purifying selection brought about by antiviral therapy and host immune 

surveillance. Positive/Darwinian selection enables the spread of advantageous 

variants, whereas negative/purifying selection results in the selective elimination 

of harmful variants. As a result, in vivo HBV infection exists as a flexible, 

constantly evolving, highly variable population [295, 296]. The overlapping 

nature of the HBV genome presumably limits the number of viable variants 

because an amino substitution would have to be beneficial or neutral in the 

overlapping genes for the variant to be stable and infectious. On the other hand, 

an increased fitness in one gene may mitigate any deleterious effect of the 

second substitution. Notwithstanding, several characteristic mutations present in 

the polymerase and surface genes have been described and associated with 

antiviral resistance and immunological escape [297-300].  

Prediction of the clinical outcomes of HBV infection is variable and dependent on 

viral factors, host factors, HBV genotype and the presence of specific viral 

mutations. Having a better understanding of the genetic variability of HBV in 

infected patients is crucial for monitoring clinical progression and enhancing 

clinical management. Ultimately, an investigation of the phenotypic effect of the 

HBsAg mutations is needed to gain insight into the effects on protein expression 

and function. However, evaluating the HBsAg variability and identifying common 

and rare mutations in the sequences is foundational, and this chapter aims to 

achieve that. 
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2.2 Methods  

 

2.2.1 Demographics of the Nottingham cohort 

73 samples of Nottingham outpatients were recruited within the Nottingham 

cohort and taken for this study. Their clinical characteristics and demographics 

which were previously characterised in the clinics are listed in table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1 Demographics and Clinical data of the Nottingham cohort. 

Patient’s sample 

number 

Genotype Gender Ethnicity Age 

(years) 

Therapy HBeAg Anti-HBe Viral load HBsAg Index 

(IU/ML) 

CSNC1 B Male Chinese 52 None Negative Positive 2.80x104 8.83x102 

CSNC2 A Male British 63 Tenofovir and 

Lamivudine 

Positive Negative 3.10x103 2.29x103 

CSNC3 B F Chinese 39 None Positive Negative 5.00x107 1.24x104 

CSNC4 B F Chinese 39 Interferon Positive Negative 2.50x105 8.89x103 

CSNC5 B F Chinese 39 Interferon Positive Negative 6.30x103 9.76x102 

CSNC6 E F African 58 None Negative Positive 2.20x104 8.61x102 

CSNC7 B F Chinese 39 Interferon Positive Negative Unknown 5.04x102 

CSNC8 B F Chinese 39 Interferon Positive Negative Unknown 3.46x102 

CSNC9 B F Chinese 39 Interferon Positive Negative 9.80x102 1.65x102 

CSNC10 A F White British 70 None Negative Positive 6.80x103 5.38x103 

CSNC11 B F Asian 54 None Positive Negative 2.00x107 1.85x104 

CSNC12 B F Chinese 38 None Positive Negative 2.20x108 1.57x104 

CSNC13 B F Asian 33 None Positive Negative 2.10x108 3.68x104 
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CSNC14 A Male British 42 None Positive Negative 3.70x102 3.53x104 

CSNC15 C F Chinese 35 None Positive Negative 5.60x108 5.38x104 

CSNC16 C F Chinese 44 None Positive Negative 4.30x108 7.17x104 

CSNC17 D Male Pakistani 43 None Negative Positive 1.60x105 5.61x102 

CSNC18 C Male Asian 53 None Positive Negative 1.50x107 3.53x103 

CSNC19 D Male Unknown 45 Tenofovir and 

Lamivudine 

Negative Positive 3.90x103 1.40x103 

CSNC20 B F Asian 40 None Negative Positive 3.20x103 3.35x103 

CSNC21 A F White British 38 None Negative Positive 6.60x103 5.96x104 

CSNC22 D F Unknown 59 None Negative Positive 2.20x104 2.86x103 

CSNC23 E F African 33 None Positive Negative 1.80x101 5.47x103 

CSNC24 B F Chinese 65 None Negative Positive 1.50x102 1.76x101 

CSNC25 D F Unknown 38 None Negative Positive 2.30x102 9.37x102 

CSNC26 D F Unknown 36 None Negative Positive 4.20x101 3.21x104 

CSNC27 B F Asian 54 None Positive Negative 2.70x107 4.00x103 

CSNC28 E F African 43 None Negative Positive 2.70x102 6.57x103 

CSNC29 A Male African 43 None Negative Positive 2.10x102 6.31x103 

CSNC30 B Male Asian 34 None Negative Positive 2.10x102 7.09x103 
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CSNC31 B F Chinese 62 None Negative Positive 1.30x107 1.41x103 

CSNC32 D F Indian 42 None Negative Positive 2.10x103 2.10x104 

CSNC33 D F Unknown 38 None Negative Positive 7.70x101 1.80x104 

CSNC34 A F Caribbean  61 None Negative Positive 7.70x102 3.31x102 

CSNC35 B F Chinese 39 Interferon Positive Negative 5.40x102 1.37x102 

CSNC36 A F Unknown 57 None Negative Positive 2.10x103 4.46x101 

CSNC37 B Male Asian 46 Interferon Positive Negative 7.00x101 2.09x101 

CSNC38 C F Chinese 36 None Positive Negative 6.50x108 1.06x105 

CSNC39 B Male Asian 49 Tenofovir Positive Negative 8.10x102 9.98x104 

CSNC40 B F Chinese 41 None Positive Negative 1.60x108 6.03x104 

CSNC41 D Male Pakistani 44 None Negative Positive 2.50x103 5.75x102 

CSNC42 B F Asian 39 None Negative Positive 8.50x102 6.61x103 

CSNC43 D Male Unknown 32 None Negative Positive 8.70x102 2.48x103 

CSNC44 C F Asian 64 None Positive Negative 9.90x107 1.45x104 

CSNC45 A Male Unknown 76 None Positive Negative 1.80x108 6.67x103 

CSNC46 D Male Pakistani 39 None Positive Negative 5.50x108 2.12x104 

CSNC47 D F Unknown 33 Interferon Negative Positive 1.90x103 6.45x102 

CSNC48 B F Chinese 46 None Negative Positive 5.40x102 1.66x101 
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CSNC49 B F Chinese 39 Interferon Positive Negative 1.40x102 8.39x101 

CSNC50 A Male White British 41 None Negative Positive 6.60x104 1.92x103 

CSNC51 C F Asian 59 None Negative Positive 1.60x104 9.30x103 

CSNC52 A F European 52 Interferon Negative Positive 1.60x102 1.65x102 

CSNC53 C F Asian 35 None Positive Negative 2.60x104 3.17x102 

CSNC54 C Male Chinese 34 None Positive Negative 2.80x108 6.39x104 

CSNC55 E Male African 42 None Negative Positive 2.70x103 1.18x104 

CSNC56 E Male African 45 Tenofovir Positive Negative Unknown 8.63x103 

CSNC57 D Male Pakistani 47 None Negative Positive 5.30x106 4.89x103 

CSNC58 D Male Pakistani 39 None Positive Negative 4.20x108 1.73x104 

CSNC59 D Male Unknown 53 None Negative Positive 1.40x103 1.42x102 

CSNC60 B F Chinese 41 None Positive Negative 8.80x107 5.90x104 

CSNC61 B F Asian 43 Interferon Negative Positive 1.00x103 2.54x102 

CSNC62 A F African 43 None Negative Positive 5.30x102 1.28x104 

CSNC63 D Male Indian 75 Tenofovir and 

Lamivudine 

Positive Negative 5.80x107 1.68x105 

CSNC64 A F Caribbean 56 None Negative Positive 1.70x103 1.66x103 

CSNC65 D F Bangladeshi 41 None Positive Negative 4.60x107 1.97x104 
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CSNC66 C M Asian 52 None Negative Positive 8.00x102 9.10x102 

CSNC67 A F White British 41 None Negative Positive 6.20x102 1.17x104 

CSNC68 C F Chinese 41 None Positive Negative 2.00x108 5.15x104 

CSNC69 C F Chinese 44 None Positive Negative 7.80x107 3.34x104 

CSNC70 B M Chinese 42 Tenofovir and 

Lamivudine 

Positive Negative 1.10x101 1.73x104 

CSNC71 A F African 30 Interferon Positive Negative 3.20x103 3.29x103 

CSNC72 B F Chinese 69 None Positive Negative 2.30x103 1.62x102 

CSNC73 C F Chinese 39 Interferon Negative Positive 9.40x104 1.07x102 
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2.2.2 Phylogenetic analysis 

250 L-HBsAg sequences (genotypes A-E) consisting of 50 sequences per genotype 

were downloaded from GenBank. Selection number criteria was based on the 

genotype with the least number of available sequences on GenBank. Sequences 

were screened and duplications were deleted. The sequences were then aligned 

using the MUSCLE alignment in MEGA7 software using standard parameters 

[301]. HBV DNA from clinical samples from the Nottingham clinical cohort (2010-

2012) was extracted and the S-HBsAg was amplified and Sanger-sequenced by a 

previous colleague, Gemma Clark. Sequences from the clinical samples were 

aligned alongside 20 L-HBsAg sequences (4 of each genotypes A-E) downloaded 

from GenBank, and HBV genotypes A-E HBsAg reference sequences from the 

study by McNaughton, A.L., et al., using the MUSCLE alignment in MEGA7 

software [302]. Sequence variability patterns among alignments were assessed 

by calculating the Shannon entropy using Bio Edit software and plotting the 

entropy plots on GraphPad Prism 9.0 (GraphPad Software, Inc., San Diego, CA) 

[303].  Pairwise Distance Estimation and maximum likelihood trees were 

calculated and generated in MEGA 7 software with confidence values of 1000 

bootstrap replicates. Nucleotides and amino acid p-distances were generated 

using aligned nucleotide and amino acid sequences of S-HBsAg and strong 

bootstrap support of ≥70. Evolutionary analyses were conducted in MEGA7. The 

evolutionary history was inferred by using the Maximum Likelihood method 

based on the JTT matrix-based model. The tree with the highest log likelihood 

was generated. Initial tree(s) for the heuristic search were obtained 

automatically by applying Neighbor-Join and BioNJ algorithms to a matrix of 

pairwise distances estimated using a JTT model, and then selecting the topology 

with superior log likelihood value. A discrete Gamma distribution was used to 

model evolutionary rate differences among sites (5 categories (+G, parameter = 

0.2703)). The rate variation model allowed for some sites to be evolutionarily 

invariable ([+I], 35.62% sites). The analysis involved 98 amino acid sequences. All 

positions containing gaps and missing data were eliminated. There were a total 

of 226 positions in the final dataset. 
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2.3 Results  

 

2.3.1 Genetic Variability in HBsAg sequences from GenBank 

To investigate the sequence variability of the L-HBsAg of the different HBV 

genotypes, entropy plots of aligned L-HBsAg protein sequences downloaded 

from GenBank were compared. Our data showed that all genotypes had regions 

of high and low variability; however, there were differences in the HBsAg 

variability pattern of the different genotypes. Genotype A showed variability 

spikes between amino acids 40 and 170 in the PreS1 region, amino acids 210 and 

230, and amino acids 360 and 400, both in the S region (Figure 2.1A). Genotypes 

B and C showed similar variability patterns with spikes between amino acids 0 

and 10, at amino acid 40 in the PreS1 region and 180 in the S region, between 

amino acids 220 and 240, amino acids 290 and 310, and amino acids 380 and 400 

in the S region (Figure 2.1B, C).  Genotype D showed spikes in variability between 

amino acids 70 and 150 in the PreS1/2 regions, at amino acid 210, between 

amino acids 290 and 310, and amino acids 360 and 380 in the S region (Figure 

2.1D). Genotype E showed variability spikes between amino acids 50 and 60, 

amino acids 80 and 90, amino acids 120, 140 and 170 in the PreS1/2 regions, at 

amino acid 180 in the S region, between amino acids 270 and 290, and amino 

acids 370 and 380 in the S region (Figure 2.1E). Only genotype A showed 

conservation in the antigenic loop (AGL), which is amino acids 273 to 343 in 

genotypes A, B and C, amino acids 262 to 332 in genotype D and amino acids 272 

to 342 in genotype E (Figure 2.1A).  
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Figure 2.1 Variability pattern of L-HBsAg sequences downloaded from GenBank. 

Shannon entropy (Hx) was calculated for HBV genotypes (A) A, (B) B (C) C (D) D (E) E 

from sequence alignment of 50 sequences per genotype, previously aligned on MEGA7. 

Entropy data was calculated using Bio Edit software, and the entropy plots were 

generated using GraphPad prism. Marked regions are PreS (PreS1 and 2), TM I, II, III, IV 

(Transmembrane regions), and AGL (antigenic loop) regions of the S. 
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2.3.2 Phylogenetic analysis of the Nottingham Cohort 

Sequences generated by amplifying the HBsAg S region from the clinical samples 

of the Nottingham cohort were aligned and reviewed for any errors which were 

corrected appropriately.  

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees were constructed for the nucleotide 

sequence, the surface amino acids and the polymerase amino acids. The 

phylogenetic tree of the nucleotide, surface amino acids and polymerase amino 

acids showed a distinct genotype clustering (Figure 2.2A, B, C). Also, samples 

within each genotype cluster were from patients of similar ethnic origin. Patients 

with genotype A were Europeans, those with genotype B and C samples were 

Asians, patients with genotype D samples were Indian subcontinent, while those 

with genotype E samples were Africans by origin. Interestingly, samples CSNC3, 

CSNC4, CSNC5, CSNC7, CSNC8, CSNC9, CSNC35, CSNC49 and CSNC73 were 

identified to be taken at different times from the same patient. Sequences from 

this patient are marked; dark red star highlights the sequence from the patient’s 

first sample prior to treatment while the pink stars highlight the sequences from 

the patient’s samples during treatment.  (Figure 2.2A, B, C). However, although 

they are of the same clade, the CSNC3 clustered differently. Our trees also show 

that the nucleotides' divergence resulted in much less divergence in the 

polymerase amino acids than the surface gene amino acids (Figure 2.2A, B, C). 
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Figure 2.2 Phylogenetic analysis of (A) S-HBsAg nucleotides (B) Amino acids of the 

overlapping polymerase region (C) S-HBsAg amino acids. Sequences from 73 clinical 

samples from the Nottingham cohort were aligned with 20 GenBank sequences and 5 

reference sequences. Clinical samples from the Nottingham cohort (CSNC) and GenBank 

sequences (beginning with AB) in this study are noted as filled triangles. Reference 

sequences are noted as filled circles.The accession numbers for GenBank sequences and 

reference sequences are noted. The tree was assembled using the Maximum Likelihood 

method and Tamura-Nei model in MEGA 7 with confidence values of 1000 bootstraps 

and strong bootstrap support of ≥70. The tree is drawn to scale with branch lengths 

measured in the number of substitutions per site. Bootstrap values are shown. 

Sequences from the same patient are shown; dark red star highlights the sequence from 

the patient’s first sample prior to treatment while the pink stars highlight the sequences 

from the patient’s samples during treatment. GtA, GtB, GtC, GtD, GtE stand for 

Genotypes A (red), B (pink), C (blue), D (brown), E (green).  
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2.3.3 Genetic Variability in HBsAg sequences from the Nottingham 

Clinical Cohort 

The sequence data of the HBsAg S region, generated from clinical samples in the 

Nottingham cohort were aligned, and variability within the S-HBsAg and the 

overlapping reverse transcriptase (RT) of the polymerase was assessed. Our data 

showed that variability within the S-HBsAg was at amino acids 0 to 10, 20 to 30, 

40 to 90, 110 to 140, 160 to 170 and amino acids 180 to 215 (numbering starts 

from the first amino acid with the S region of HBsAg) (Figure 2.3). Comparing the 

variability of the S-HBsAg with RT of the polymerase showed an overlap in the 

regions of variability at amino acids 0 to 10, 40 to 50, 90 to 140 and amino acids 

190 to 215 (Figure 2.3). However, amino acids at regions 20 to 30 and 160 to 170 

in which there was variability in the S-HBsAg showed conservation in the RT-

polymerase (Figure 2.3). Interestingly, variability in the antigenic loop of the 

HBsAg showed a corresponding variability in the catalytic domains (B, C, D) of the 

polymerase. Also, assessing the variability of the S-HBsAg, we identified several 

amino acid variants in the S-HBsAg, including sQ101K/H, sL109P, sP120S, sT123A 

sT126I/S/A, sP127L/T/A/I/S, sA128V, sQ129R, sT140S/I, sT189I, sS193L, 

sS204R/N/C, and sS207N/R/K, most of which have been previously reported 

(Figure 2.4) [304-310]. Interestingly, the previously reported L216 stop codon 

mutation was identified in our cohort (Figure 2.4) [300, 311]. Also, assessing the 

cysteines in HBsAg, our results showed conservation in the cysteines except at 

position sC76 and sC221, where we identified cysteine to tyrosine amino acid 

changes (Figure 2.4). There were other amino acid substitutions involving 

cysteines, such as the sS64C and sF85C. Another interesting amino acid 

substitution was the methionine to valine substitution at position 1 of the S-

HBsAg (sM1V). 

Additionally, the overlapping polymerase reverse transcriptase was assessed for 

amino acid changes corresponding to changes in the S-HBsAg. Mutations such as 

rtA194T/V, rtQ215S/P/R/H, rtV214A, rtL91I, rtS135Y, rtM129L, rtH126R/Y, and 

rtY141F were identified in the overlapping polymerase reverse transcriptase, and 

these have been previously reported to be associated with drug resistance 

(Figure 2.4) [312-317]. Some of the mutations in the reverse transcriptase of the 
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polymerase have corresponding mutations in the surface gene, as shown in table 

1.1.  

 

  

 

Figure 2.3 Variability pattern of S-HBsAg and overlapping polymerase sequences from 73 

clinical samples from the Nottingham cohort. Shannon entropy was calculated for S-

HBsAg and overlapping polymerase sequences from the alignment of 73 clinical samples 

from the Nottingham cohort, previously aligned on MEGA7. Entropy data was calculated 

using Bio Edit software, and the entropy plots were generated using GraphPad prism. S-

HBsAg transmembrane domains I, II, III and IV are marked; the antigenic loop (AGL) is 

marked; the reverse transcriptase catalytic domains (A-F) are marked. 
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 Table 2.2 Polymerase gene mutations and corresponding surface gene mutations. 

Polymerase gene mutation Surface gene mutation 

rtQ215S/P/R/H sY206N/R/C/L 

rtS135Y sT126A/I/S/V 

rtM129L sP120S 

rtH126R/Y sS117I 
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Figure 2.4 Identification of amino acid substitutions in S-HBsAg. Sequences from the 73 clinical samples from the Nottingham cohort were aligned and analysed to 

identify amino acid substitutions. Previously reported clinically relevant amino acid substitutions have been highlighted (yellow highlight), Stop codons have been 

highlighted (blue highlight), cysteine substitutions have been highlighted (red highlight), substitutions corresponding to known drug-resistant mutations in the 

polymerase gene have been highlighted (green highlight), and other unusual amino acid substitutions have been highlighted (pink highlight). 
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2.4 Discussion 

 

Hepatitis B virus is a DNA virus with a complex replication cycle that involves a 

reverse transcriptase with poor proofreading ability that drives high genetic 

variability [292, 318]. This variability provides the basis for genotype and 

subgenotype classification as well as viral variants that exist as quasispecies [299, 

319]. Studies have shown striking differences between HBV genotypes and 

subgenotypes that cut across their virological features, geographical distribution, 

and transmission routes. A good example is HBV subgenotypes A1 and A2, which 

are genetically close enough to be classified into the same genotype yet have 

very different characteristics. Subgenotype A1, found in Africa and Southern 

Asia, is majorly transmitted perinatally and is associated with rapid disease 

progression. On the other hand, subgenotype A2 is found in Europe and North 

America; it is primarily transmitted parenterally or sexually, resulting in a less 

rapid disease progression [320-322]. 

In this study, we have analysed the genetic variability of HBsAg genotypes A-E 

sequences downloaded from GenBank. Our data showed that the different HBV 

genotypes had different variability patterns, and genotype E showed the least 

variability. Several papers have studied the different HBV genotypes and 

compared them based on the frequency of specific viral mutations, disease 

progression, and clinical outcomes. Studies have reported a high viral load, a 

higher frequency of basal core promoter (BCP) A1762T/G1764A mutations and 

preS deletion in genotype C than genotype B. A higher prevalence of BCP 

A1762T/G1764A mutations has also been shown in genotype D than in genotype 

A [323-325]. HBV genotypes C and D have been reported to have a delay in the 

onset of spontaneous HBeAg seroconversion, more severe outcomes, and an 

increased chance of cirrhosis and HCC [326-330]. Our data showed that the HBV 

genotypes showed different variability patterns except for genotypes B and C, 

which showed some similarity between them, which could be related to their 

sharing similar geographical distribution [145]. Although the relationship 

between HBV genotypes and the clinical prognosis of HBV infection has been 

shown, it remains unclear the phenotypic effects of genetic variability across the 
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genotypes. The existence of HBV quasispecies faced with therapeutic pressure, 

competition and selection, resulting in evolutionary changes within them, has 

been shown previously [331-335]. It is important to note that variability 

observed in the genotypes stem from viral quasispecies within an infected host; 

small changes eventually add up to make highly diverse populations. In their 

study on the early changes in quasispecies variant after antiviral therapy for 

chronic hepatitis B, Liang, Y., et al., examined the presence of HBV quasispecies 

during the early period of nucleos(t)ide analogue treatment using ultra-deep 

sequencing and showed initial changes of HBV quasispecies which might affect 

the long‑term drug sensitivity to treatment [336].  A pool of quasispecies 

generated in an infected patient undergoes positive and purifying selection 

facilitated by immune and antiviral selection pressures, resulting in the 

domination of the fittest phenotype favouring viral replication, secretion, 

antigenicity and infectivity. Hence, several host, viral and environmental factors 

influencing the natural selection of the best fit would mean that the presence of 

amino acid substitutions and genetic variability across HBV genotypes in our data 

could have varying and somewhat challenging to predict the impact on the 

phenotype and clinical characteristics.  

HBV genotypes and their geographical distribution has been followed closely and 

studied in different parts of the world. The clustering of the Nottingham samples 

according to genotypes show the distinct genetic variations between genotypes. 

However, each genotype A-E was represented within the Nottingham cohort, 

and each patient’s ethnic origin seemed to tally with the recognised 

predominant region for that genotype. We cannot say from our data whether 

the individual HBV infection was contracted locally or from abroad; however, the 

ethnic origin of each patient and the HBV genotype they are infected with 

strongly suggests that their infection was contracted abroad. This is unsurprising 

as the studies of Sloan, R., et al., [337] and Tedder, R.S., et al., [338] both showed 

ethnic and genotypic diversity among the HBV infected population in the UK. 

Tedder, R.S., et al., highlighted that the ethnicity and the infecting genotype 

were significantly a reflection of the predominant genotype in the birth country, 

with 80 % of their study population being non-UK born [337, 338]. Similar to 
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these studies, our data showed that population migration and travel is changing 

the genotype distribution and diversity of HBV in the UK. 

Furthermore, the CSNC3 sample clustered separately from CSNC4, CSNC5, 

CSNC7, CSNC8, CSNC9, CSNC8, CSNC35, CSNC49 and CSNC73 though they were 

from the same patient. The CSNC3 sample was taken from the patient prior to 

the commencement of 48-week interferon therapy, suggesting that mutation 

build-up resulting from the therapy could be the reason for their different 

clustering. This is supported by Liang, Y., et al., which showed mutation patterns, 

particularly in the reverse transcriptase and small S regions present during the 

early period of treatment which were predicted to alter the viral secondary 

structure and antigenicity [336]. Additionally, despite the overlapping nature of 

the HBV genome, the polymerase gene showed less divergence than the 

overlapping S gene. This suggests that the HBV polymerase is more strictly 

limited than the S gene in its accumulation of mutations such that nucleotide 

changes that result in amino acid changes of the S gene do not affect the 

polymerase.  

Furthermore, due to the overlapping nature of the HBV genome, mutations 

arising from the polymerase gene could result in mutations in the S gene, which 

completely overlaps the reverse transcriptase [5, 32]. This is important because 

the reverse transcriptase, which is crucial for the generation of HBV 

nucleocapsids carrying the HBV DNA, is the target of HBV antiviral drugs. In 

contrast, the S gene, essential for the generation of the envelope proteins, is the 

target of the anti-HBsAg vaccine, immunoglobulin and diagnostic assays. 

Variability analysis of the sequences from the Nottingham cohort as well as 

GenBank showed variability spikes at the active site of the reverse transcriptase 

enzyme and the antigenic loop of the HBsAg. The emergence of mutations in any 

of these genes and their potential to lead to drug-resistant and immunological 

variants is one of the urgent problems associated with hepatitis B infection. 

Analysis of the clinical samples from the Nottingham cohort revealed several 

mutations, most of which have been previously identified and reported. 

Hosseini, S.Y. et al., in their comparative study of the HBsAg variations present in 

HBV asymptomatic carriers and HCC/cirrhosis patients, reported the sL109P, 
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sP120S, sT126I, sT140I, sS193L, sS207R, and the sL216 stop HBsAg mutations. 

Their study also showed that the HBsAg sP120S mutation was significantly 

increased in the HCC/cirrhotic group compared to the asymptomatic group [300]. 

The sP120S mutation found in the AGL has been described as an immune escape 

mutant; it has been previously identified in immunised infants by Chong-Jin, O., 

et al., [339] and among blood donors by Harris, B.J., et al., [340]. Colagrossi, L., et 

al., [308]and Ko, K., et al., [341] in their studies also reported the HBsAg sP120S, 

sT126S, and sP127S/T/A mutations from chronic HBV infected patients in Europe 

undergoing therapy and among infected mothers and children’s pairs in 

Cambodia, respectively.  

Interestingly, in our cohort, there was conservation in the HBsAg cysteines 

except for the sC76Y and sC221Y mutations, which by Hu, A.-q., et al., [342] have 

previously reported in HBV infected mother-infant pairs and by Kim, J.H., et al., 

[343] among chronic HBV patients with adefovir resistance. The absence of 

amino acid substitutions in the other HBsAg cysteines except for sC76 and sC221 

is in line with Mangold, C.M., et al., who in their study have shown that sC76 and 

sC221 possess free sulfhydryl group(s) and are dispensable for secretion of 20 

nm particles. However, it would be expected that amino acid substitutions at 

sC48, sC65, and sC69 would impact on the viral phenotype as their study showed 

that these cysteines are essential for 20 nm particles secretion [344]. There were 

other unusual amino acid substitutions that could likely have an impact on the 

viral phenotype, such as the sM1V substitution which could result in low 

expression of sHBsAg as the start codon has been substituted by a valine. Also, 

the sL216* substitution would likely result in a truncated HBsAg protein that 

could equally impact the protein expression.  Additionally, analysis of the 

polymerase gene in the Nottingham cohort revealed important reverse 

transcriptase mutations previously associated with drug resistance. The rtA194T 

mutation has been described as a primary resistance mutation and has been 

shown by Sheldon, J., et al., to be associated with tenofovir resistance and to 

confer reduced susceptibility to tenofovir in vitro [297, 298]. The rtQ215P/S, 

rtL91I, rtV214A have also been reported and described in several studies as 

secondary mutations associated with lamivudine and adefovir dipivoxil 
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resistance [297, 298, 316, 345]. Interestingly, the patients from which the 

samples having these mutations were derived had not been on treatment prior 

to when the samples were taken. This could imply that the patients were 

infected with HBV strains carrying these mutations, or these mutations were 

acquired due to pressure from the host immune system. The presence of 

mutations in the polymerase gene resulted in mutations such as the previously 

described immune escape mutant sP120S in the surface gene. This exemplifies 

how mutations go hand-in-hand in the HBV genome.  

This foundational chapter exposes the variability present in the HBsAg both in 

GenBank sequences and in clinical samples from the Nottingham cohort. The 

data has not shown if there is a possibility for mutations in the viral polymerase 

to induce mutations in the HBsAg and vice versa; however, the consequences are 

far-reaching. On the other hand, the HBsAg is responsible for viral tropism, entry 

into cells, and infectivity [287]. These vital roles involve having a specific protein 

conformation that interacts with cellular receptors, resulting in viral entry. It is 

expected that amino acid substitutions in the HBsAg would have some effect, 

which has been shown to be the case [346, 347]. However, these studies have 

investigated the effect of HBsAg mutations on HBV entry using a full-length 

genome or HBV inoculum. Although this is a good representation of an in vivo 

infection, it does not provide information on the specific effect of these 

mutations on HBsAg protein only and the consequences on its interaction with 

cell receptors. Hence, there is the need for an efficient system that enables the 

investigation of the phenotypic consequences of amino acid substitutions 

present in the HBsAg on the protein’s interaction, tropism, and cell entry. Future 

work will be focused on developing and optimising this system.  
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3 Chapter 3 

Optimisation of the Pseudotyping System 
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3.1 Introduction 

Pseudotyped viral particles or pseudotypes (pps) are chimeric constructs with an 

envelope protein different from the viral core and replication-defective genetic 

material within it. It has been an essential tool in virology research, enabling the 

study of envelope proteins, entry mechanisms, cell receptors, antibody 

responses, and antiviral compounds. This system allows for the sequence-

directed study of virus glycoproteins and mutations within them [230, 348-351]. 

Pseudotyped viral particles are generated by co-transfecting a producer cell with 

a viral vector and the viral glycoprotein cloned into an expression vector. The 

HEK 293T cell line, a variant of the HEK 293 cell line, is commonly used as a 

producer cell line for pseudotyping. This choice is due to the Simian Vacuolating 

Virus SV40 large T-antigen present in the HEK 293T cell line, allowing for the 

episomal replication of transfected plasmids that carry the SV40 origin of 

replication. The SV40 large T-antigen is an oncoprotein that drives the 

amplification of transfected plasmids and transient expression of the desired 

gene products. Additionally, the HEK 293T cells have high cell growth, 

transfection efficiency and can be flexibly adapted for adherent or suspension 

growth [352-355].  

Viral vectors such as vesicular stomatitis virus, retroviruses, adenoviruses, adeno-

associated viruses, herpes simplex viruses, baculoviruses and poxviruses provide 

an effective method for transferring genes into cells for transient or permanent 

gene expression. Retroviral vectors have the advantageous ability to stably 

integrate the transgene into the host cell genome for its expression. Gamma-

retroviral vectors and lentiviral vectors are the main two retroviral vectors that 

have been developed. However, the ability of lentiviral vectors to pass through 

the nuclear membrane and transduce nondividing cells is a remarkable 

difference between lentiviral vectors and retroviral vectors [351, 356]. 

Transfection involves the delivery of negatively charged nucleic acid into the cell 

through the negatively charged cell membrane. Masking of the nucleic acid with 

a positively charged chemical transfection reagent enables its delivery into the 

cells. These chemical reagents exist as liposomal-based reagents composed of 

cationic lipids or non-liposomal based reagents such as cationic polymers, 
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calcium phosphate and lipopoyplex, a lipid and protein/polyamine mixture [357-

362]. Chemiluminescence data is derived from measuring the bioluminescence of 

a group of oxidative enzymes called luciferases, which are commonly used as 

reporters of gene expression. Luciferase enzymes originate from several 

organisms, and they include: Gaussia luciferase from the mesopelagic copepod, 

Gaussia priceps, Renilla luciferase from the sea pansy, Renilla reniformis, the 

ATP-independent NanoLuc luciferase from the deep-sea shrimp Oplophorus 

gracilirostris as well as the Firefly luciferase from the big dipper firefly, Photinus 

pyralis [363-365].  

In chapter 2, several amino acid changes in the HBsAg were identified from our 

clinical cohort, and a number of these substitutions have the potential to impact 

the virus phenotype, hence the need to investigate the in vitro impact of these 

amino acid substitutions. The pseudotyping system offers a way to study the 

HBsAg and amino acid substitutions that occur in them. It is useful in the study of 

glycoprotein–receptor interactions and has been significantly used in the study 

of several viruses, including human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis C 

virus (HCV), and Ebola virus [244, 247, 366, 367]. This chapter focuses on 

optimising the pseudotyping system to study HBV surface protein in a cost-

effective, consistent, rapid high titre pseudotype generation of HBV pseudotypes 

(HBV pps) to study HBV strain variations and tropism.   
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

 

3.2.1 Cloning and Plasmid Preparation 

HBV DNA extracts representative of genotypes A, B, C, D and G were previously 

extracted, amplified, and cloned into various pcDNA3.1(+) and pI.18 vectors 

(Thermofisher Scientific) by a previous member of the laboratory. These were 

named as follows: genotype A (clone BR1A4), genotype B (clone BR5B6), 

genotype C (clone BT7C2), genotype D (clone BT10D4), genotype G (clone 

BT16G2). These clones were transformed into Stellar competent cells (Takara 

Bio) grown in selective lysogeny broth (LB) (with 100 µg/mL of ampicillin) as 

bacterial cultures and stored as glycerol stocks at -70 0C. A loopful of each 

glycerol stock put on ice was taken as needed, streaked on selective LB agar 

plates (with 100 µg/mL of ampicillin) and incubated overnight at 37 0C.  

Subsequently, one clone from each plate was inoculated into 5 mL of LB broth 

(with 100 µg/mL of ampicillin) to prepare cultures for either miniprep or 

midiprep plasmid preparations. The cultures were incubated at 37 0C in a shaker 

set at 250 rotations per minute (rpm). Afterwards, plasmids were prepared from 

the overnight cultures using GenElute Plasmid Miniprep and Midiprep kits 

(Sigma-Aldrich), according to the manufacturer's protocol. Prepared plasmids 

were quantified using the Nanodrop 1000 (ThermoFisher) and measured in 

ng/mL for further use. For optimisation of the pseudotyping system, genotypes B 

and D were used. 

 

3.2.2 Cell culture 

Cell lines used were Human embryonic kidney cells HEK293T [368], Huh7 cells 

[369], and Huh7.NTCP cells [81, 370]. Huh7.NTCP cells were constructed by Chun 

Goddard, a colleague in the laboratory. This was done by extracting NTCP-

encoding RNA from human hepatocytes and subsequently cloning it into the 

pHIV-EGFP expression vector, resulting in a pHIV-NTCP-EGFP construct. This 

construct was delivered into Huh7 cells with the aid of the pCMVR87 packaging 
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vector and pCMV.VSV.G glycoprotein. Huh7 cells were sorted through the flow 

cytometer, and cells overexpressing NTCP were selected.  These cells were 

maintained in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (ThermoFisher 

Scientific), supplemented with 10 % Fetal Bovine Serum (ThermoFisher Scientific) 

and 1 % Non-Essential Amino Acids (NEAA) (ThermoFisher Scientific) without 

antibiotics in a humidified atmosphere at 37 0C and 5 % CO2. According to 

established protocols, cells were passaged and seeded at 1.5-2.0 million cells per 

T75 flask (Corning) every 2 to 3 days. 

 

3.2.3 Transfection 

HEK293T cells were seeded in Primaria-coated 8.5 cm diameter cell culture 

dishes (Corning) with 10 mL of DMEM and incubated overnight at 37 0C and 5 % 

CO2. Pseudotypes (pps) were generated in a two-plasmid system with the 

reporter gene encoded in the viral vector. Optimisation of the pseudotyping 

system was carried out by optimising the choice of the envelope plasmid 

expression vector, the viral vector plasmid, viral vector plasmid concentration, 

envelope plasmid to viral vector plasmid ratio, transfection reagent, cell density, 

reporter enzyme and the use of fusion enhancer.  

HEK 293T cells were seeded overnight before transfection at 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 4 

million cells per dish to optimise the transfection cell number. Envelope plasmids 

in expression vectors of 2 µg concentration (which had already been optimised in 

the laboratory) were added to the viral vector plasmid used, and the mixture was 

topped up with Opti-MeM. For the envelope plasmid expression vector, we 

compared pI.18 to pcDNA3.1(+) vectors, while for the viral vector system, we 

compared the gammaretroviral vector murine leukaemia virus (MLV) vector to a 

third-generation lentiviral vector with an envelope and rev deletions (pNL4-3.R-

E-). In addition, we compared the viral vector pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- with firefly 

luciferase (NIH AIDS) with pNL4-3.nanoLuc.R-E- with nano luciferase (NIH AIDS). 

Also, five different amounts (1-5 µg) of the viral vector pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- were 

compared.  

In another tube, the mixture of a stable cationic polymer transfection reagent 

and Opti-MeM (a reduced-serum medium) was made. We compared four 
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available transfection reagents using manufacturer's protocols; these were the 

cationic lipids reagents, K4 (Biontex), and Lipofectamine (Thermofisher), the 

lipopolyplex reagent TransIT (Mirus Bio) and the cationic polymer reagent 

Polyethylenimine (Polysciences) transfection reagents.  

The manufacturer's protocol for K4 reagent was as follows: 120 µL of K4 

Multiplier was added to HEK 293T cells that were seeded overnight and 

incubated for 30 min. 2 µg each of envelope plasmid and viral vector plasmid 

were mixed in 600 µL of Opti-MEM while 60 µL of K4 transfection reagent was 

mixed with 600 µL of Opti-MEM in separate tubes. 600 µL of plasmid solution 

was then mixed with 600 µL of transfection reagent solution, and the mixture 

was incubated for 30 min at room temperature. After 30 min, the DNA-reagent 

mixture was added to the seeded cells and incubated for 6 h at 37 0C and 5 % 

CO2. Transfection medium was then replaced with fresh medium, and the cells 

were incubated for another 72 h after which the pseudotype-containing cell 

culture supernatant was filtered using a 0.45 µM PVDF filter and used for 

downstream experiments. 

The manufacturer's protocol for lipofectamine reagent was as follows: 24 µL of 

lipofectamine 3000 reagent was diluted in 750 µL of Opti-MEM in one tube while 

2 µg each of envelope plasmid and viral vector plasmid were mixed along with 10 

µL of P3000 reagent in 750 µL of Opti-MEM in a second tube. Both solutions 

above were mixed in a 1:1 ratio and incubated for 20 min at room temperature. 

The DNA-lipid complex was then added to overnight pre-seeded HEK 293T cells, 

and they were incubated for 72 h at 37 0C and 5 % CO2, then pseudotypes were 

harvested using a 0.45 µM PVDF filter for further experiments. 

The manufacturer's protocol for TransIT-VirusGEN reagent was as follows: 2 µg 

of each plasmid was mixed in a tube while 1mL of Opti-MEM was put into 

another tube. The plasmid mixture was then transferred into the tube containing 

Opti-MEM and was mixed gently. Subsequently, 25 µL of TransIT-VirusGEN 

reagent was added to the DNA mixture and incubated for 20 min at room 

temperature. This was then added to overnight pre-seeded HEK293T cells, and 

they were incubated for 72 h at 37 0C and 5 % CO2, after which the cell culture 
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supernatant was filtered using a 0.45 µm PVDF filter to harvest the pseudotypes 

for further experiments. 

The manufacturer's protocol for Polyethylenimine (PEI) reagent was as follows: 2 

µg of each plasmid was added to 300 µL of Opti-MEM in one tube while 24 µL of 

Polyethylenimine (PEI) was mixed with 276 µL of Opti-MEM in another tube. 

Both were mixed and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. The plasmid-PEI 

mixture was then added to overnight pre-seeded HEK293T cells in 7 mL of fresh 

Opti-MeM medium and incubated for 6 h at 37 0C and 5 % CO2. After 6 h, the 

Opti-MeM was replaced with 10 mL DMEM and the cells were incubated for 72 h 

at 37 0C and 5 % CO2. After 72 h, the pseudotypes (pps) were harvested by 

filtering the cell culture supernatant using a 0.45 μM PVDF filter. The 

pseudotypes contained in the flow-through was then stored at 4 0C for 2 weeks 

for further use.  

 

3.2.4 Infection and Luciferase Assay  

Cells used for infection assay were: Huh7 cells and Huh7.NTCP cells. Cells were 

seeded in a sterile flat-bottom 96-well plate and grown in DMEM overnight at 37 

0C and 5 % CO2. Cells were seeded at 5,000, 10,000, 20,000 and 40,000 cells per 

well to optimise the infection cell density.  Cells were then incubated with 100 μL 

of the HBV pseudotypes and controls in triplicates for 6 h at 37 0C and 5 % CO2. 

For all experiments, vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSV-G) was used as a 

positive control for transfection efficiency and infection due to its broad cell 

tropism and high titre pseudotyping generation [371]. The negative control was 

the no envelope plasmid, deltaE (ΔE) (produced by transfecting cells with only 

the viral vector).  In a separate batch of experiments, we infected the cells with 

the pseudotypes in the presence and absence of 4 % PEG 8000 and incubated 

them for 6 h.  We added 150 μL of DMEM to the cells after 6 h and incubated the 

cells at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h after which luciferase assay was carried out 

using the luciferase assay system (Promega). A cell viability assay was carried out 

to determine the cytotoxicity of 4 % PEG 8000 after 6 h of incubation with 4 % 

PEG 8000 using CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay (Promega) according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol. In the firefly luciferase assay, 50 μL of cell lysis buffer 
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was added to each well to lyse the cells. The cells were then incubated on a 

shaker at room temperature for 15 min and then vortexed for 15 sec, whereas, 

for the nano luciferase assay, 100 μL of cell lysis buffer containing the nano 

luciferase substrate was added to each well.  FLUOstar Omega Filter-based multi-

mode chemiluminescence microplate reader (BMG LABTECH) was used to inject 

50 μL of the luciferase substrate into the wells for the firefly luciferase 

experiment. In both cases, the reader measured chemiluminescence from the 

cells at a machine gain of 3600, giving chemiluminescence values as relative light 

units (RLU). 
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3.3 Results 

 

3.3.1 Selection of a Suitable Expression Vector. 

To determine which expression vector from the selection available in our 

laboratory was best for HBV pseudotyping assays, we transiently transfected HEK 

293T cells with plasmids expressing HBsAg and controls cloned into pI.18 and 

pcDNA3.1(+) vectors and harvested pseudotypes. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells 

were infected with these pseudotypes, incubated for 72 h, lysed, and infectivity 

was measured by luciferase assay. Relative light unit (RLU) values showed a clear 

difference in the infectivity of pseudotypes generated from the plasmids in the 

two expression vectors. HBV BT10D4 cloned into the pcDNA3.1(+) expression 

vector showed significantly higher infectivity levels than the pI.18 expression 

vector in both Huh7 (p<0.0001) and Huh7.NTCP (p<0.001) (Figure 3.1). Also, HBV 

BR5B6 cloned into the pcDNA3.1(+) expression vector demonstrated infectivity 

levels significantly higher than that of the pI.18 in Huh7.NTCP cells (p<0.0001) 

and no significant infectivity in Huh7 cells (Figure 3.1). Infectivity RLU values 

were high for the VSV-G positive control irrespective of the expression vector 

into which it was cloned in both Huh7 (p=0.1291) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.4927) 

(Figure 3.1). Hence, subsequent experiments were carried out with clones in the 

pcDNA3.1(+) expression vector. 
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Figure 3.1 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with pseudotypes produced from HBV 

BR5B6 and BT10D4 cloned into pI.18 and pcDNA3.1(+) expression vectors. A. Huh7 and 

B. Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with HBV pseudotypes and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % 

CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. 

n=3, data are shown as log10 of mean relative light units± Standard deviation (SD). 

Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence 

interval. **** indicates p<0.0001, *** indicates p<0.001, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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3.3.2 Selection of a Viral Vector Plasmid for pseudotype 

production. 

In order to identify the viral vector that worked more efficiently for the HBV 

pseudotyping system, HBV BT10D4, BR5B6 and controls were co-transfected into 

HEK 293T cells with either the gammaretroviral murine leukaemia virus (MLV) or 

the lentiviral pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- vectors. We harvested the pseudotypes, infected 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with the pseudotypes and incubated for 72 h, after 

which cells were lysed and infectivity measured by luciferase assay. RLU values of 

HBV BT10D4 pseudotype with the pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- vector was significantly higher 

than the MLV vector in Huh7 (p<0.0001) and Huh7.NTCP (p<0.001) cells (Figure 

3.2). Also, the HBV BR5B6 pseudotype with pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- vector was 

significantly higher than the MLV vector in Huh7.NTCP (p<0.0001) cells and no 

significant infectivity in Huh7 cells (Figure 3.2). RLU values of the VSV-G control 

also showed a significant increase in pseudotypes with the pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- 

vector than the MLV vector in Huh7 (p<0.0001) and Huh7.NTCP (p<0.0001) cells 

(Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.2 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with pseudotypes produced from HBV 

BR5B6 and BT10D4 with different viral vectors. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells were 

infected with HBV pseudotypes produced with either lentiviral pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- or MLV 

viral vector systems incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as 

positive and negative controls, respectively. n=3, data are shown as log10 of mean 

relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set 

at a 95 % confidence interval. **** indicates p<0.0001, *** indicates p<0.001, ns 

indicates p>0.05. 

  

 

3.3.3  Optimising Viral Vector Plasmid Concentration and Envelope 

Plasmid to Viral Vector Plasmid Ratio. 

To optimise the viral vector DNA amount and the envelope plasmid to viral 

vector plasmid ratio, HEK 293T cells were transfected with 2 µg of HBV and 

control plasmids together with an increasing amount of pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- lentiviral 

vector plasmid from 1-5 µg. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with 

harvested pseudotypes incubated for 72 h, lysed and infectivity measured by 

luciferase assay.  

There was no significant difference in the RLU values of the HBV BT10D4 in both 

Huh7 (p=0.9241) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.8219) when there was an increase in the 

lentiviral vector concentration (Figure 3.3A). In the HBV BR5B6 infectivity data, 

using 2 µg of the lentiviral vector generated the HBVpp resulted in a significantly 
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higher RLU value in Huh7.NTCP cells (p=0.0001) than other concentrations. The 

HBV BR5B6 showed no significant infectivity above background in Huh7 cells 

(Figure 3.3B). There was a stepwise decrease in infectivity RLU values of the VSV-

G control and a stepwise increase in the RLU values of the delta E control as the 

lentiviral vector concentration increased (Figure 3.3C, D). The decision to use 2 

µg of the lentiviral vector plasmid for subsequent studies resulted from it being 

the concentration best suit for the HBV BR5B6 clone. Also, we set the ratio of 

envelope plasmid to lentiviral vector plasmid at 1:1 for subsequent experiments.  
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Figure 3.3 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with pseudotypes produced from HBV 

BR5B6 and BT10D4 with an increasing concentration of pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- lentiviral vector. 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with pseudotypes produced with A. BT10D4 B. 

BR5B6 C. VSV-G D. ΔE and 1-5 µg of pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- lentiviral vector and incubated at 37 

0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, 

respectively. n=3, data are shown as mean relative light units± SD. Statistical significance 

was analysed with the ordinary one-way ANOVA and the Tukey’s multiple comparisons 

test set at a 95 % confidence interval. **** indicates p<0.0001. 
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3.3.4 Optimisation of transfection reagent  

To test various chemical reagents, HEK 293T cells were transfected with HBV and 

control envelope plasmids together with pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- lentiviral vector 

plasmid using the K4, Lipofectamine, TransIT and Polyethylenimine (PEI) 

reagents. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with harvested pps and 

incubated for 72 h, after which cells were lysed and infectivity measured by 

luciferase assay. The signal to noise ratio was calculated as the ratio of the RLU 

values from infectivity in Huh7.NTCP cells of the test samples to that of the ΔE 

negative control. The transfection reagent with the highest signal to noise ratio 

would be the transfection system of choice. 

The RLU values of pps from the K4 transfection system in Huh7.NTCP cells were 

significantly lower than the other reagents (p=0.0001). In the Huh7.NTCP cells, 

HBV BT10D4 (p=0.0731), and BR5B6 (p=0.4212) pps produced with the K4 

reagent were not significantly different from the background signal in the assay 

(p=0.4212), making the K4 system inefficient to use (Figure 3.4, Table 3.1). The 

Lipofectamine system produced pps with high RLU values; however, the 

background RLU values were commensurately high, giving a low signal to noise 

ratio of 5:1 and 2:1 for HBV BT10D4 and BR5B6 in Huh7.NTCP cells, respectively. 

Hence, the low signal to noise ratio of the Lipofectamine system made it an 

inappropriate system to use (Figure 3.4, Table 3.1). On the other hand, the 

TransIT and the PEI transfection systems offered higher efficiency for producing 

infectious HBVpps. Pseudotypes from the TransIT transfection system showed 

very high RLU values and a high signal to noise ratio of 42:1 and 8:1 for the HBV 

BT10D4 and BR5B6 in Huh7.NTCP cells, respectively (Figure 3.4, Table 3.1). Also, 

the PEI transfection system produced pseudotypes with high RLU values and a 

high signal to noise ratio of 51:1 for HBV BT10D4 and 21:1 for HBV BR5B6 in 

Huh7.NTCP cells.  
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Figure 3.4 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with pseudotypes produced from HBV 

BR5B6 and BT10D4 with different chemical transfection reagents. A. Huh7 and B. 

Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with pseudotypes produced from BT10D4, BR5B6, VSV-G, 

and ΔE produced using K4, Lipofectamine, TransIT and PEI transfection reagents 

incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and 

negative controls, respectively. n=3, data are shown as log10 of mean relative light 

units± SD. K4 test sample signal was statistically compared to the background signal 

using an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. 
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Table 3.1 Transfection reagent signal to noise ratio. Signal to noise ratio was calculated 

as the ratio of the RLU values of the test samples to that of the negative control in 

Huh7.NTCP cells, and a high signal to noise ratio indicates an efficient transfection 

reagent. 

             Transfection Reagent 

HBV Genotype 

K4 Lipofectamine TransIT PEI 

HBV BT10D4 Not 

significant 

5:1 42:1 51:1 

HBV BR5B6 Not 

significant 

2:1 8:1 21:1 

 

 

3.3.5 Optimising Transfection and Infection Cell Density.  

In order to optimise the cell density for transfection, HEK 293T cells seeded in 

increasing density from 500,000–4 million cells per dish were transfected with 

HBV and control envelope plasmids together with pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- lentiviral 

vector plasmid. Harvested pseudotypes were used to infect Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells and incubated for 72 h, after which cells were lysed and 

infectivity measured by luciferase assay. RLU values of all samples and controls 

showed 1.5 million cells per dish as the optimum cell density required 

transfection as this was significantly higher than other tested cell densities 

(p<0.0001) (Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with pseudotypes produced from HBV 

BR5B6 and BT10D4 were transfected into HEK 293T cells at different cell densities. Huh7 

and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with pseudotypes produced from A. BT10D4 B. 

BR5B6 C. VSV-G D. ΔE transfected in HEK293T cells at densities of 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, and 4 

million cells. Infected cells were then incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and 

ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. n=3, data are shown as 

mean relative light units± SD. Statistical analysis was done using an ordinary one-way 

ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test set at a 95 % confidence interval. **** 

indicates p<0.0001. 
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Furthermore, to identify the optimum cell density for infection, Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells were seeded at different densities from 5,000–40,000 cells per 

well, infected with harvested pseudotypes and incubated for 72 h, lysed, and 

infectivity measured by luciferase assay. Results showed that seeding cells at 

20,000 cells per well yielded significantly higher RLU values than other cell 

densities for HBV BT10D4 (p=0.005), BR5B6 (p<0.0001), VSV-G (p<0.0001) and ΔE 

(p=0.03).  Consequently, based on these results, we seeded cells for transfection 

at 1.5 million cells per dish and 20,000 cells per well for infection (Figure 3.6).  
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Figure 3.6 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells seeded at different cell densities with 

pseudotypes produced from HBV BR5B6 and BT10D4. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells seeded 

at 5,000, 10,000, 20,000, 40,000 cells per well were infected with pseudotypes produced 

from A. BT10D4 B. BR5B6 C. VSV-G D. ΔE. Infected cells were incubated at 37 0C and 5 % 

CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. 

n=3, data are shown as mean relative light units± SD. Statistical analysis was done using 

an ordinary one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparisons test set at a 95 % 

confidence interval. **** indicates p<0.0001, ** indicates p<0.01, * indicates p<0.05. 
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3.3.6 Effect of Polyethylene glycol as a Fusion Enhancer. 

In order to find out if PEG 8000 at 4 % was cytotoxic to the cells, Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells were incubated with 4 % PEG 8000, and a cell viability assay was 

performed. Our data showed no significant change in cell viability of Huh7 

(p=0.6192) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.9656) in the presence of 4 % PEG8000 (Figure 

3.7). To investigate the effect of PEG 8000 on HBV pseudotype entry, we infected 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells pseudotypes in the presence and absence of 4 % PEG 

and incubated for 72 h, after which cells were lysed and infectivity measured by 

luciferase assay. When Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with HBV 

BT10D4 pseudotype in the presence of 4 % PEG; RLU values showed no 

significant difference in its infectivity in Huh7 (p=0.9261) and Huh7.NTCP 

(p=0.6492) cells. This was also the case when Huh7 (p=0.2081) and Huh7.NTCP 

(p=0.1324) cells were infected with VSV-G positive control. However, when Huh7 

cells were infected with HBV BR5B6 pseudotype in the presence of 4 % PEG, 

there was a significant increase in RLU values compared to when they were 

infected in the absence of PEG (p=0.0011). This was not the case when 

Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with HBV BR5B6 pseudotype in the presence of 

4 % PEG, as there was no significant difference in the RLU values (p=0.4498) 

compared to when they were infected in the absence of PEG (Figure 3.8).  
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Figure 3.7 Cytotoxic effect of PEG on Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP 

cells were infected with 4 % PEG8000, and a cell viability assay was carried out. n=3, 

data are shown as mean relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed 

with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. ns indicates p>0.05. 
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Figure 3.8 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells in the presence and absence of a 

fusion enhancer. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with HBV BR5B6 and 

BT10D4 pps in the presence and absence of 4 % PEG 8000. Infected cells were then 

incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and 

negative controls, respectively. n=3, data are shown as log10 of mean relative light 

units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % 

confidence interval. ** indicates p<0.01, ns indicates p>0.05. 

  

  

3.3.7 Selection of a suitable Reporter Enzyme. 

Furthermore, we compared the commonly used firefly luciferase with the nano 

luciferase, a more recently designed luciferase enzyme that promises a much 

higher luminescent activity. Pseudotypes were generated with either pNL4-

3.Luc.R-E- lentiviral vector possessing the firefly luciferase gene or pNL4-

3.nanoLuc.R-E- lentiviral vector, which contained the nano luciferase gene. 

Harvested pseudotypes were used to infect Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells and 

incubated for 72 h, after which cells were lysed and infectivity measured by 

luciferase assay. There was no significant difference between the RLU values of 

the firefly luciferase and the nano luciferase from the infection of HBV BT10D4 

pseudotypes in Huh7 (p=0.0789) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.4473) cells (Figure 3.9).  

This was also the case when Huh7 (p=0.6239) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.1069) cells 
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were infected with HBV BR5B6. However, there was a significant increase in the 

nano luciferase RLU values when Huh7 (p<0.0001) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.0002) 

cells were infected with VSV-G pps (Figure 3.9).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with pseudotypes produced from HBV 

BR5B6 and BT10D4 with different reporter enzymes. A. Huh7 and B. Hu7.NTCP cells 

were infected with HBV pseudotypes produced with either pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- lentiviral 

(firefly luciferase) or pNL4-3.nanoLuc.R-E- lentiviral (nano luciferase) and incubated at 

37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, 

respectively. n=3, data are shown as log10 of mean relative light units± SD. Statistical 

significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. **** 

indicates p<0.0001, *** indicates p<0.001, ns indicates p>0.05.  
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3.4 Discussion 

 

The availability of an efficient in vitro study system that supports HBV infection is 

crucial in studying the HBV entry pathway. HBV entry and infectivity depends on 

the L and S HBsAg glycoproteins, and despite the identification of the NTCP entry 

receptor, our understanding of the entry mechanisms is still limited because of 

the challenge of a suitable cell culture study model [52]. Virus pseudotyping is a 

powerful tool used to study virus envelope proteins. It is beneficial in 

characterising the phenotypic consequences of mutations present in the viral 

glycoproteins and their effects on immunogenicity, tropism, and serology [223]. 

This chapter is focused on developing a robust pseudotyping system for the 

study of the HBsAg glycoprotein and HBV entry. Optimising the protocol for this 

pseudotyping system would facilitate the generation of consistent pseudotype 

stocks of high titre that would be used in several downstream experiments.  

There are several mammalian expression vectors, of which pcDNA3.1(+) and 

pI.18 are examples. Selecting a suitable expression vector for efficient protein 

expression is pertinent, and in line with this, we compared the pcDNA3.1(+) and 

pI.18 expression plasmids. Our data revealed that constructs BT10D4 and BR5B6 

cloned into pI.18 vector generated pseudotypes that were unable to infect Huh7 

and Huh7.NTCP cells, however, this was not the case with the VSV-G 

glycoprotein. On the other hand, BT10D4, BR5B6, and VSV-G glycoproteins 

cloned into the pcDNA3.1(+) vector generated pseudotypes that were infectious. 

Although a comparative study has not been done, several research studies have 

successfully utilised either the pcDNA3.1(+) or the pI.18 vector, and it is unclear 

why one is chosen over the other [372-375]. The inability of the pI.18 vector to 

generate infectious pseudotypes could result from several factors, including non-

functional promoter, no transcription of the gene, presence of a cellular 

inhibitory element, or no secretion of proteins. However, for the purpose of this 

optimisation and further experiments, the use pI.18 vector was discontinued. 

Furthermore, the viral vector is another essential factor in achieving an efficient 

pseudotyping system. We compared the infectivity of pseudotypes produced 

with the MLV viral vector and those produced with the pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- viral 
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vector. Our data showed that the infectivity of pseudotypes with the pNL4-

3.Luc.R-E- viral vector was significantly higher than of the pseudotypes generated 

with an MLV vector. An important difference between these two viral vectors is 

the ability of lentiviral vectors (LV) such as pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- to cross through the 

nuclear membrane and transduce nondividing cells. This could result in the 

ability of pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- to transduce Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells better [376]. 

Additionally, several studies showing limitations in the generation of infectious 

pseudotypes have shown that pseudotyping viral vectors with viral glycoprotein 

does not necessarily lead to the generation of infectious pseudotypes [377-381]. 

It appears that the selection of viral vector and glycoprotein combinations have 

to be compatible for this system to work, and successfully generating infectious 

pseudotypes can be difficult to predict. This can be attributed to our limited 

understanding of the mechanisms of assembly of retrovirus pseudotypes. 

Sandrin, V and colleagues, in their study on the assembly of retroviral 

pseudotypes, investigated the ability of MLV or LV vectors to incorporate VSV-G, 

influenza haemagglutinin, HCV E1E2, retroviral MLV Env and RD114 cat virus 

glycoproteins. Their study showed that the localisation of the glycoproteins and 

the viral vector within the cell, as well as the ability of the glycoprotein to 

interact with the viral vector, are significant parameters that influenced the 

generation of infectious pseudotypes. The cytoplasmic tail of the successfully 

pseudotyped glycoproteins interact with the viral vector resulting in their 

colocalisation, packaging and release [382]. From our data, it is unclear why 

pseudotyping with the MLV vector was unable to generate infectious 

pseudotypes; however, it is highly plausible that the cytoplasmic tail of the HBV 

glycoprotein could not efficiently interact with the MLV vector, as seen in several 

other studies [379-381, 383, 384].    

The amount of DNA used for pseudotype genesis was also optimised. The 

amount of envelope protein expression plasmid, viral pseudotype vector 

plasmid, and their ratio are crucial for optimal transfection efficiency. Using DNA 

concentrations below and above the ideal concentration could lower 

transfection efficiency and possibly cause cell toxicity [385]. Bajgelman, M.C. et 

al., showed in their study exploring the critical parameters for transient 
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retrovirus production that a 1:1 ratio was the optimal ratio between the viral and 

packaging vectors at which they obtained a virus titre peak [386]. From our data, 

although there was no significant difference in varying the viral vector 

concentration for HBV BT10D4, however, 2 µg gave the highest infectivity for the 

HBV BR5B6, which was similar to the amount used by Urbanowicz, R.A., et al., 

[247]. Similar to the Bajgelman, M.C. et al., study, we used a 1:1 ratio of viral and 

packaging vectors in subsequent experiments. Furthermore, with the availability 

of different transfection methods, selecting the method of choice involves 

considering a cost-effective method that offers high transfection efficiency and 

low cell toxicity. As a result of the high levels of cell death caused by physical 

transfection methods such as electroporation, a chemical method of transfection 

was the method of choice [387]. This study compared the transfection efficiency 

of the K4, Lipofectamine, TransIT and Polyethylenimine transfection reagents by 

calculating their signal to noise ratio. Our data showed that the PEI and TransIT 

systems had higher signal to noise ratios than the K4 and Lipofectamine systems. 

Also, despite having lower RLU values than the TransIT system, the PEI system 

still possessed a higher signal to noise ratio. Hence, similar to other studies that 

have shown the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of the PEI system, subsequent 

experiments were done using this system [388-390]. In every cell-based 

experiment, cell health and degree of confluence greatly influence transfection 

efficiency. Knowing that some degree of cell death will occur during transfection, 

it is vital to seed the optimum number of cells. Studies have shown that seeding 

cells to achieve approximately 70 - 90 % confluency at the time of transfection is 

ideal [391, 392]. Too few cells could result in low cell growth due to poor cell-to-

cell contact, while too many cells could inhibit cell growth and cause cell death. 

These could result in resistance to uptake of foreign DNA, decreased expression 

of the transfected gene and cell death [391-393]. Similarly, our transfection and 

infection data showed low efficiency at cell densities lower or higher than the 

optimum cell density. Consequently, based on these results, optimum 

transfection cell density was 1.5 million cells per dish, while optimum infection 

cell density was 20,000 cells per well.  
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For over 25 years, the use of PEG 8000 to enhance HBV infection in primary 

human hepatocytes, HepaRG hepatoma cells, and HepG2-NTCP has been shown 

to result in higher infection efficiency [214, 394, 395]. Gripon, P. et al., in their 

studies, showed that infection of HBV into primary human hepatocytes was 

increased and highly reproducible in the presence of PEG 8000, possibly because 

PEG favoured a better interaction between the viral particles and the cells, 

resulting in increased internalisation [64, 395]. In the presence of PEG 8000, our 

data showed no significant increase in the entry of BT10D4 into Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP and a significant increase in the entry of BR5B6 into Huh7 cells. 

Studies have shown the fusogenic property of PEG 8000 and its ability to 

enhance membrane fusion [396-399]. Given that we have generated several 

other data that have confirmed the inability of BR5B6 to infect Huh7 cells, it is 

highly plausible that the increase in the entry of BR5B6 into Huh7 cells is a result 

of a non-specific fusion of the BR5B6 pseudotype with the cell membrane. This 

increase is not significant in BR5B6 entry into Huh7.NTCP cells or BT10D4 entry 

into both cell lines likely because their entry takes place via a more specific cell 

receptor mechanism. Although several studies have shown a significant increase 

in HBV infection with PEG 8000, our data has not shown such an increase. As our 

results do not show any significant benefit of infecting cells in the presence of 

4 % PEG 8000, we carried out further experiments without PEG. Additionally, our 

data comparing the infectivity of the pseudotypes using the firefly luciferase and 

the nano luciferase systems showed no significant difference between both 

systems in the infectivity of the HBV pseudotypes. Hence, to maintain uniformity 

with previous experiments and the research team, subsequent experiments were 

carried out using the pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- lentiviral vector, which had the firefly 

luciferase gene insert. 

This chapter has systematically tested a series of experimental conditions to 

generate an optimised in vitro pseudotyping protocol for the efficient 

pseudotyping of HBV surface protein. Although the individual investigations may 

not be particularly new, the optimised conditions as set out in this protocol is 

consistent, reliable, cost-effective, and resulted in a significant increase in the 

yield of the HBV pseudotyped virus. 
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4 Chapter 4 

Investigation of Phenotypic Characteristics of 

HBV Isolates. 
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4.1 Introduction 

The Hepatitis B virus genome sequence has been studied extensively over the 

years, with 9 genotypes (A-I) and a putative genotype J, having >8 % nucleotide 

divergence and at least 35 sub-genotypes, with 4-8 % nucleotide divergence 

being defined to date. Significant genetic differences among these genotypes 

have been identified [400]. Consequently, there is a clear connection between 

HBV genome sequence and their replication, geographical distribution, and 

clinical outcomes such as therapy and drug resistance. Genotypes A-D are the 

most widely studied and characterised. Genotypes B and C, which are known to 

circulate in Asia, also majorly cause chronic infections, with genotype C being 

more likely to cause cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Genotypes A 

and D with geographic distribution in Africa and Europe are transmitted mainly 

by horizontal mode of transmission, with genotype D being a significant cause of 

acute infection [400-402]. Studies have shown that HBV genotype H has a high 

incidence of occult HBV and low incidence of liver disease and HCC, while 

genotype G has led to increased fibrosis in the immunocompromised. These 

differences can be related to the low replication rate of genotype H and loss of 

36-nucleotide insert and the presence of two translational stop codons of the 

precore/core region in genotype G resulting in its very low HBsAg and no HBeAg 

secretion [403-407]. 

Additionally, despite the genome similarity among HBV sub-genotypes, there are 

peculiar differences in their virological characteristics, mode of transmission and 

geographical distribution [320, 408]. Genetic recombination, which is a common 

occurrence in DNA and RNA viruses, plays a vital role in the genetic variability of 

HBV. The possibility of co-infection and superinfection provides a platform for 

genetic recombination, and although the mechanism of its occurrence is unclear, 

the resultant genetic variability drives the current disparity in the pathogenesis 

of HBV genotypes and sub-genotypes [408, 409]. 

HBV entry requires a low-affinity interaction with hepatic heparan sulfate 

proteoglycans (HSPG), which are glycoproteins consisting of two of three 

heparan sulphate chains covalently bonded together. Positively charged arginine 
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and lysine at amino acid positions s122 and s141 in the antigenic loop of HBsAg 

have been shown to interact with negatively charged HSPG in an electrostatic 

interaction. This interaction is necessary for stabilising the virus and facilitating 

its binding to NTCP [410-412]. Subsequently, HBV binds with high affinity to 

sodium taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (NTCP), a glycoprotein located 

in the basolateral membrane of hepatocytes. This interaction results in HBV 

internalisation through endocytosis, although the precise mechanism is still 

poorly understood [52, 81, 287, 370]. Amino acids (aa) 2-48 in the preS1 region 

of HBsAg are crucial for HBV infection as they interact with the NTCP [30, 31]. 

HBsAg S domain contains 14 cysteine residues that form disulphide bridges 

common to L, M and S-HBsAg proteins, out of which 8 are in the major 

hydrophilic region (MHR) [58, 59].  

Amino acids s99 to s169 constitute the HBsAg MHR containing the 'a' 

determinant from aa s124-s147. In chronic HBV infections, amino acid 

substitutions and insertions in HBV occur naturally due to treatment and 

immune-induced selection. These mutations manifest as immune and diagnostic 

escape mutants that impede clinical management. Mutations such as sC69*, 

sE2G and sG145R are the commonly studied and described mutations known to 

alter the immunogenicity and antigenicity of HBsAg [285, 413, 414]. Several 

studies have demonstrated diverse consequences of HBsAg mutations in vitro, in 

vivo, and clinically and more studies will. In a study by Murayama et al., the 

deletion of 11 amino acids in the preS1 region of HBsAg resulted in an 

enhancement of the infectivity of cell culture-generated HBV into HepG2 cells 

transduced with NTCP [415-417]. 

In this chapter, we have studied the HBV entry pathway of different genotypes 

and clinical isolates, exploring how the presence of specific mutations at specific 

positions can alter HBV entry in vitro. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

 

4.2.1 PCR, Cloning, Plasmid preparation and Sequence analysis.  

DNA extracts for HBV genotypes A, B, C, D, and G were extracted from patient 

serum samples by a previous colleague, Gemma Clark, following the 

manufacturer's protocol of the automated NucliSENS easyMAG® system 

(Biomérieux Inc) kit. HBsAg sequences for all HBV samples were built using 

universal primers (HBvseq2b_2819f and HBVM_iR) previously optimised by a 

previous colleague, Gemma Clark (Table 4.1). The polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) was set up following the HotStart Taq DNA Polymerase (Qiagen) protocol 

and by adding 2.5 µL of template DNA from the DNA extract. PCR thermocycling 

procedure was as follows: 15 min initial denaturation at 95 0C, 55 cycles of 

denaturation at 95 0C for 20 sec, annealing at 50 0C for 20 sec, and extension at 

72 0C for 90 sec, followed by a final extension at 72 0C for 2 min. 2 µL of DNA gel 

loading dye (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was mixed with 5 µL of the PCR product 

loaded alongside a DNA ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific) on a 2 % agarose gel 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bromide (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). The gel electrophoresis was run in Tris-Acetate-EDTA (TAE) (60 

mM Tris-acetate 50 mM EDTA, pH 7.8) buffer at 90 volts (V) for 36 min, and DNA 

bands were visualised by UV transillumination. The samples with positive bands 

were sequenced by Sanger sequencing (Source Bioscience) and aligned with 

Mega7 to generate a clean sequence.  

Using the generated sequence, in-fusion cloning primers were designed with 15 

base-pair extensions and the CACC tag at the 5' end of the primer, both of which 

are complementary to linearised vector. The CACC Kozak sequence base pairs 

with the GTGG overhang sequence of the pcDNA 3.1(+) vector (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific). CACC tag PCR was set up following the LongAmp Hot Start Taq DNA 

Polymerase (New England Biolabs, NEB) protocol and by adding 1 µL of template 

DNA from the PCR product. PCR thermocycling procedure was as follows: 30-sec 

initial denaturation at 94 0C, 55 cycles of denaturation at 94 0C for 15 sec, 

annealing at 51 0C for 15 sec, and extension at 65 0C for 70 sec, followed by a 

final extension at 65 0C for 10 min. PCR products were analysed on a 2 % agarose 
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gel, and positive samples were analysed by Sanger sequencing (Source 

Bioscience) and aligned with MEGA7 to confirm the sequence. All PCR annealing 

temperatures were derived using the New England Biolabs temperature 

calculator (NEB). 

The PCR product was cleaned up following the Monarch PCR and DNA clean-up 

protocol (NEB). The pcDNA 3.1(+) vector was linearised at the EcoRI site by the 

EcoRI restriction enzyme (NEB), using 10 units of the EcoRI restriction enzyme, 

and incubating for 15 min following the NEB restriction digestion protocol. The 

purified PCR product was then cloned and transformed into Stellar competent 

cells using the in-fusion HD cloning and transformation protocol (Takara Bio). The 

optimal amounts of vector and insert used for the cloning were calculated using 

the In-Fusion molar ratio calculator (Takara Bio). Transformation mixes were 

spread on a selective lysogeny broth (LB) agar plate (100 µg/mL of ampicillin) and 

incubated for 16-18 h at 37 0C. After this, colonies were screened by PCR with 

standard T7 forward and bGH reverse primers, run on an agarose gel, and 

samples with positive bands were Sanger sequenced (Table 4.1). Screened 

colonies (samples with clean and correct sequences) were grown overnight in LB 

broth (100 µg/mL of ampicillin). Glycerol stocks were made by adding 300 µL of 

100 % glycerol to 700 µL of overnight cultures and stored at -70 0C. Plasmids 

were prepared from the overnight cultures using GenElute Plasmid Miniprep and 

Midiprep kits (Sigma-Aldrich), according to the manufacturer's protocol. We 

quantified the plasmids using the Nanodrop 1000 (ThermoFisher) at 260 nm 

wavelength and measured in ng/mL for further use. The purity of the plasmid 

was measured using the 260/280 wavelength ratio (showed the absence of 

protein contaminants) and the 260/230 wavelength ratio (showed the absence 

of salt contaminants). A quality plasmid preparation used had a concentration 

of >100 ng/mL, a 260/280 ratio range of 1.8-2.0 and a 260/230 ratio range of 2.0-

2.2. Furthermore, the BT10D4 clone was screened for contamination with VSV-G 

and Ebola plasmids. VSV-G and Ebola specific sequencing primers were used to 

sequence BT10D4 alongside VSV-G and Ebola plasmids as controls. All sequence 

analyses and comparisons were made using Mega7 software.
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Table 4.1 Primers used in this study. Primers 1 and 2 were used to generate parental reference sequences. Primers 3 and 4 were designed to amplify the Large S 

protein for genotype D. Primers 5 and 6 were used to screen colonies and verify sequence after cloning. Primers 7 to 10 were used to screen the BT10D4 clone of 

contamination with VSV-G and Ebola plasmid. 

Number Primer name Description Primer sequence Length 

1 HBvseq2b_2819f Forward primer 5'ACCWTATWCYTGGGAACAA3' 19 

2 HBVM_iR Reverse primer 5'GACACACTTTCCAATCAATNGG3'  22 

3 HBV gtD in-fusionF Forward primer 5'CACCATGGGGCAGAATCTTTCCACC3' 25 

4 HBV gtD in-fusionR Reverse primer 5’TTAAATGTATACCCAAAGACAAAAG3' 25 

5 T7F sequencing Forward primer 5'TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG3' 20 

6 bGHR sequencing Reverse primer 5'TAGAAGGCACAGTCGAGG3' 18 

7. VSVG plasmid primerF Forward primer 5’GTGCCTTTTGTACTTAGCCTTT3’ 22 

8. VSVG plasmid primerR Reverse primer 5’AAGCATGACACATCCAACCG3’ 20 

9. Ebola plasmid primerF Forward primer 5’CCTGGAAATCAAGAAGCCCG3’ 20 

10. Ebola plasmid primerR Reverse primer 5’CACGCCATTGCCTTCCAG3’ 18 
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4.2.2 Restriction Digestion 

Single, with BamHI or PvuI (that cut at one point) and double digests with both 

restriction enzymes (NEB) were performed in a 25 μL reaction mix comprising of 

3 µL Fast Digest Buffer, 3 µL of single digest restriction enzyme or 1.5 µL of each 

restriction enzyme in a double digest, 3 µL bovine serum albumin (BSA), 7 µL 

DNA Template and 9 µL nuclease-free water. Samples were incubated at 37 0C 

for 1 h and then run on an agarose gel. Band sizes were calculated using the DNA 

ladder guide (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 

 

4.2.3 Site-directed Mutagenesis (SDM) 

Primers for site-directed mutagenesis and their respective annealing 

temperature were designed and obtained using the NEBase changer software 

(Table 4.2). Substitution mutagenesis PCR was carried out for each selected 

mutation using the Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis protocol (NEB). PCR 

thermocycling procedure was as follows: 30-sec initial denaturation at 98 0C, 25 

cycles of denaturation at 98 0C for 10 sec, annealing at 63 0C for 20 sec, and 

extension at 72 0C for 3 min, followed by a final extension at 72 0C for 4 min. PCR 

annealing temperature was calculated using the NEB temperature calculator 

(NEB). The PCR product was treated with kinase, ligase and DpnI enzymes and 

transformed according to the Q5 KLD reaction and transformation protocol 

(NEB). The plasmids were prepared from overnight cultures as described in 

section 4.2.1, and sequence analysis confirmed successful mutagenesis. 
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Table 4.2 Primers used for Site-directed Mutagenesis. Primers 1 and 2 were used to construct the BT10D4 sR69C mutant. Primers 3 and 4 were used to construct 

BT10D4 sA96V mutant. Primers 5 and 6 were used to construct BT10D4 sR69C and sA96V double mutant. 

Number Primer name Description    Primer sequence  Length 

1 HBVBT10D4SDMR69CF Forward primer 5'TCCTCCAACTTGTCCTGGTTATC3' 23 

2 HBVBT10D4SDMR69CR Reverse primer 5'CAGGAGGTTGGTGAGTGAT3'  19 

3 HBVBT10D4SDMA96VF Forward primer 5'CTTCTTGTTGGTTCTTCTGGACTATC3’ 26 

4 HBVBT10D4SDMA96VR Reverse primer 5’ATGAGGCATAGCAGCAGG3’ 18 

5 HBVBT10D4SDMR69CA96VF Forward primer 
5'TTCCTCTTCATCCTGCTGCTATGCCTCATCTTCTTGTTGGTTCTTCTGGACT

ATCAGGGTATG3' 
63 

6 HBVBT10D4SDMR69CA96VR Reverse primer 
5’GATGATAAAACGCCGCAGACACATCCAGCGATAACCAGGACAAGTTGG

AGGACAGGAGGT3’ 
60 
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4.2.4 Cell culture and transfection 

The cell lines human embryonic kidney cells 293T (HEK293T), Huh7, and 

Huh7.NTCP were maintained as described in section 3.2.2. In order to generate 

pseudotypes (pps), HEK293T cells were seeded and transfected, as stated in 

section 3.2.3 and based on the optimised protocol from section 3.2.  

 

4.2.5 Infection and Luciferase assay 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected following the optimised protocol from 

section 3.2.4. Luciferase assays were performed following the protocol in section 

3.2.4. 

 

4.2.6 Neutralisation assays 

Cells were seeded and incubated according to established protocols and grown 

overnight. Monoclonal AP33 anti-HCV antibody [246] was used at a 1:50 

concentration as previously established in the laboratory. The aim was to identify 

any contamination of BT10D4 plasmid with HCV H77 plasmid (a commonly used 

plasmid in our laboratory); HCV H77 and VSV-G pps were used as controls. In a 

96-well V-bottom plate, 30 µL of diluted antibody (and 30 µL Phosphate-Buffered 

Saline (PBS) for the uninhibited control) was added to 270 µL of pps and 

incubated for 1 h at room temperature. 100 µL of the pp and antibody mix was 

added to the cells in triplicates, and cells were incubated for 4-6 h at 37 0C and 

5 % CO2. After 6 h, 150 μL of DMEM is added to the cells, and the cells were then 

incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. After 72 h, the luciferase assay was 

carried out as previously described in section 3.2.4.  
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4.2.7 Bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA assay), Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate–

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) and Western 

blot  

Harvested pps were concentrated by sucrose cushion ultracentrifugation. In this 

step, 3 mL of 30 % sucrose (prepared in deionised water) was put into a 15 mL 

ultracentrifugation tube, after which 10 mL of the harvested pps were gently laid 

over the sucrose cushion. The ultracentrifugation tubes were carefully weighed, 

balanced out and centrifuged at 40,000 g for 2.5 h. The supernatants were 

decanted after centrifugation, and 200 µL of PBS was added to each pellet. 

Pellets were then kept for 24 h at 4 0C and resuspended for further use.  

According to the manufacturer's protocol, the total protein concentration of the 

resuspended pellets was determined using the BCA assay (Pierce BCA Protein 

Assay Kit). Protein concentration standard curve and calculations were 

performed using GraphPad Prism version 7. From these preparations, 25 µg of 

the protein was resuspended in 5x reducing loading buffer (2.5 mL of 0.5 mol/L 

Tris HCl pH 6.8, 0.39 g Dithiothreitol (DTT), 0.5 g Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS), 

0.025 g Bromophenol Blue, 2.5 mL Glycerine) and heated to 100 0C for 5 min on a 

heat block to denature the proteins. Proteins were resolved alongside molecular 

markers using 10-12 % precast gel (Bio-Rad) and SDS running buffer (15.18 g Tris 

HCl, 93.85 g Glycine, 50 mL of 20 % SDS) at 120 V for 90 min. Blotting paper and 

Polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) (Amersham) membranes were then soaked in 

already prepared transfer buffer (5.8 g Tris HCl, 2.9 g Glycine, 1.85 mL of 20 % 

SDS, 200 mL methanol). Resolved proteins were transferred to PVDF membranes 

at 100 mA for 60 min using a Trans-Blot transfer system. According to the 

manufacturer's protocol, protein transfer was confirmed by gel stain with 

Imperial Protein Stain (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and PVDF membranes stained 

with Ponceau S stain (Sigma). PVDF membranes were then blocked overnight 

with freshly prepared PBS, 0.1 % Tween and 10 % skimmed milk (PBSTM) at 4 0C. 

The membranes were then washed five times with PBST (with 150 mM NaCl) for 

5 min per wash with rocking. The membranes were incubated with 1:1000 of the 

mouse monoclonal anti-HBsAg primary antibody Ma1694 (Abnova) and mouse 
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monoclonal anti-HIV1 p24 antibody ab9071 (Abcam) in PBSTM at 4 0C overnight. 

They were then washed and incubated with 1:2000 of rabbit anti-mouse 

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) secondary antibody (Sigma) for 1 h at room 

temperature with rocking. The membrane was then treated with Radiance Plus 

Chemiluminescent HRP substrate reagent (Azure Biosystems) for 5 min, put in a 

clean, transparent sheet and viewed with a G: BOX F3 gel doc system for gel 

imaging. Test sample band sizes are compared to the Spectra Multicolour Broad 

Range Protein Ladder (Thermo Fisher Scientific).  
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4.3 Results 

 

4.3.1 Infectivity of clones of different HBV genotypes 

Detailed understanding of the HBV entry pathway and potential receptors and 

co-receptors and co-factors involved in this entry and how HBsAg mutations 

affect HBV cell entry was the aim of this research. We first assessed the 

infectivity of different clones of different genotypes of HBV in Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells. We did this in order to select a specific genotype with which to 

carry out other downstream experiments. Transient transfection of one 

representative of each genotype: A (clone BR1A4); B (clone BR5B6); C (clone 

BT7C2); D (clone BT10D4); and G (clone BT16G2) in HEK293T cells generated a 

panel of HBV pseudotypes (HBVpp). Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected 

with these pps. RLU values from this infectivity testing showed a significant 

infectivity increase in HBV genotypes A (p<0.0001), B (p<0.0001), C (p<0.0001) 

and G (p<0.0001) in Huh7.NTCP cells compared to Huh7 cells. However, results 

showed that the infectivity of HBV genotype D (BT10D4) in both cell lines was 

significantly higher than the other genotypes (p<0.0001) and its infectivity in 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP was not significantly different (p=0.4245) (Figure 4.1). This 

unexpected data indicated that the BT10D4 genotype D isolate was infecting 

Huh7 cells independent of NTCP expression. As such, there was a need to 

investigate this clone further to understand the mechanism behind its entry 

behaviour. 
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Figure 4.1 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with pseudotypes produced from HBV 

genotypes A (BR1A4), B (BR5B6), C (BT7C2), D (BT10D4), and G (BT16G2). Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with HBV pseudotypes and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % 

CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and Delta E were used as positive and negative controls, 

respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means log10 Relative light units± SD. Statistical 

significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. **** 

indicates p<0.0001, ns indicates p>0.05. 

  

 

4.3.2 Validation of the clone BT10D4 

Determination of the order of nucleotides in a specific DNA is achieved by 

sequencing. It is known as a fast and reliable way to verify the genetic sequence 

of a plasmid. In line with this, the BT10D4 clone was Sanger sequenced with T7F 

forward and bGHR reverse sequencing primers. Before this time, all plasmids 

with cloned viral glycoprotein genes used in the lab were in the pcDNA3.1(+) 

vector to ensure uniformity and ease in tracing contaminants. The pcDNA3.1(+) 

vector carries the T7 promoter and the bGH priming sequences, which meant 

that data from sequencing BT10D4 with primer sequences from them could be 

analysed to ascertain that its sequence is correct and to identify any 

contaminating glycoprotein plasmid in the background because the presence of 
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T7F and bGHR in pcDNA3.1(+) unifies all glycoprotein plasmids used in the lab. 

The resulting sequence data were trimmed and aligned using MEGA7 to an HBV 

genotype D reference sequence (FJ904433.1) [418]. This analysis revealed a 99 % 

uniformity between the BT10D4 sequence and the HBV genotype D reference 

sequence. The analysis also showed a clean sequence data read with no 

contaminating background calls. Also, after infectivity levels of all glycoproteins 

used in the lab were assessed, we determined that the VSV-G and Ebola Makona 

glycoprotein plasmids were the only plasmids used in the laboratory that could 

produce pps that generate such high RLU values. We further designed primers 

specific to Ebola Makona glycoprotein, and VSV-G and Sanger sequenced BT10D4 

for Ebola and VSV-G glycoproteins to identify low-level contamination with 

these. No coherent sequence from BT10D4 was generated using VSV-G and 

Ebola. Control sequences with plasmids possessing the cloned VSV-G and Ebola 

Makona glycoprotein showed 100% similarity to its reference sequence.  

Restriction digestion is a convenient and inexpensive way to screen plasmids, 

verify the content, and detect possible contamination. The vector backbone 

pcDNA3.1(+) containing the BT10D4 insert possessed several restriction sites, 

including BamHI and PvuI. With this understanding, single and double digests of 

this BT10D4 and BR5B6 (control) were performed with BamHI and PvuI enzymes 

and compared the fragment sizes with the undigested and no plasmid controls. A 

gel image of single digestion of BT10D4 and BR5B6 with BamHI and PvuI 

restriction enzymes showed one band of the linearised plasmid.  In the double 

digestion with both BamHI and PvuI, there were two bands of sizes of 1482 and 

5126 base pairs (Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2 Restriction digestion of BT10D4 and BR5B6. A. BT10D4 and B. BR5B6 were 

digested with BamHI, PvuI individually and together and was resolved on an agarose gel. 

Bands were viewed under ultraviolet light, and band sizes were determined using the 

DNA ladder. 

 

 

Neutralising antibodies prevent viral infection as they potentially bind to the 

virus, preventing it from binding to the cell and cause an infection. Based on this, 

we carried out a neutralisation assay in both Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells using an 

anti-Hepatitis C virus (HCV) antibody, a closely related virus studied in the 

laboratory. This involved infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP with BT10D4 in the 

presence and absence of monoclonal AP33 anti-HCV antibody [246] using HCV 

H77 and VSV-G pps as controls. The aim was to identify any contamination of 

BT10D4 plasmid with HCV H77 plasmid (a commonly used plasmid in our 

laboratory), in which case the HCV antibody would neutralise the infectivity. 

These assays showed that no significant neutralisation of BT10D4pp infectivity by 

the HCV antibody occurred both in Huh7 (p=0.9829) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.4652) 

cells (Figures 4.3). Results showed that the presence of the HCV antibody 

resulted in a significant neutralisation of the infectivity of HCV H77pp entry in 

both Huh7 (p=0.0013) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.0011). There was also no 

neutralisation of the VSV-Gpp infectivity in Huh7 (p=0.6525) and Huh7.NTCP 

(p=0.8749) (Figures 4.3).  
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Figure 4.3 Neutralisation of BT10D4 infection in Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells using HCV 

antibody. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with BT10D4 and HCV H77 

pseudotypes in the presence and absence of monoclonal AP33 anti-HCV antibody and 

incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and 

negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means log10 Relative light 

units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % 

confidence interval. ** indicates p<0.01, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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Finally, re-cloning and retransformation of HBV BT10D4 and selecting 2 individual 

colonies for a repeat of the validation process confirmed the absence of 

contaminants that could have arisen during cloning, enabling us to ensure that 

the plasmid preparation we worked with in subsequent experiments was without 

contamination. 

 

 

4.3.3 Cloning and testing of other genotype D isolates 

Studies have shown that genetic variations among HBV genotypes result in 

phenotypic differences that have clinical and epidemiological implications. 

Specific genotypes are known to have genotype-specific characteristics 

responsible for various clinical outcomes. Putting the unusual behaviour of 

BT10D4 into perspective and having verified the absence of contamination, the 

immediate question was to understand if this phenotypic characteristic was 

genotype-specific or strain-specific.  

In order to do this, we cloned the S gene of other genotype D isolates from the 

same Nottingham cohort as BT10D4. Four DNA extraction samples (D13, D21, 

D39, D40) with high viral load were selected, amplified, and sequenced. These 

were subsequently cloned into pcDNA3.1(+) and transformed into competent 

cells. Plasmid extraction, purification and sequencing were then carried out to 

prepare the plasmid for further in vitro analysis.  

In vitro experiments were performed to generate pseudotypes; Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP infected with the pseudotypes. Infectivity data showed infectivity 

levels for other genotype D isolates to be significantly higher in Huh7.NTCP cells 

than Huh7 cells for pps (p<0.0001) (Figure 4.4). There were also differences in 

the infectivity of the tested genotypes D isolates in Huh7.NTCP cells; there was 

no significant difference between the infectivity of D13 and D21 (p=0.5488) and 

between D39 and D40 (p=0.5327). However, the infectivity of D13 and D21 were 

significantly higher than that of D39 and D40 (p<0.0001). 
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Figure 4.4 Infection of HBV genotype D isolates in Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells. Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with HBV BT10D4, D13, D21, D39, D40 pseudotypes and 

incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h.  VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and 

negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means log10 Relative light 

units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % 

confidence interval. **** indicates p<0.0001, ns indicates p>0.05. 

 

 

In addition, pseudotype suspensions were concentrated by sucrose density 

gradient ultracentrifugation and analysed for HIV p24 capsid protein from the 

viral vector and HBsAg protein expression by western blotting. The western blot 

images in Figure 4.5A showed the expression of the HIV p24 capsid and the p55 

Gag precursor protein. The western blot images in Figure 4.5B showed the 

expression of the S-HBsAg (p24 and gp27), M-HBsAg (p33) and L-HBsAg (p39 and 

gp42) (Figure 4.5). From the western blot images, it was seen that pseudotypes 

of BT10D4 expressed more p24 and low HBsAg; D13 expressed more HBsAg than 

p24; D21 expressed more HBsAg than p24; D39 expressed more p24 than HBsAg; 

D40 expressed an almost similar amount of p24 and HBsAg (Figure 4.5). The 

western blot images also showed BT10D4 and D39 had the highest p24 
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expression compared to the other clones, while D21 followed by D13 had the 

highest HBsAg expression, particularly L-HBsAg compared to the other clones 

(Figure 4.5). 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Western blot analysis of HBV pseudotypes. HBV pps from BT10D4, D13, D21, 

D39 and D40 were concentrated, quantified, resolved on SDS PAGE and transferred to a 

PVDF membrane. The membrane was incubated with 1:1000 of the mouse monoclonal 

primary antibodies Ma1694 and ab9071 and then incubated with 1:2000 of rabbit anti-

mouse Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) secondary antibody (Sigma) and viewed with a G: 

BOX F3 gel doc system. Spectra Multicolour Broad Range Protein Ladder was used as a 

molecular marker for comparison. 

 

 

4.3.4 Sequence Analysis 

Given the unusual infectivity of BT10D4 independent of NTCP and the 

dependence of other genotype D isolates on NTCP for entry, it was imperative to 

compare the amino acid sequences of all the genotype D isolates. Isolates 

BT10D4, D13, D21, D39 and D40 were sequenced using T7 forward and bGH 

reverse sequencing primers. The sequences were queried using the Basic Local 

Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) to identify their subgenotype. BLAST results 

showed that D13 and D40 sequences were 99.57 % and 99.32 % similar to HBV 

subgenotype D1 while BT10D4, D21 and D39 were 98.97 %, 99.40 % and 98.63 % 

similar to HBV subgenotype D3, respectively. We further aligned these generated 

sequences in MEGA 7 alongside 16 genotype D sequences from the Nottingham 
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cohort and 1,520 genotype D sequences sourced from an HBV database [419]. 

The alignment revealed several single point nucleotide substitutions that were 

either silent or resulted in amino acid changes at different positions across all the 

compared sequences. However, we identified a single C to T nucleotide change 

at positions 695 and 776 respectively present in BT10D4, D39 and JF439696 (C to 

T in 695 only) from the HBV database only (Fig4.6). These nucleotide changes 

resulted in a cysteine to arginine amino acid substitution at position 232 (s69) in 

the cytoplasmic loop and valine to alanine substitution at position 259 (s96) in 

the second transmembrane domain (Fig 4.6). However, in the overlapping 

reverse transcriptase of the polymerase gene, the C to T change at position 695 

resulted in leucine to serine amino acid substitution (rtL77S) while the C to T 

change at position 776 was silent (Figure 4.7).  The presence of sR69 and sA96 in 

only 3 out of 1541 compared sequences shows how rare these amino acid 

substitutions are. As a follow-up and to identify other genetic differences 

between BT10D4 and D39, we compared their sequences. We identified other 

nucleotide differences at positions 433, 595, 1060 and 1108 (Figure 4.8). These 

nucleotide differences resulted in amino acid differences at positions 145 in the 

preS2, 199 (s36) in the cytoplasmic loop, 354 (s191) in the transmembrane 3 and 

370 (s207) in the transmembrane 4 regions (Table 4.3). 
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Figure 4.6 Representative image of the sequence analysis of BT10D4, D13, D21, D39 and 

D40 alongside 16 genotype D sequences from the Nottingham cohort and 1,520 

genotype D sequences sourced from an HBV database. Red stars highlight cysteine (C)  

to arginine (R) amino acid substitution at position 232 (s69) and valine (V)  to alanine (A)  

substitution at position 259 (s96) identified in BT10D4, D39 and JF439696 (C to R in 695 

only) from the HBV database. 
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Figure 4.7 Rare amino acid substitution present in BT10D4, D39 and JF439696. The C to 

T change at position 695 resulted in leucine to serine amino acid substitution (rtL77S), 

while the C to T change at position 776 was silent. 

    

 

 

Figure 4.8 Sequence comparison of BT10D4 and D39. The sC69R and sV96A substitutions 

(in red) were present in both BT10D4 and D39. There were nucleotide differences 

between BT10D4 and D39 that resulted in amino acid differences at positions 145 in the 

preS2, 199 (s36) in the cytoplasmic loop, 354 (s191) in the transmembrane 3 and 370 

(s207) in the transmembrane 4 regions. The figure was created at 

http://biorender.com/.  

 

 

http://biorender.com/
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 Table 4.3 Comparison of BT10D4 and D39 sequences showing nucleotide changes and 

the resultant amino acid changes. 

Amino acid/Nucleotide  

position 

HBsAg amino acid differences 

BT10D4 D39 

PreS 145/433 Threonine (T) (ACT) Alanine (A) (GCT) 

199 (s36)/595 

 
Tryptophan (W) (TGG) Arginine (R) (CGG) 

354 (s191)/1060 Tryptophan (W) (TGG) Arginine (R) (AGG) 

370 (s207)/1108 Serine (S) (AGC) Glycine (G) (GGC) 

 

 

4.3.5  Infectivity of reverse mutants 

To gain a clearer understanding of the effects of the two rare mutations 

previously identified in BT10D4 on its infectivity, clones bearing the opposite 

amino acid were created using SDM. In order to achieve this, SDM primers were 

designed to substitute T with C at amino acids 695 and 776. This substitution 

reversed the arginine (s69) and alanine (s96) in BT10D4 to cysteine (mutant 1) 

(s69) and valine (mutant 2) (s96). Single mutants with one substitution and a 

third mutant (mutant 1+2) that had both substitutions were constructed. After 

plasmid extraction, purification and sequencing, the plasmids were used for in 

vitro experiments. Subsequently, HEK 293T were co-transfected with each of the 

BT10D4 mutants and wildtype with pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- to produce pseudotypes. 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP infected with pseudotypes and incubated for 72 h were 

lysed and infectivity measured by luciferase assay.  

The results showed that with the introduction of one of the mutations (mutant 1 

or mutant 2) to BT10D4, the NTCP-independent entry was lost. Thus, the 

infectivity of mutant 1 and mutant 2 into Huh7 cells was significantly lower than 

their infectivity in Huh7.NTCP (p<0.0001) (Figure 4.9). However, on introducing 

both mutations (mutant 1+2) into the BT10D4, the NTCP independence was 
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regained similar to that of BT10D4, there was no significant difference between 

the infectivity in Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells (p=0.7555) (Figure 4.9). However, the 

level of infectivity of the mutant 1+2 in both Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells was 

significantly reduced compared to BT10D4 (p<0.0001) (Figure 4.9). As seen 

previously, there was no significant difference between the infectivity of BT10D4 

into both Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.9136) (Figure 4.9). 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Infection of BT10D4 and constructed reverse mutants in Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP 

cells. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with pseudotypes from BT10D4, mutant 

1 (sR69C), mutant 2 (sA96V) and mutant 1+2, incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. 

VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are 

shown as means log10 Relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with 

an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. **** indicates p<0.0001, ns 

indicates p>0.05. 

 

 

Also, pseudotype suspensions of BT10D4, mutant 1 (sR69C), mutant 2 (sA96V), 

and mutant 1+2 were concentrated by sucrose cushion ultracentrifugation and 

analysed for HIV p24 and HBsAg protein expression by western blotting. The 

western blot images in Figure 4.10A showed the expression of the HIV p24 capsid 
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and the p55 Gag precursor protein. The western blot images in Figure 4.10B 

showed the expression of the S-HBsAg (p24 and gp27), M-HBsAg (p33 and gp36) 

and L-HBsAg (p39 and gp42) (Figure 4.10). Western blot images showed that 

pseudotypes from BT10D4 expressed more p24 and low HBsAg; mutant 1, sR69C, 

expressed similar amounts of p24 and HBsAg; mutant 2, sA96V, expressed more 

p24 and very low HBsAg while mutant 1+2 expressed similar high amounts of p24 

and HBsAg (Figure 4.10).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Western blot analysis of HBV pseudotypes. HBV pps from BT10D4, mutant 1 

sR69C, mutant 2 sA96V, and mutant 1+2 were concentrated, quantified, resolved on SDS 

PAGE and transferred to a PVDF membrane. The membrane was incubated with 1:1000 

of the mouse monoclonal primary antibodies Ma1694 and ab9071 and then incubated 

with 1:2000 of rabbit anti-mouse Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) secondary antibody 

(Sigma) and viewed with a G: BOX F3 gel doc system. Spectra Multicolour Broad Range 

Protein Ladder was used as a molecular marker for comparison. 
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4.4 Discussion 

 

The identification of NTCP as a receptor necessary for HBV entry into 

hepatocytes and preS1 2-48 as the binding domain has revolutionised HBV 

research, enabling researchers to produce a consistent transformed cell line 

model for HBV infection [50, 81, 420-422]. This achievement has led to a better 

understanding of the virus, its entry and tropism. It is now also believed that 

HSPG cooperatively contributes to the cellular binding and entry of HBV at the 

molecular level, although the mechanism through which this happens is still 

unclear. Previous studies have shown the multi-step entry pathway of HBV, 

which begins with a low-affinity interaction to HSPG and then a high-affinity 

binding that leads to HBV entry by endocytosis [410, 411, 423]. In this study, we 

sought to identify and understand the use of other co-receptors and co-factors in 

HBV entry. Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP with pseudotypes from several HBV 

genotypes was a preliminary step to test all genotypes as well as show the 

change in infectivity in the presence of NTCP. However, early experiments 

indicated that HBV genotype D (isolate BT10D4) infected cells irrespective of 

NTCP expression was both unexpected and intriguing, hence the immediate need 

to validate the clone by ruling out the presence of any contaminants.  

Sanger sequencing of BT10D4 with T7 forward and bGH reverse primers revealed 

a clean and correct sequence, thus indicating that BT10D4 was indeed an HBV 

genotype D isolate and that there was no contaminating plasmid sequence 

detected. Careful investigation of all plasmids available within our laboratory 

revealed Ebola, VSV-G and HCV plasmids as possible contaminants. Further 

Sanger sequencing with specific Ebola and VSV-G primers used to sequence the 

BT10D4 clone ruled out the presence of both plasmids as contaminants. 

Restriction digest confirms plasmid sizes and can predict the characteristics of 

the plasmid according to the predicted sizes. The presence of more DNA 

fragments than expected or fragments of unexpected sizes would indicate a 

contaminating plasmid. Restriction digestion of BT10D4 clone and BR5B6 control 

revealed the expected number of bands of the right sizes with no unexpected 

bands. This result further establishes the purity of the plasmid. Previous research 
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from our team and other groups have shown that monoclonal antibody AP33 can 

neutralise HCV infection by interacting with the E2 domain [246, 424, 425].  In 

the experiments performed here, AP33 resulted in significant neutralisation of 

HCV infection and no neutralisation of infection when using the HBV BT10D4 

clone. This supported previous studies and confirmed the absence of the HCV 

H77 plasmid contaminant [246, 424, 425]. Finally, recloning and 

retransformation of HBV BT10D4 and selection of 2 individual colonies for a 

repeat of the validation process confirmed the absence of contaminants that 

could have arisen during cloning, enabling us to make sure that the plasmid 

preparation we worked with in subsequent experiments was without 

contamination and to demonstrate that the phenotype was not just associated 

with one batch of the plasmid. 

In this study, our data showed the NTCP dependence of clones representing 

genotypes A, B, C, D, and G; however, we did not identify any significant 

difference in the infectivity pattern of genotypes A, B, C, and G. Interestingly, we 

identified unusual infectivity in genotype D isolate BT10D4 which made its 

infectivity higher than other genotypes and independent of NTCP. In these 

experiments, a pseudotyping system was used to understand the HBV entry in 

better detail, and although this system interrogates the function of HBsAg only, 

there are apparent phenotypic differences that could result from their genetic 

differences. Comparative studies of HBV genotypes and variants have revealed 

striking phenotypic differences between them. Genetic variations in HBV 

genotypes have profound effects on the viral prognosis, pathogenesis, viral 

detection, immune response, and drug therapy. In vitro studies analysing the 

characteristics of various HBV genotypes have found that genetic variations have 

a role in modulating replication and gene expression [403, 426-428]. In one study 

of HBV infections of Africans living in Australia, genotypes D and E were 

identified as the most typical genotypes associated with poor clinical prognosis, 

lowered vaccine efficiency, and a more rapid disease progression to liver cancer 

[429]. Also, data from a study by Sozzi et al., showed that significant differences 

in replication and gene expression exist between the genotypes. Using several in 

vitro experiments, they showed that genotypes A, C, and D have the highest 
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replicative capacity while genotypes B and J had the least [426]. A similar study 

from Sozzi et al. described occult HBV and less severe disease pathogenesis seen 

in HBV genotype H clinical manifestations due to its low replication capability 

indicated by low HBV DNA levels and HBeAg expression [403].  

As we further investigated the entry of other HBV genotype D strains in 

comparison with the unusual BT10D4 strain, it was found that other genotype D 

isolates were NTCP-dependent, as reported in previous studies [223]. Our data 

also showed differences in the infectivity of all the HBV genotype D clones, with 

clones D13 and D21 having higher infectivity values than D39 and D40. In 

addition, analysis of protein expression by western blotting showed that D13 and 

D21 expressed the highest amount of HBsAg. High expression of HBsAg in D13 

and D21 implies a higher amount of secreted HBsAg-containing pseudotype 

particles capable of entry into Huh7.NTCP cells, which explains the higher 

infectivity values compared to D39 and D40. These two showed lower HBsAg 

expression, likely indicating reduced secretion of infectious pseudotypes capable 

of entry into Huh7.NTCP cells. Hence, these data suggest that HBV D13 and D21 

clones expressed and secreted HBsAg more efficiently than D39 and D40. The 

fact that these HBV genotype D isolates were acquired from different patients 

and are of different subgenotypes highlight their varying genetic sequences, 

which could explain the differences in their expression and secretion of HBsAg 

[320]. This has also been shown by Bannister, E. et al., in a study that showed 

that HBV D3 replicated more efficiently than A1, D2 and D6, whereas A1 

expressed and secreted the HBsAg more efficiently [430]. On the other hand, 

HBV BT10D4 showed higher infectivity in both Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells but 

had the lowest level of HBsAg. There are two plausible explanations for this 

observation: firstly, BT10D4 could be secreting low levels of HBsAg that are more 

efficient in entry and infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells through an 

unknown mechanism. Secondly, it could be that BT10D4 secretes HBsAg 

efficiently; however, the anti-HBsAg antibody used for detection in the western 

blot is unable to properly interact or recognise it as a result of an alteration on its 

antigenicity likely caused by amino acid changes. The high infectivity as shown by 

the luciferase assay and high expression of p24 protein in BT10D4 pseudotype as 
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shown by western blot image suggests efficient secretion of infectious 

pseudotype particles, which indicates that the second explanation is more 

probable. This is not a new phenomenon as it has also been observed in several 

other studies that the presence of certain amino acid changes alters the 

antigenicity of HBsAg, resulting in low detection in western blots [413, 431-433]. 

The lack of proofreading ability in HBV polymerase, in addition to the 

overlapping characteristics of its genome, implies that mutations present in the 

polymerase gene could result in corresponding mutations in the surface gene. 

Data from in vitro, in vivo, and clinical studies, show that the presence of 

mutations in HBsAg can alter the synthesis and expression of viral proteins and 

clinical manifestations such as occult HBV [346, 434]. Our alignment of the HBsAg 

genetic sequences of BT10D4 alongside D13, D21, D39, D40 and 1,536 sequences 

of HBV genotypes D assessed from our cohort samples, and the HBV database 

[419] was carried out to identify the genetic differences between all our 

sequences and other sequences available in the database. Our findings showed 

sequence differences in all the compared sequences. However, the rarity of the 

aa232(s69) cysteine to arginine substitution and aa259(s96) valine to alanine 

substitution present in BT10D4 and D39 was interesting. A careful interrogation 

of the phenotypic features of BT10D4 and D39, as shown by luciferase assay and 

western blotting, highlighted specific differences and similarities between them. 

Western blot images showed a similarity between the protein expression of 

HBsAg and p24 in BT10D4 and D39 pseudotypes. However, infectivity data 

showed that BT10D4 was able to enter both Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP, whereas D39 

was not. It also showed that the infectivity of BT10D4 to be a lot higher than that 

of D39. Also significant is the presence of several other amino acid differences 

between BT10D4 and D39 genetic sequences. These differences are present in 

functionally important regions of HBsAg, including the cytoplasmic loop 1, as well 

as the transmembrane domains 3 and 4. Previous studies have shown that amino 

acid changes in transmembrane domains 3 and 4 do not affect HBsAg protein 

assembly and secretion; however, virion stability was affected by amino acid 

changes in cytoplasmic loop 1. Similarities in the protein expression between 

BT10D4 and D39 contrasted with the differences in their entry and infectivity 
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implies that the amino acid differences do not affect HBsAg secretion but affects 

viral entry. This could mean that any or all of the amino acids present in BT10D4 

and not in D39 could contribute to its unique entry ability [413, 430, 435, 436].  

Structural studies of proteins have shown that changes to some amino acid 

residues influence protein structure and function more than others. To better 

understand the aa232(s69) cysteine to arginine and aa259(s96) valine to alanine 

substitutions in BT10D4, we tried to understand the characteristics of the amino 

acids in question and their location within the protein. The S region of HBsAg 

contains 14 cysteine residues that form disulphide bonds, with 8 of them in the 

antigenic loop, the "a" determinant. Disulphide bonds are crucial for protein 

folding, stability and secretion. They stabilise protein folding thermodynamically 

by decreasing the entropy of the unfolded protein form. Studies have shown 

cysteines at positions s121, s124, and s137 to be involved in disulphide bond 

formation and are essential for HBsAg conformation [437-440].  In a study 

investigating the relevance of the antigenic loop cysteine residues on Hepatitis D 

virus entry (HDV), Georges Abou-Jaoudé and Camille Sureau showed that 

mutations of these cysteines result in conformational changes that adversely 

affect HDV entry. Also, conformational changes can result in changes in epitope 

recognition residues to antibodies, as shown in a serological analysis done by El 

Chaar, M. et al., [438, 439]. The presence and relevance of disulphide bonds have 

also been described in other HBV proteins asides from HBsAg. The conserved 

cysteine residues present in HBV capsid protein contribute to the capsid's 

stability, as shown by Siliang Zhou and David N. Standring, while Kim, S. et al., 

showed that cysteine residues present in the HBV RNA are critical for HBV 

pregenomic RNA encapsidation [441, 442]. Studies have shown that cysteine s69 

is conserved across all hepadnaviruses, is involved in inter-molecular disulphide 

crosslink and is necessary for the secretion of the 20 nm subviral particles [61, 

344]. This makes it particularly crucial in understanding what effect a 

substitution at that position would have on the protein. The position and 

importance of the cysteine s69 indicate that the cysteine to arginine mutation 

would most probably have a drastic impact on the protein structure and 

function. It is plausible that the absence of a cysteine at position s69 results in 
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the absence of the disulphide bond usually formed at that position, thus altering 

the integrity of the protein conformation. In contrast with earlier studies 

investigating the impact of cysteine mutations, where the mutations adversely 

affected viral entry and infectivity, our results showed that the cysteine to 

arginine mutation present in BT10D4 was associated with increased viral entry 

and infectivity. These studies focused on cysteine mutations within the antigenic 

loop, whereas s69 is in the HBsAg protein's cytosolic domain; thus, different 

environments in which the disulphide bonds are formed could influence the 

outcomes of the absence of these bonds.  Constance M. T. Mangold and Rolf E. 

Streeck showed in their study that mutation of cysteine s69 to serine or alanine 

adversely affected the assembly and secretion of the S protein as detected by 

western blotting [61, 440]. However, as stated earlier, our infectivity data 

suggests low detection of secreted protein, possibly due to a change in 

conformation. In the case of BT10D4, this mutation has a favourable effect on 

viral entry, and this could be a direct effect that enables it to bind to other 

membrane proteins present in Huh7 cells or other indirect effects that could 

arise from an altered protein conformation [61, 344, 440]. 

Furthermore, differences in the properties of amino acids mean that amino acid 

replacement from a different category could have more impact on protein 

structure and function. In as much as valine and alanine have similar properties, 

cysteine and arginine do not have similar properties. Cysteine is a small, non-

polar and neutral amino acid, whereas arginine is a large, polar, and highly basic 

amino acid; hence, considering the bonds and interaction which a cysteine would 

usually form in its position, it is safe to say that a cysteine to arginine substitution 

would most likely affect protein structure and possibly function. This is 

supported by Bang, G. et al., in their study, which reported that mutation of the 

cysteine in HBeAg by arginine blocks virion secretion, whereas mutation with 

alanine, serine, phenylalanine, or aspartic acid does not [443].   A cysteine to 

arginine mutation in HBsAg is quite rare, as seen from our data, and although El 

Chaar, M. et al., reported its presence at position s147 in HBsAg from a patient's 

sample, its implication on protein structure and function has not been previously 

studied. The loss of NTCP independence when the s69 arginine in BT10D4 was 
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reversed to a cysteine showed that the unusual entry phenotype of BT10D4 is 

influenced by its C to R mutation. Our western blot data also indicated that the 

presence of arginine in the place of a cysteine at s69 is associated with low 

HBsAg detection, which as earlier stated, is more likely to be as a result of poor 

recognition by the antibody rather than poor protein secretion [439, 443]. 

Additionally, the valine to alanine substitution at position s96 occurs with the 

transmembrane II (TM2) of HBsAg, required for subviral particles formation, 

interaction, and oligomerisation [55, 435]. The loss of NTCP independence when 

the s96 alanine in BT10D4 was substituted with valine also indicated that this 

substitution plays a role in the entry phenotype of BT10D4 but may not play a 

role in antibody recognition of the protein as the western blot images do not 

suggest this.  

Also, the change in infectivity and protein expression as the mutations are 

reversed individually and together is intriguing. Wildtype BT10D4 is characterised 

by a high level of infectivity/entry and NTCP independence; however, the back 

mutagenesis of either s69 (R to C) or s96 (A to V) mutations led to a loss of NTCP 

independence and over four times reduction in infectivity. Back mutagenesis of 

both mutations resulted in over four times reduction of infectivity while NTCP 

independence was retained. Our data suggest an epistatic interaction between 

amino acids at positions s69 and s96. It has previously been shown that drug 

resistance mutations in the HBV genome are involved in epistatic interaction; it is 

highly plausible for epistatic interactions to occur in HBsAg, which fully overlaps 

HBV polymerase [444-446]. The fact that back mutations at both positions do not 

alter the NTCP independence but reduces its infectivity strongly indicates that 

one or more other amino acid positions interact epistatically with s69 and s96 to 

achieve the NTCP independence phenotype. The arginine at position s69 and 

alanine at position s96 interact synergistically to enable BT10D4 wildtype high 

infectivity as replacement of either of them by cysteine or valine or both 

respectively reduces its infectivity ability. The proximity of these amino acids to 

each other is supported by studies showing that epistatic mutations tend to 

occur close to each other as their interactions possibly affect the protein shape 

[447, 448]. We hypothesise that the conformation of BT10D4 which gives it an 
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infectivity advantage in both Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP is influenced by epistatic 

interactions between the s69 arginine, s96 valine and one or more unknown 

amino acids in the HBsAg. We also hypothesise that the unknown amino acid(s) 

are likely unfit, hence the need for the occurrence of s69 cysteine to arginine and 

s96 alanine to valine mutations confer high infectivity ability. This contributes to 

the fitness of the BT10D4 variant, possibly enabling it to be naturally selected 

from the quasispecies. Similar interactions between amino acid mutations in 

proteins have been previously recorded in HBsAg [413, 433] and other viral 

proteins such as vesicular stomatitis virus and influenza virus [449, 450].   

In this study, we have isolated HBV BT10D4 isolate, which has the phenotypic 

ability to infect Huh7 in vitro in the absence of the NTCP receptor. Sequence 

analysis and subsequent mutagenesis experiments revealed several mutations 

that could be associated with this phenotype; however, the mechanism by which 

this occurs is still unclear. We propose that these mutations interact with each 

other and with other unknown amino acid positions to give BT10D4 give a 

conformation that favours its interaction with one or more unknown Huh7 cell 

receptors. Future experiments would seek to understand its entry mechanism, 

other factors involved in its entry, its antigenicity, and its cell tropism.  
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5.1 Introduction 

Hepatitis B virus entry is a multi-step process that begins with its attachment, 

binding to cell receptors and internalisation. The events involved at this early 

stage of infection include the attachment to a low-affinity co-receptor, binding to 

a high-affinity cell receptor, followed by internalisation by endocytosis.  It is now 

known that HBV interacts with low affinity to heparan sulfate proteoglycans 

(HSPGs), members of the glycosaminoglycan family present in the extracellular 

matrix of cells, closely related to heparin, and have been previously implicated in 

the entry of several other viruses [451]. HBV then binds with high affinity to 

sodium taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide (NTCP), a protein found mainly 

on the basolateral membrane of hepatocytes, encoded by the SLC10A1 gene, 

which functions as a transporter of conjugated bile acids from the blood into the 

liver [81]. HBV interaction with highly sulfated HSPGs found on hepatocytes and 

the exclusive expression of NTCP in the liver are significant factors for the strict 

hepatotropism of HBV [81, 227, 370, 410, 411]. 

The preS1 region and the antigenic loop are the two known infectivity 

determinants of HBsAg that interact with cell receptors at different points of HBV 

entry. The preS1 region interacts with NTCP, whereas the antigenic loop is 

believed to be involved in fusion [52]. Entry inhibitors have the ability to 

interfere with HBV entry at various entry stages, thus inhibiting HBV infection. 

Human hepatitis B immunoglobulin (HBIG) is a purified pool of anti-HBsAg 

antibodies from convalescent or vaccinated individuals used in postexposure 

prophylaxis [452, 453]. HBIG and other monoclonal antibody preparations can 

interact and bind to HBV infectivity determinants in the antigenic loop, thus 

inhibiting entry and infection. On the other hand, Myrcludex B, a synthetic preS1 

peptide, is able to bind to NTCP, thus inhibiting HBV entry and has now been 

approved for medical use [452-455].  

Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) is a transmembrane protein found in 

epithelial tissues and plays crucial roles in morphogenesis, differentiation, and 

homeostasis. EGFR is activated by ligands such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) 

and transforming growth factor (TGF). EGFR transits to an active dimer on 

activation and autophosphorylation, resulting in the stimulation of intracellular 
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protein-tyrosine kinases such as mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and 

phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase MAPK (PI3K) that lead to cell survival and 

proliferation [89]. It has been shown that several viruses utilise the EGFR 

signalling pathway to transit the plasma membrane and enter host cells. They 

include viruses such as Hepatitis C virus (HCV), Hepatitis B virus (HBV), Human 

cytomegalovirus (HCMV), Herpes simplex virus (HSV), Epstein–Barr virus (EBV), 

Influenza A virus (IAV) and several others. For some viruses such as HCMV and 

HSV, virus-induced EGFR-mediated actin remodelling and reorganisation enables 

viral entry into cells and further enhances post-entry processes. Some other 

viruses, such as HCV and HBV, take advantage of the continuous endocytosis 

followed by complex downstream signals that work for the benefit of the virus, 

enabling virus endocytosis [456-465]. 

Following the initial binding steps, HBV is then internalised by endocytosis, the 

cellular process through which the cell takes up external substances. There have 

been conflicting reports as to which endocytosis pathway HBV is internalised. 

Several studies support clathrin-mediated endocytosis, which involves viral 

uptake through clathrin-coated pits. In contrast, other studies suggest caveolin-

dependent endocytosis, which involves HBV being taken up via caveolin-rich 

microdomains present in the plasma membrane [87, 286, 466]. Continuing down 

the endocytosis pathway, HBV is taken up into early endosomes and 

subsequently to the late endosomes. It is thought that membrane fusion occurs, 

resulting in the transportation of the nucleocapsid into the nuclear pore complex 

and the release of the viral genome into the nucleus. However, the site of HBV 

fusion, the conditions surrounding HBV fusion and nucleocapsid release remain 

unclear. 

In chapter 4, an HBV isolate, BT10D4, was recovered from our clinical cohort and 

identified to have an unusual entry ability into Huh7 cells in the absence of NTCP 

and amino acid changes within the surface antigen that could contribute to this 

phenotype. This study seeks to characterise the entry properties of BT10D4 

further and provide answers to questions surrounding its immunogenicity, entry, 

and infectivity.  
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5.2 Materials and Methods 

 

5.2.1 Cell culture and transfection 

The hepatic cell lines Hep3B, HepG2, HepG2.NTCP, Huh7.5, Huh7, and 

Huh7.NTCP as well as the non-hepatic cell lines human embryonic kidney cells 

293T (HEK293T), adenocarcinoma human alveolar basal epithelial cells (A549), 

human lung epithelial cells (BEAS), were maintained as described in section 3.2.2. 

In order to generate pseudotypes, HEK293T cells were seeded and transfected, 

as described in section 3.2.3, based on the optimised protocol from section 3.2.  

 

5.2.2 Infection and Luciferase assay 

Hep3B, HepG2, HepG2.NTCP, Huh7, Huh7.NTCP, HEK293T, A549 and BEAS cells 

were infected following the optimised protocol from section 3.2.4. In addition, 

luciferase assays were performed following the protocol in section 3.2.4. Results 

were analysed using GraphPad Prism and shown as relative light units.  

 

5.2.3 Human serum samples and Neutralisation assays 

Patient serum samples used included: two serum samples (taken in 2007 and 

2019) from the chronic HBV patient from which BT10D4 was derived, anti-HBsAg 

positive convalescent sera and anti-HBsAg negative sera were used. Serum 

samples were processed in a class I cabinet and heat-inactivated at 56 0C for 30 

min before use according to WHO standards. Cells were seeded and incubated 

according to established protocols and grown overnight. Hyperimmune hepatitis 

B immune globulin (HBIG) derived specifically from blood donors with high levels 

of antibody to HBV (gift from Public Health England collaborators), Hepatitis B 

(anti-HBsAg) monoclonal antibody (Ma1694, Abnova) and all anti-HBsAg sera 

were used at a 1:50 concentration as previously established in the laboratory. 

Antibody preparations were diluted, incubated with pseudotypes and added to 

cells as described in section 4.2.6.  Cells were then incubated, and a luciferase 

assay was carried out as previously described.  
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5.2.4 Chemical Inhibition and Competition Assay 

Different steps of HBV entry into Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were studied (Figure 

5.1) to investigate the how BT10D4 utilises each of these entry receptors. Huh7 

and Huh7.NTCP cells were seeded overnight as previously described, then 

incubated for 1 h at 37 0C with 500 µg/mL heparin (Sigma) or 1 µM of Myrcludex 

B (MyrB; Creative Peptides Inc.). The cells were then infected following the 

optimised protocol from section 3.2.4, and the medium containing inhibitor was 

removed after 6 h and replaced with fresh medium. Luciferase assays were 

performed following the protocol in section 3.2.4. HCV H77 pseudotype 

generated as previously described was used as a control for the heparin 

experiments.  To identify the cytotoxicity of the chemical inhibitors, Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells were seeded overnight as previously described, then treated for 

6 h at 37 0C with 1 μM brefeldin A (BFA; Sigma), 10 mM methyl-β-cyclodextrin 

(MCD; Sigma), 10 μg/mL chlorpromazine (CPZ; Sigma), 25 nM of bafilomycin A1 

(Baf; Sigma), 100 ng/mL recombinant human epidermal growth factor (hEGF; 

R&DSystems), or 10 µM of the EGFR inhibitor, gefitinib (Sigma) [87]. Cell viability 

assay was carried out after 6 h of cell incubation with each inhibitor using 

CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay (Promega) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. To understand the effect of the inhibitor chlorpromazine on HBV 

endocytosis, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were seeded overnight as previously 

described, incubated with 10 μg/mL chlorpromazine (CPZ; Sigma) for 1 h at 37 0C. 

The cells were then infected following the optimised protocol from section 3.2.4, 

and the medium containing inhibitor was removed after 6 h and replaced with a 

fresh medium. Luciferase assays were performed following the protocol in 

section 3.2.4. Ebola glycoprotein pseudotype generated as previously described 

was used as a control in the chemical inhibition experiments. To understand the 

role of EGFR in HBV entry, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were seeded overnight as 

previously described, then incubated for 1 h at 37 0C with 100 ng/mL 

recombinant human epidermal growth factor (hEGF; R&DSystems), 200 ng/mL 

recombinant human epidermal growth factor receptor (hEGFR; R&DSystems), or 

10 µM of the EGFR inhibitor, Gefitinib (Sigma) [88, 89, 467]. The cells were then 

infected following the optimised protocol from section 3.2.4, and the medium 
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containing EGF, EGFR or gefitinib was removed after 6 h and replaced with a 

fresh medium. Luciferase assays were performed following the protocol in 

section 3.2.4. VSV-G utilises its type III viral fusion protein for a VSV-G protein-

mediated membrane fusion entry mechanism; thus its entry was unaffected by 

the inhibitors used in this study, making it a good cell viability control in all assays 

[468, 469].  

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Different steps of HBV entry into Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells that were studied 

to investigate the how BT10D4 utilises each of these entry receptors. A. HBsAg 

interaction with HSPG was investigated by heparin inhibition assay. B. HBsAg interaction 

with NTCP was investigated by Myrcludex B inhibition assay. C.  HBsAg endocytosis 

mechanism was investigated by chlorpromazine inhibition assay. D. Role of EGFR in HBV 

entry was investigated by EGF stimulation, EGFR competition and gefitinib inhibition 

assays. The figure was created at http://biorender.com/.  
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5.2.5 Site-directed Mutagenesis (SDM) 

Primers for site-directed mutagenesis were designed and obtained using the 

NEBase changer software (Table 4.2). The deletion mutagenesis primers were 

CAGTGTGGTGGAATTCACCGCTGGAGCATTCGGGCTGGG (forward) and 

GATATCTGCAGAATTTTAAATGTATACCCAAAGACAAAAG (reverse). The 

mutagenesis PCR was carried out using the Q5 Site-Directed Mutagenesis 

protocol (New England Biolab). PCR thermocycling procedure was as follows: 30-

sec initial denaturation at 98 0C, 25 cycles of denaturation at 98 0C for 10 sec, 

annealing at 68 0C for 20 sec, and extension at 72 0C for 3 min, followed by a final 

extension at 72 0C for 4 min. PCR annealing temperature was calculated using the 

NEB calculator (NEB). The PCR product was treated with kinase, ligase and DpnI 

(KLD) enzymes and transformed according to the Q5 KLD reaction and 

transformation protocol (NEB). The plasmid prep was prepared from overnight 

cultures as described in section 3.2.1, and sequence analysis confirmed 

successful mutagenesis. 
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5.3 Results 

 

5.3.1 Antibody neutralisation of HBV entry. 

Virus-neutralising antibodies are crucial in preventing viral entry and infection 

due to their ability to bind to multiple regions in a viral protein, hence blocking 

infection. However, the fact that antibody reactivity is specific to certain viral 

epitopes indicates that a change in the viral epitope could render the antibodies 

inefficacious. The entry characteristics of BT10D4 led us to query its interaction 

with anti-HBsAg antibodies and their ability to neutralise its infectivity. To this 

end, we attempted to neutralise the infectivity of BT10D4 using a commercially-

produced monoclonal antibody, polyclonal HBIG, and anti-HBsAg positive sera. 

The anti-HBsAg antibodies in these preparations should recognise and interact 

with HBsAg resulting in the inability of HBsAg to carry out entry and infectivity.  

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP were infected with pseudotypes generated from BT10D4 

and D13 isolates in the presence and absence of the commercially-produced 

monoclonal antibody (Ma1694) and incubated for 72 h at 37 0C and 5 % CO2, 

after which luciferase assay was carried out. Results showed that the infection of 

the cells in the presence of Ma1694 showed low-level neutralisation of BT10D4 

in both Huh7 (p₌0.0447) and Huh7.NTCP cells (p₌0.0107) (Figure 5.2). There was 

also significant neutralisation of D13 infection by Ma1694 in Huh7.NTCP cells 

(p<0.0001) (Figure 5.2).  

Also, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP were infected with BT10D4 and D13 isolates in the 

presence and absence of HBIG. Neutralisation of BT10D4 infection of Huh7 

(p=0.4358) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.4135) in the presence of HBIG was not 

significant, whereas results showed a significant neutralisation in infectivity of 

D13 by HBIG in Huh7.NTCP cells (p<0.0001) (Figure 5.2).  
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Figure 5.2 Neutralisation of BT10D4 infection in Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with Ma1694 

and HBIG. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with BT10D4 and D13 

pseudotypes in the presence and absence of Ma1694 and HBIG and incubated at 37 0C 

and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, 

respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means relative light units± SD. Statistical analysis 

was done using an ordinary one-way ANOVA. **** indicates p<0.0001, * indicates 

p<0.05, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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The inability of HBIG to effectively neutralise infectivity of BT10D4 and the low-

level neutralisation of BT10D4 infection by Ma1694 prompted the use of 

inactivated anti-HBsAg positive patient serum for further neutralisation tests. We 

used two different anti-HBsAg positive serum samples from the patient from 

whom BT10D4 was derived, collected at different times (2007 and 2019) in 

addition to anti-HBsAg positive and negative sera from other patients as controls 

for further neutralisation of BT10D4 and D13 infectivity. Results showed a 

significant inhibition in BT10D4 infection in the presence of the first and second 

BT10D4 patient sera both in Huh7 (p=0.0003 and p=0.0003) and Huh7.NTCP cells 

(p=0.0004 and p=0.0003) (Figure 5.3). There was also a significant inhibition of 

BT10D4 infection in both Huh7 (p=0.0004) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.0003) cells in the 

presence of the anti-HBsAg positive control serum (p=0.0003) (Figure 5.3). Also, a 

significant decrease in D13 pseudotype infection in Huh7.NTCP cells was 

observed in the presence of the anti-HBsAg positive serum (p=0.0003) as well as 

the first (p=0.0004) and second (p=0.0001) BT10D4 patient sera (p<0.0001). 

Infection in the presence of the anti-HBsAg negative serum results showed no 

significant difference for BT10D4 in Huh7 (p=0.5345) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.6428) 

(Figure 5.3). 
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Figure 5.3 Neutralisation of BT10D4 entry in Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with sera from 

the patient from whom BT10D4 was derived in addition to anti-HBsAg positive and 

negative sera from other patients. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with 

BT10D4 and D13 pseudotypes in the presence and absence of sera from the patient 

from whom BT10D4 was derived in addition to anti-HBsAg positive and negative sera 

from other patients and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were 

used as positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means 

relative light units± SD. Statistical analysis was done using an ordinary one-way ANOVA. 

*** indicates p<0.001, ns indicates p>0.05. 

 

 

5.3.2 Investigating BT10D4 cell tropism. 

The unusual nature of the BT10D4 isolate has brought to question the possibility 

of its entry and infection into other hepatic and non-hepatic cell lines. To answer 

this question, we carried out in vitro infectivity experiments of BT10D4 and D13 

pseudotypes in the hepatic-derived cell lines (HepG2, HepG2.NTCP, Hep 3B and 

Huh7.5) and the non-hepatic cell lines (A549, BEAS and HEK293T). These cells 

were infected with pseudotypes and incubated for 72 h and were lysed for 

infectivity measurement by luciferase assay. Results showed that when the 

hepatic-derived cell lines were infected with BT10D4 pseudotype, there was a 

significant increase in infection into HepG2.NTCP cells compared to HepG2 cells 
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(p₌0.0051), results also showed a significant increase in infection into Huh7.5 

cells compared to HepG2, HepG2.NTCP and Hep3B cells (p<0.0001) (Figure 5.4). 

However, there was no significant difference between BT10D4 infection in 

Hep3B compared to that of HepG2 (p₌0.5163) and HepG2.NTCP (p₌0.0998) 

(Figure 5.4).  Also, RLU values from infection of hepatic-derived cell lines with 

D13 pseudotype showed a significant increase in infection into HepG2.NTCP cells 

compared to HepG2 (p<0.0001), Hep3B (p<0.0001) and Huh7.5 (p₌0.0006) 

(Figure 5.4). There was no significant difference in D13 infection into HepG2 

(p₌0.9980), Hep3B (p₌0.7974) and Huh7.5 (p₌0.6986) (Figure 5.15). On the 

contrary, data from the infection of BT10D4 and D13 in non-hepatic cell lines 

(A549, BEAS, and 293T) showed very low RLU values that were not significant 

(Figure 5.4). 
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Figure 5.4 Infection of HBV in hepatic and non-hepatic cell lines. A. HepG2, HepG2.NTCP, 

Hep3B and Huh7.5 cells and B. A549, BEAS and 293T cells were infected with BT10D4 

and D13 pseudotypes and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were 

used as positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means 

relative light units± SD. Statistical analysis was done using an ordinary one-way ANOVA. 

**** indicates p<0.0001, *** indicates p<0.001, ** indicates p<0.01, ns indicates 

p>0.05. 

  

 

5.3.3 Investigation of Interaction with Heparan sulfate 

proteoglycan (HSPG). 

Heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) have been shown to play an essential 

role in HBV entry by acting as a low-affinity receptor for the virus. In line with 

this, we investigated the role of HSPG in the entry of BT10D4 into Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP. Studies have shown that heparin, a polysaccharide with structural 

similarities to HSPGs, can competitively inhibit HBV entry into hepatocytes by 

interacting with HSPGs, making it unavailable for HBV to bind [411]. Based on 

this, we used heparin as a competitive inhibitor of BT10D4 and D13 entry into 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells to examine the dependence of BT10D4 and D13 on 

HSPG and compare the differences in the interaction of BT10D4 with HSPG with 
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another genotype D represented by D13. A dose-dependent experiment of 

published heparin concentrations was tested to identify the suitable 

concentration to be used [411, 451, 470, 471]. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were 

pre-treated with 0, 5, 50, 100 and 500 µg/mL of heparin and subsequently 

infected with BT10D4 pseudotype produced using previously described protocols 

and incubated for 72 h at 37 0C and 5 % CO2, after which luciferase assay was 

carried out. Incubation of cells with 5 µg/mL of heparin resulted in a significant 

increase in BT10D4 infectivity in Huh7 (p=0.0002) and Huh7.NTCP cells 

(p<0.0001) (Figure 5.5). There was no significant change in infectivity when Huh7 

and Huh7.NTCP cells were pre-treated with 50 µg/mL (p=0.3003 and p=0.4348) 

and 100 µg/mL (p=0.0741 and p=0.5588) of heparin; there was no significant 

change in the infectivity, whereas pre-treating Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with 

500 µg/mL resulted in significant inhibition of infectivity (p<0.0001) (Figure 5.5).  

 

  

 

Figure 5.5 Optimisation for heparin concentration. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were pre-

treated with 0, 5, 50, 100, and 500 µg/mL of heparin, infected with BT10D4 pseudotype 

and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. n = 3, data are shown as means relative 

light units± SD. Statistical analysis was done using an ordinary one-way ANOVA. **** 

indicates p<0.0001, *** indicates p<0.001, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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To investigate any cytotoxic effect on cells from the pre-treatment with 500 

µg/mL of heparin, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP were treated with 500 µg/mL of 

heparin, and cell viability was assessed using the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability 

Assay. Results showed that treating cells with 500 µg/mL of heparin did not 

result in any significant cell death in Huh7 cells (p=0.1149) and Huh7.NTCP cells 

(p₌0.1800) (Figure 5.6). Hence, further experiments were carried out using 500 

µg/mL as heparin concentration.  

 

  

 

Figure 5.6 Investigating the cytotoxic effect of 500 µg/mL of heparin. Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells were treated with 500 µg/mL of heparin, incubated at 37 0C and 5 % 

CO2 for 4 h, after which cell viability was assessed using the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability 

Assay. n = 3, data are shown means relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was 

analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. ns indicates p>0.05. 

  

Consequently, in further inhibition experiments, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were 

pre-treated with 500 µg/mL of heparin and then infected with pseudotypes of 

HBV BT10D4 and D13 with HCV H77 (a positive control previously shown to be 

dependent on HSPG for entry), VSV-G and delta E as the controls. Results showed 

that pre-treatment of Huh7 cells with heparin and subsequent infection with 

BT10D4 (p=0.0007) and HCV H77 (p<0.0001) pseudotypes significantly inhibited 

their infectivity (Figure 5.6). Also, pre-treatment of Huh7.NTCP cells with heparin 

significantly inhibited its infection with BT10D4 (p<0.0001), D13 (p₌0.0005) and 
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HCV H77 (p₌0.0002) pseudotypes. Infection of the Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells 

with VSV-G pseudotype (cell viability control) was not significantly inhibited by 

the presence of heparin at 500 µg/mL (p₌0.9169 and p=0.9994) (Figure 5.7).  

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.7 Heparin inhibition of HBV interaction with HSPG. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP 

cells were pre-treated with 500 µg/mL of heparin, infected with BT10D4, D13, and HCV 

H77 pseudotypes and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used 

as positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means relative 

light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % 

confidence interval. **** indicates p<0.0001, *** indicates p<0.001, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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5.3.4 Investigation of HBsAg PreS2-48 interaction with Sodium 

Taurocholate Cotransporting Polypeptide (NTCP).  

Sodium taurocholate cotransporting polypeptide, a bile acid transporter 

exclusively expressed in the liver, is known as an entry receptor for HBV. The 

synthetic peptide Myrcludex B is designed to mimic the PreS1 NTCP-binding 

domain of HBsAg, resulting in its ability to inhibit HBV NTCP-mediated entry. It 

was important to investigate the interaction of the PreS12-48 region of BT10D4 

and D13 with NTCP using Myrcludex B as a competitor. In line with this, Huh7 

and Huh7.NTCP cells were pre-treated with 1 µM of Myrcludex B (MyrB) for 1 h 

at 37 0C, infected with BT10D4 and D13 isolates and incubated for 72 h as 

previously described, after which luciferase assay was carried out. 

Pre-treatment of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with MyrB before the infection with 

BT10D4 resulted in a significant reduction in BT10D4 infectivity in Huh7 

(p=0.0011) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.0001) cells (Figure 5.8). Also, pre-treatment of 

Huh7.NTCP with MyrB before infection with D13 resulted in a reduction of its 

infectivity into Huh7.NTCP cells (p₌0.0013) (Figure 5.8). The presence of MyrB did 

not significantly inhibit the infectivity of the VSV-G (cell viability control) in Huh7 

(p₌0.9847) and Huh7.NTCP (p₌0.3079) cells (Figure 5.8). 
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Figure 5.8 Myrcludex B inhibition of HBV entry. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells were 

pre-treated with 1 µM of MyrB, infected with BT10D4, D13 pseudotypes and incubated 

at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, 

respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means relative light units± SD. Statistical 

significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. *** 

indicates p<0.001, ** indicates p<0.01, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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5.3.5 Functionality of HBsAg PreS1 2-48  

Studies have shown that the PreS1 region, particularly amino acids 2-48, are 

indispensable in HBV infection. It is known that this region interacts with the 

high-affinity receptor to facilitate viral entry. Results from previous experiments 

showed that the PreS1 2-48 mimic peptide MyrB could inhibit infectivity. To 

move further from this, we decided to confirm the functionality of PreS1 2-48 in 

BT10D4 and its role in BT10D4 entry by testing a deletion mutant (BT10D4 

PreSdel). Site-directed mutagenesis deletion primers were designed and used to 

construct a BT10D4 mutant with PreS1 2-48 deletion. After plasmid extraction, 

purification and sequencing, the correct mutagenesis sequence was confirmed. 

The plasmid was then used to produce pseudotypes as previously described.  

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP were infected with BT10D4 wildtype and PreS1 2-48 

deletion mutant pseudotypes and incubated for 72 h, after which luciferase 

assay was performed. RLU values from infectivity experiments showed that 

deletion of PreS1 2-48 amino acids resulted in a 100 % loss of entry ability and 

infectivity in Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells (Figure 5.9).  

 

 

 Figure 5.9 Infection of BT10D4 PreS deletion mutant. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were 

infected with BT10D4 and BT10D4 PreSdel pseudotypes and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % 

CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 

3, data are shown as log10 of means relative light units± SD. 
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5.3.6  Investigation of the endocytosis entry pathway and its role in 

HBV entry. 

Following receptor binding, HBV has been shown to enter cells through an 

endocytosis-mediated pathway. Studies have shown that the entry of HBV is 

potentially through a clathrin-mediated endocytosis pathway, although a few 

conflicting studies point to caveola-mediated endocytosis [87, 286, 466]. To 

investigate whether BT10D4 entry was dependent on clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis and compare the BT10D4 entry pathway with that of BR5B6, 

another HBV genotype other than genotype D, we carried out inhibition 

experiments using inhibitors that are known to block different steps in the 

endocytosis pathway. The inhibitors were: chlorpromazine (CPZ), which inhibits 

clathrin-mediated endocytosis by inhibiting the assembly of clathrin-coated 

lattices at the cell membrane and on the endosomes, methyl-β-cyclodextrin 

(MCD), which is an inhibitor of caveola-mediated endocytosis by depletion of cell 

membrane cholesterol, bafilomycin A1 (Baf-A1), which inhibits endocytosis by 

specifically inhibiting the vacuolar-type H+-ATPase (V-ATPase), and brefeldin A 

(Bref A), which is an inhibitor of clathrin-mediated exocytosis brings about the 

changes in the golgi structure and further inhibits movement of cytosolic clathrin 

adaptors to golgi membranes. 

At first, we examined the cytotoxic effect of these inhibitors on cells. Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells were treated with 10 µg/mL CPZ, 10 mM MCD, 25 nM Baf A1, 1 

µM Bref A, and cell viability was assessed using the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability 

Assay. Results showed that when Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were treated with 

CPZ; there was no significant change in the viability of Huh7 (p₌0.8493) and 

Huh7.NTCP (p₌0.1735) (Figure 5.10). However, treating Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP 

cells with MCD, Baf A1, and Bref A resulted in significant cell death (p<0.0001) 

(Figure 5.10). Hence, MCD, Baf A1 and Bref A were excluded from further 

experiments, and only CPZ was used.  
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Figure 5.10 Investigating the cytotoxic effect of 10 µg/mL chlorpromazine, 10 mM 

methyl-β-cyclodextrin, 25 nM bafilomycin A1 and 1 µM brefeldin A. Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP cells were treated with them, incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 6 h after 

which cell viability was assessed using the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay. n = 3, data 

are shown as means relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed using 

repeated measures one-way ANOVA with the Geisser-Greenhouse correction and the 

Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. **** indicates p<0.0001, ns indicates p>0.05. 

 

 

Subsequently, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were pre-treated with CPZ and then 

infected with pseudotypes from HBV BT10D4, BR5B6, Ebola glycoprotein (a 

positive control previously shown to use the clathrin-mediated pathway for 

entry) [472], VSV-G and delta E as the controls. Cells were incubated for 72 h at 

37 0C and 5 % CO2, after which luciferase assay was performed. The resulting 

data showed pre-treatment of Huh7 cells with CPZ led to a significant decrease in 

infectivity of BT10D4 (p=0.0011) and Ebola (p=0.0002) (Figure 5.11). Also, pre-

treatment of Huh7.NTCP cells with CPZ led to a significant decrease in infectivity 

of BT10D4 (p=0.0002), BR5B6 (p=0.0004) and Ebola (p<0.0001). into them 

(p<0.0001) (Figure 5.11). However, there was no significant inhibition in VSV-G 
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(cell viability control) infectivity in Huh7 (p₌0.9230) and Huh7.NTCP (p₌0.6813) 

cells (Figure 5.11). 

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.11 Chlorpromazine inhibition of HBV entry. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells 

were pre-treated with 10 µg/mL of CPZ, infected with BT10D4, BR5B6 and Ebola 

pseudotypes and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as 

positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means relative 

light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % 

confidence interval. *** indicates p<0.001, ** indicates p<0.01, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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5.3.7 The Function of Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR) in 

HBV entry. 

Several studies investigating viral entry have identified EGFR as a host factor 

promoting viral internalisation via the clathrin-mediated endocytosis pathway. 

The function of EGFR in viral internalisation has been studied in several viruses, 

including HBV. So far, our previous data, which showed significant inhibition of 

entry by chlorpromazine, suggests the internalisation of BT10D4 via the clathrin-

mediated endocytosis pathway. Therefore, we examined the contribution of 

EGFR to the internalisation of BT10D4 compared to another HBV genotype 

represented by genotype B, BR5B6. Epidermal growth factor (EGF), a known 

EGFR ligand that binds to activate EGFR, was used to investigate further the role 

of EGFR in the entry of BT10D4. Firstly, the cytotoxicity of EGF in Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP was determined by incubating the cells with recombinant human EGF 

protein and assessing cell viability using the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay. 

Results showed that treating Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with 100 ng/mL EGF 

resulted in no significant change in the viability of Huh7 (p₌0.2188) and 

Huh7.NTCP (p₌0.1624) cells (Figure 5.12).  

 

 

Figure 5.12 Investigating the cytotoxic effect of recombinant human EGF protein. Huh7 

and Huh7.NTCP cells were pre-treated with 100 ng/mL of recombinant human EGF 

protein, incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 6 h, after which cell viability was assessed 

using the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay. n = 3, data are shown as means relative light 

units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % 

confidence interval. ns indicates p>0.05. 
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After establishing that EGF is not toxic to the cells, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells 

were stimulated with EGF prior to infection with pseudotypes. Cells were then 

infected with pseudotypes of HBV BT10D4 and BR5B6 with HCV H77 (previously 

shown to utilise EGFR as an entry co-factor) [88], VSV-G and delta E as the 

controls and incubated for 72 h at 37 0C and 5 % CO2, after which luciferase assay 

was carried out. Results showed a significant reduction in infectivity of HBV 

BT10D4 when Huh7 (p=0.0028) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.0006) cells were stimulated 

with EGF and then infected with BT10D4 pseudotype (p₌0.0037) (Figure 5.13). 

Also, there was a significant decrease in infectivity of HBV BR5B6 when 

Huh7.NTCP cells were stimulated with EGF prior to infection with BR5B6 

pseudotype (p=0.0008) (Figure 5.13). The infectivity of HCV H77 in Huh7 

(p=0.6930) and Huh7.NTCP (p=0.8773) cells was not significantly inhibited by the 

presence of EGF (Figure 5.13).  
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Figure 5.13 EGF stimulation of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP 

cells were pre-treated with 100 ng/mL of recombinant human EGF protein, infected with 

BT10D4, BR5B6 and HCV H77 pseudotypes and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. 

VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are 

shown as means relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an 

unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. *** indicates p<0.001, ** indicates 

p<0.01, ns indicates p>0.05. 

  

  

Furthermore, we carried out a competition assay using recombinant human 

EGFR protein to compete with the cellular EGFR. In this experiment, recombinant 

human EGFR was incubated with HBV BT10D4, BR5B6 and HCV H77 pseudotypes 

prior to their use in infecting Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells. Chemiluminescence 

data showed that infection of Huh7 in the presence of recombinant human EGFR 

pre-treated with the pseudotypes led to a significant increase in infectivity of 

BR5B6 (p₌0.0006) and HCV H77 (p=0.0002). However, there was no significant 

change in the infectivity of BT10D4 (p=0.2634) (Figure 5.14). Also, the infection 

of Huh7.NTCP in the presence of recombinant human EGFR pre-treated with the 

pseudotypes led to a significant increase in infectivity of BR5B6 (p=0.0031) and 

HCV H77 (p=0.0007) and no significant change in BT10D4 infectivity (p=0.1937) 

(Figure 5.14).  
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Figure 5.14 Competition assay using recombinant human EGFR protein to compete with 

the cellular EGFR. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells were infected with BT10D4, BR5B6 

and HCV H77 pseudotypes preincubated with 200 ng/mL of recombinant human EGFR 

and were incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive 

and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means relative light units± 

SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence 

interval. *** indicates p<0.001, ** indicates p<0.01, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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Subsequently, to investigate the role of EGFR in BT10D4 entry, we carried out an 

inhibition assay using gefitinib, an inhibitor of EGFR autophosphorylation. In 

order to ascertain if incubation of cells with gefitinib resulted in cytotoxicity, 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP were incubated with gefitinib, and cell viability was 

assessed using the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay. Results showed that 

treating Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with gefitinib resulted in no significant 

change in cell viability of Huh7 (p₌0.9299) and Huh7.NTCP (p₌0.9475) (Figure 

5.15).  

 

  

 

Figure 5.15 Investigating the cytotoxic effect of gefitinib. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells 

were pre-treated with 10 µM of gefitinib, incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 6 h, after 

which cell viability was assessed using the CellTiter-Blue Cell Viability Assay. VSV-G and 

ΔE were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as 

log10 of means relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an 

unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. ns indicates p>0.05. 

  

 

In the absence of any toxicity from gefitinib on Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells, the 

cells were then stimulated with gefitinib and infected with pseudotypes of HBV 

BT10D4 and BR5B6 with HCV H77, VSV-G and delta E as the controls and 

incubated for 72 h at 37 0C and 5 % CO2,after which luciferase assay was carried 

out. Results showed that when Huh7 cells were stimulated with gefitinib and 
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then infected with pseudotypes, there was a significant reduction in infectivity of 

HBV BT10D4 (p=0.0007) and HCV H77 (p₌0.0014) (Figure 5.16). Also, when 

Huh7.NTCP cells were stimulated with gefitinib prior to infection with 

pseudotypes; there was a significant decrease in infectivity of HBV BT10D4 

(p=0.0004), BR5B6 (p=0.0003) and HCV H77 (p₌0.0044) (Figure 5.16).  

 

  

 

Figure 5.16 Gefitinib inhibition of HBV entry. A. Huh7 and B. Huh7.NTCP cells were pre-

treated with 10 µM of gefitinib, infected with BT10D4, BR5B6 and HCV H77 pseudotypes 

and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE were used as positive and 

negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as means relative light units± SD. 

Statistical significance was analysed with an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence 

interval. *** indicates p<0.001, ** indicates p<0.01, ns indicates p>0.05. 
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5.4  Discussion 

 

Viral infection and subsequent replication in cells are primarily dependent on 

viral entry into susceptible cells. On the other hand, the presence or absence of 

suitable entry receptors, co-receptors and co-factors greatly determines the 

susceptibility of cells to viral infections as well as viral tropism. Several long-

standing questions and limitations in HBV research are beginning to get answers 

and clarity due to the discovery of NTCP as an HBV receptor. The unusual entry 

characteristics of BT10D4 into Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP in a similar manner, thus 

indicating NTCP independence infection, and raiseing more questions than 

answers. Identifying a plausible relationship between specific amino acid 

changes and the BT10D4 entry behaviour makes it even more exciting. 

Considering the implications of an NTCP-independent entry possibly influenced 

by amino acid changes on our understanding of HBV pathogenesis, there is a 

great need to understand the entry properties of BT10D4. Hence, this study is 

focused on understanding the entry characteristics of BT10D4, particularly in 

comparison with other HBV genotypes D and B. We also sought to acquire more 

information about its antigenicity, tropism, and other factors involved in its 

entry. 

HBV antigenic loop (AGL) has been identified as a second infectivity determinant 

in HBsAg as mutational analysis revealed entry inhibition. This is also supported 

by the neutralisation of infection with antibodies targeted at the S region of 

HBsAg, known to interact with the AGL [52, 473, 474]. To interrogate the role of 

AGL in BT10D4 entry characteristics, it was important to understand the role of 

the AGL in its entry and infectivity; hence we carried out neutralisation 

experiments with antibodies targeting the AGL. The commercially-produced 

antibody (Ma1694) successfully neutralised the entry and infection of the D13 

isolate but not that of BT10D4. In our second attempt, HBIG was used, which 

showed similar results as Ma1694 by neutralising D13 and showing no significant 

neutralisation of BT10D4. There are two plausible reasons why an antibody that 

can neutralise infection of one HBV isolate cannot neutralise another isolate of 

the same genotype. Firstly, both Ma1694 and HBIG may interact and bind to the 
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AGL region of BT10D4 as they do with other isolates, but if BT10D4 does not 

require the AGL region for entry, then this binding would not result in infection 

neutralisation. Secondly, considering that Ma1694 is a commercially-produced 

mouse monoclonal antibody, it may be unable to interact with the BT10D4. On 

the other hand, the HBIG preparation used is a pooled antibody preparation 

from vaccinated plasma donors. The HBV vaccine is designed to generate an 

antibody respose against the s-HBsAg only, thus, HBIG which is from vaccinated 

plasma donors will have antibody targeted against the s-HBsAg. This implies that 

an absence of anti-PreS antibody in the HBIG preparation would very likely mean 

that entry is not neutralised as the PreS1 domain which is the known primary 

receptor-binding domain is not inhibited. This also suggests that BT10D4 unlike 

D13 is not heavily dependent on the entry domain present in the antigenic loop 

of the s-HBsAg for entry as neutralisation of the s-HBsAg by the HBIG does not 

result in a neutralisation of BT10D4 entry. An immunoprecipitation experiment 

would need to be performed to demonstrate an interaction between BT10D4 

HBsAg and the anti-HBs in these antibody preparations. An inability to interact 

could be because the antibody preparations were induced by HBV genotypes 

other than genotype D or other subgenotypes genetically different from BT10D4. 

If BT10D4 has an unusual entry phenotype, it is not surprising that it could have 

an unusual antibody-binding phenotype. The inability of Ma1694 to neutralise 

BT10D4 infectivity further supports the western blot data that showed low 

detection of BT10D4 using the Ma1694 antibody in the western blot data from 

the previous chapter. Moving forward to narrow down the reasons for the above 

observations, further neutralisation experiments were performed using three 

anti-HBs positive sera, two of which were from the patient from which BT10D4 

was isolated. All three anti-HBs positive sera were able to neutralise BT10D4 

infectivity. This supports the second hypothesis that both Ma1694 could not 

interact and bind to BT10D4, possibly due to genetic differences in the genotypes 

and/or strains from which they were produced. On the other hand, two of the 

three anti-HBs positive sera which neutralised BT10D4 infection were from the 

patient from which BT10D4 was isolated, and the third serum was a convalescent 

serum from a seroconverted patient at the same hospital. In as much as the HBV 
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genotype from which the convalescent serum was generated is unknown, its 

ability to neutralise BT10D4 suggests a genetic similarity, thus validating that 

similar HBV strains circulate within distinct geographical regions [475]. Although 

we cannot say at this point that BT10D4 is an immune-escape mutant strain, we 

can say that its immunogenicity characteristic is similar to that of vaccine-escape 

mutants such as sG145R, which have been shown to result in diagnostics and 

vaccination failures [413, 476-478]. 

Viral tropism is influenced by a balance of positive and negative factors in target 

cells that provide a suitable environment for viral replication and survival. This is 

a crucial characteristic of viral infection and pathogenesis as viral pathogenicity 

depends on host cell factors such as cell receptors and co-factors. HBV, just like 

other hepadnaviruses, is known to have a strict hepatotropic characteristic, as 

shown by previous studies [479]. Our study investigated the entry ability of 

BT10D4 into other hepatic and non-hepatic cell lines. Expectedly, our data show 

that BT10D4 was unable to enter and infect A549, BEAS and 293T cells which are 

non-hepatic cells. Similar to the study by Meredith, L.W., et al., our results 

support the already known hepatotropic characteristic of HBV [223]. 

Unsurprisingly, the high infectivity of BT10D4 and low infectivity D13 isolate in 

Huh7.5 was similar to that of Huh7, as Huh7.5 is a clone of Huh7 [480]. BT10D4 

infectivity in the hepatic cells lines differ; there was no significant infectivity in 

Hep 3B; there was significant infectivity in HepG2.NTCP cells, whereas there was 

no infectivity in HepG2 cells. Infectivity of HBV D13 was consistent with its 

dependence on NTCP for entry and infection. It is important to note that 

although these cell lines are of hepatic origin, they are transformed cell lines that 

differ in their protein expression profiles. For instance, studies have shown 

remarkable differences in the p53 gene of these cell lines. Bressac, B., et al., in 

their study, showed that HepG2 had a normal p53 expression, Huh7 had an 

increased p53 expression, while Hep3B had an undetectable p53 expression. 

These differences have been related to the fact that HepG2 carries the wildtype 

p53, while Huh7 and Hep3B carry point and null mutations, respectively, at 

codon 220 of p53 [481]. Tsai, T.J., et al., compared Hep3B, Huh7 and HepG2 and 

showed that HepG2 cells had the lowest mRNA and protein levels of CapG 
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protein, which remodels the actin filaments and shapes the cell cytoskeleton 

[482]. Also, Guo, L., et al., in their comparison of these three cell lines, showed 

that Huh7 and Hep3B are similar in drug metabolising enzymes expression 

patterns, whereas HepG2 differed from both [483, 484]. It is unclear at this point 

the specific reasons for the differences in the infectivity of BT10D4 in the hepatic 

cell lines; however, considering that they have differences, any of these could be 

responsible for our findings. It is rather intriguing to see that BT10D4 does not 

infect HepG2 cells in the absence of NTCP, unlike how it infects Huh7 cells. This 

strongly suggests that the unknown cell receptor BT10D4 interacts with for entry 

is absent or lowly expressed in HepG2 cells. 

Glycosaminoglycans are crucial entry factors used by several pathogens as they 

are known to be an essential part of the initial attachment of pathogens to host 

cells [485]. Previous studies have shown HBV to be one of the viruses that utilise 

HSPG, a glycosaminoglycan, as an initial attachment receptor. Our study showed 

that infection of BT10D4 and D13 isolates was inhibited by heparin. This suggests 

that BT10D4 and D13 isolates indispensably use HSPG as an entry receptor 

similar to what has been shown by many other studies [451, 486]. Leistner, C.M., 

et al., showed a 100 % inhibition of HBV infection into primary Tupaia 

hepatocytes using 100 µg/mL of heparin [410]. We achieved 100% inhibition of 

HBV infection into Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells using 500 µg/mL, and the 

concentration difference could be due to the inherent differences between the 

cells used. In as much as primary Tupaia hepatocytes are susceptible to human 

HBV infection, not being a human hepatocyte could mean the binding of HBV to 

its HSPG is not as strong as its binding to HSPG on the human hepatocyte cell 

surface; hence this interaction can be inhibited with a lower concentration of 

heparin [410]. Schulze, et al., achieved a 100 % inhibition of HBV infection in 

HepaRG cells using 100 µg/mL of heparin [411]. However, their extended 

incubation of cells with heparin for 16 h could mean that more inhibition is 

achieved with a lower concentration for a longer time [214]. Interestingly, our 

data showed that at 5 µg/mL, there is an increase in infectivity of BT10D4 in 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells. This is supported by the study of Choijilsuren, et al., 

where they observed that heparin at a physiological concentration of 5 µg/mL 
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could enhance HBV infection in vitro [471]. The hypothesis is that the binding of 

heparin at a low concentration to HBV drives a facilitated interaction with NTCP, 

thus enhancing entry possibly by inducing conformational changes to better 

expose the receptor-binding domains. In this case, heparin at this concentration 

could also be driving the entry of BT10D4 into Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP through the 

unknown entry mechanism [471].  

Consequently, it was necessary to investigate the interaction between BT10D4 

and NTCP using Myrcludex B. Our results showed inhibition of HBV entry in the 

presence of Myrcludex B, which many studies have confirmed [50, 370, 487]. In 

their study to evaluate and identify hepatitis B virus entry inhibitors using 

HepG2.NTCP cells, Iwamoto, M., et al., demonstrated that at 1 µM, Myrcludex 

could block HBV entry and infection [488]. Also, Shimura, S., et al., while 

investigating whether HBV entry inhibitors interfere with NTCP transporter 

activity, showed that 100 nM of PreS peptide inhibited HBV infection into 

HepG2-hNTCP-C4 [489]. The use of a lower concentration to achieve HBV entry 

inhibition could result from differences in PreS peptide preparations [489]. As 

much as our data align with previous studies, it is crucial to understand what this 

could mean as it pertains to BT10D4. Although Myrcludex B inhibition of HBV 

entry of other genotype D isolates supports the hypothesis of their use of NTCP 

for entry, the case is not the same for BT10D4. Inhibition of BT10D4 entry and 

infection in both Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells by Myrcludex B suggests that the 

unknown entry mechanism of BT10D4 requires the use of PreS1 aa2-48, which 

supports previous studies that showed that HBV entry is dependent on PreS1 

aa2-48 interaction with cell receptors [62]. We have further confirmed this by 

showing that deletion of PreS1 aa2-48 ultimately renders BT10D4 non-infectious. 

This implies that BT10D4 depends on PreS1 aa2-48 for entry either directly by its 

interaction with entry receptors or indirectly by its presence, enabling a 

conformation that favours interaction of other domains with entry receptors. 

However, our MyrB inhibition data support a direct involvement, although 

having both direct and indirect involvements at the same time is plausible [62, 

422, 490]. It is important to note that just as BT10D4 infection was similar in both 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells, Myrcludex B inhibition, was also similar in both cells; 
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in other words, it can be said that the presence of NTCP entry mechanism in 

addition to its unknown mechanism does not increase BT10D4 infectivity. This 

suggests that BT10D4 in the presence of NTCP in Huh7.NTCP cells either utilises 

this unknown mechanism of entry or utilises only the NTCP entry pathway, and 

both pathways result in infectivity level similar to when BT10D4 utilises the 

unknown entry mechanism in Huh7 cells. Whether this implies that BT10D4 has a 

higher affinity for the unknown mechanism cannot be said at this point, although 

an altered conformation that better suits the unknown mechanism is plausible. 

Previous studies have also shown the ability of HBV PreS1 21-47 to interact with 

several other cell receptors such as Asialoglycoprotein and HBV-binding protein. 

We could hypothesise that Myrcludex B, which is made of PreS1 2-48, could 

interact with NTCP as well as other cell receptors, any of which could be used by 

BT10D4 for entry [491-493].  

The internalisation of viruses into cells is a crucial part of their infection process, 

and for enveloped viruses, this can be through a range of endocytic pathways 

such as caveolar-mediated, clathrin-mediated, macropinocytosis and clathrin- 

and caveolae-independent endocytosis. Soon after HBV interacts with its 

receptors and co-receptors, it enters the cells via endocytosis, and several 

studies support a clathrin-mediated endocytosis pathway [87, 286, 494]. This 

study sought to understand the endocytosis pathway utilised by HBV genotype D 

BT10D4 compared to HBV genotype B BR5B6. The chlorpromazine inhibition 

assay data revealed that the presence of chlorpromazine resulted in an inhibition 

of infection of both HBV and Ebola. Similar to our study, Huang, H.-C., et al., in 

their study investigating the mechanism of HBV infection using HuS-E/2, which 

are immortalised human primary hepatocytes, showed that chlorpromazine 

inhibition of HBV infection indicated that HBV was dependent on clathrin 

endocytosis [87]. Also, Herrscher, C., et al., showed in their study using Pitstop 2 

and dynasore to investigate HBV endocytosis mechanism into HepG2.NTCP cells 

that HBV entry into HepG2.NTCP cells required clathrin-mediated endocytosis 

[286]. Our study supports these and other previous studies suggesting that the 

entry of HBV into Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells is dependent on clathrin-mediated 

endocytosis [472, 494]. 
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Over the years, research has shown that growth factor receptors such as EGFR 

are not only involved in cell differentiation and proliferation but have also been 

implicated in virus entry and infection. Interaction of growth factor EGF with its 

receptor EGFR results in receptor-mediated endocytosis that internalises the 

ligand-receptor complex providing an essential portal for virus entry. Studies 

have shown that viruses such as human cytomegalovirus (HCMV), Influenza A 

virus and HCV require the activation of EGFR for cell entry [464, 495, 496]. In our 

study, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP stimulation with EGF before their infection with HBV 

pseudotypes resulted in an inhibition of entry and infection. This could be 

explained by the fact that EGF, the natural ligand of EGFR, interacts with it, 

leading to its internalisation. Studies have shown that the binding of EGF to EGFR 

results in efficient phosphorylation of EGFR, its internalisation, and lysosomal 

degradation [497, 498]. Wang, X., et al., in their study on the cellular trafficking 

of EGFR, described from their data that EGF incubation of Huh7 cells expressing 

NTCP-sfGFP resulted in the internalisation and co-trafficking of EGFR and NTCP 

that led to a depletion of EGFR after 1 h of 100 ng/mL EGF incubation. Their data 

showed that NTCP and EGFR interact and are internalised into common 

endocytic vesicles, after which they are separated as NTCP is recycled back to the 

cell surface while EGF-EGFR traffics into lysosomes and is degraded [499]. 

Sigismund, S., et al., demonstrated in their papers that depending on ligand 

dose, EGFR endocytosis can occur via either clathrin-mediated and clathrin-

independent endocytosis. They established that at low doses of EGF (1-5 ng/mL), 

EGFR is dominantly endocytosed via the clathrin-mediated endocytosis pathway 

and is recycled to the cell surface, whereas at high doses of EGF (25-100 ng/mL), 

EGFR is endocytosed via clathrin-independent endocytosis, and is trafficked for 

degradation [500, 501]. Also, Iwamoto, M., et al., in their study on EGFR as a 

host-entry co-factor for HBV, showed that the HBV binding to NTCP leads to its 

recruitment to the NTCP-EGFR complex and subsequently an internalisation of 

HBV-NTCP-EGFR complex [89]. Taken together, it is plausible that our EGF 

stimulation of Huh7.NTCP cells resulted in the internalisation of NTCP alongside 

the EGF-EGFR complex, making EGFR and/or NTCP unavailable for HBV binding 

and entry (Figure 5.17). This explains the complete elimination of HBV infection 
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after the Huh7.NTCP cells were stimulated with EGF because, from the findings 

of Iwamoto, M., et al., the unavailability of EGFR for NTCP interaction eliminated 

HBV entry. Interestingly, other studies such as Chen, S.-W., et al., and Iwamoto, 

M., et al., in their studies, confirmed the modulatory effect of EGF on HBV 

infection as a result of its effect on EGFR. Similar to our data, they showed that 

EGF at low dose enhanced HBV infection while at high dose, it suppressed HBV 

infection [88, 467]. Chen, S.-W., et al., suggested that the suppression of HBV 

infection at a high dose of EGF could result from HBV degradation alongside the 

EGF-EGFR complex [467]. However, in their study, Wang, X., et al., showed that 

depletion of EGFR 1 h after EGF stimulation does not lead to depletion of NTCP, 

suggesting the use of different endocytic routes after internalisation. Hence, in 

our study and as a result of the interaction of EGF at 100 ng/mL, EGFR was 

endocytosed, and degraded and NTCP may have been recycled; however, the 

depletion of EGFR and/or NTCP at the point of HBV entry could be the reason for 

our findings (Figure 5.17). Elimination of HBV genotype D BT10D4 infection 

similar to HBV genotype B BR5B6 further supports previous studies that EGFR is 

indispensable for HBV entry [88, 89]. Also, entry of the HCV control is not 

inhibited by EGF stimulation because its entry is more dependent on the 

activation of EGFR tyrosine kinases activated by EGF binding to EGFR [502].  
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Figure 5.17 Hypothetical effect of EGF stimulation on HBV pseudotype entry. EGF 

stimulation of Huh7.NTCP cells could have resulted in the internalisation of NTCP 

alongside the EGF-EGFR complex, making EGFR and/or NTCP unavailable for HBV binding 

and entry. The figure was created at http://biorender.com/.  

 

Furthermore, we carried out a competition assay of HBV infection using 

recombinant human EGFR. Rather than a competitive decrease in HBV infection, 

our data revealed an increase in HBV BR5B6 and HCV H77 infection in Huh7 and 

Huh7.NTCP. For the BR5B6 pseudotype, the infectivity increase was significantly 

more in Huh7 cells than in Huh7.NTCP cells, whereas the infectivity increase for 

HCV pseudotypes was not significantly different in both cells. Studies have 

described the occurrence of a ligand-independent activation and endocytosis 

that can occur in the presence of overexpression of EGFR [503-505]. The 

possibility of this occurrence could explain some of our observations. The 

presence of the recombinant human EGFR leads to an excess of EGFR, a scenario 

similar to the overexpression of EGFR; hence, there could be an activation of 

EGFR via the ligand-independent pathway. For BR5B6 pseudotypes, it is plausible 

that the interaction between the transmembrane EGFR and the soluble 

http://biorender.com/
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recombinant EGFR results in the ligand-independent internalisation of EGFR that 

drives the non-specific internalisation of BR5B6 into Huh7 (Figure 5.18). In 

Huh7.NTCP cells, this effect could be happening in addition to the NTCP-

dependent entry. This is not the case with BT10D4, as there is very little increase 

in infectivity in both cells in the presence of recombinant EGFR. This is 

unsurprising as BT10D4 has been shown repeatedly to possess a specific 

alternative entry mechanism into Huh7 cells; thus, the ligand-independent 

internalisation of EGFR does not drive a non-specific internalisation. Studies have 

shown that the ligand-independent activation of EGFR leads to non-canonical 

signalling that does not involve the activation of the tyrosine kinase pathway 

[504, 506]. In line with this, the non-specific internalisation seen in BR5B6 as a 

result of the ligand-independent EGFR activation could also be the case for the 

HCV entry which could be happening in addition to the receptor specific HCV 

entry in both Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells. Additionally, similar to several other 

studies, HBV and HCV infection was inhibited in the presence of gefitinib which 

inhibits EGFR tyrosine kinase signalling and endocytosis [496, 507]. All these put 

together confirm that EGFR is a co-factor for HBV entry and internalisation 

though previous studies suggest it does not bind to EGFR but binds to NTCP in an 

NTCP-EGFR complex [88, 89]. 
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Figure 5.18 Hypothetical effect of the presence of recombinant sEGFR stimulation on 

BR5B6 pseudotype entry. The presence of the recombinant sEGFR could lead to an 

excess of EGFR, a scenario similar to the overexpression of EGFR; hence, there could be 

an activation of EGFR via the ligand-independent pathway. It is plausible that the 

interaction between the transmembrane EGFR and the recombinant sEGFR results in the 

ligand-independent internalisation of EGFR that drives the non-specific internalisation of 

BR5B6 into Huh7. The figure was created at http://biorender.com/.  

 

 

 Our study has highlighted the entry properties of HBV BT10D4 and how it differs 

from other HBV isolates (genotypes B and D). In addition, our data is suggestive 

of conformational changes in HBV BT10D4 that could alter its immunogenicity. 

However, BT10D4 is similar to other HBV isolates in its use of HSPG, PreS1 aa2-

48, EGFR and clathrin-mediated endocytosis for entry. On the other hand, our 

data suggest that whatever alternative receptor BT10D4 uses in Huh7 cells is not 

expressed in HepG2 cells, and although the mechanism through which BT10D4 

infects Huh7 cells and what entry receptors it uses is still unclear, this could be 

the basis for more research required to provide these answers. 

 

http://biorender.com/
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6 Chapter 6 

Diagnostic Characterisation of clinically 

relevant mutations. 
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6.1 Introduction 

The infectious human hepatitis B virus (HBV) exists as a 42 nm spherical particle 

with an icosahedral capsid and a partially double-stranded genome that encodes 

the P, C, X and S genes. This particle is known as the Dane particle. The S gene is 

expressed as the large, middle and small HBsAg protein, which is the surface 

protein responsible for viral entry. HBV surface protein is also assembled as 

empty subviral particles without the HBV nucleic acid and capsid [128, 132]. The 

subviral particles, which exist as 22 nm spheres and elongated filaments, are 

secreted 1,000- to 100,000-fold more than the infectious virions. These subviral 

particles, which outnumber the infectious viral particles and flood the system, 

subsequently reduce the activity of the immune system by acting as decoys that 

bind to antibodies that would otherwise bind to infectious viral particles [508-

510]. It has also been shown that the presence of subviral particles could 

enhance viral replication and gene expression, although the mechanism behind 

this is not clearly understood [511].  

The excess secretion of HBsAg subviral particles in an infected patient makes 

HBsAg a crucial and sensitive marker for HBV infection. The major hydrophilic 

region (MHR) of the HBsAg, a cluster of B-cell epitopes, is the primary target of 

anti-HBsAg antibodies in a patients’ circulation. It is also the focus for vaccines, 

therapeutic immunoglobulin (HBIG) and conventional diagnostic assays. Long-

term antiviral therapy, low proofreading ability of the HBV polymerase, and the 

HBV genome's overlapping nature result in a high frequency of mutations 

introduced in the HBV polymerase gene during therapy, leading to mutations in 

the overlapping S gene. Consequently, these mutations can alter the HBsAg 

epitopes, potentially affecting neutralisation of infection and resulting in 

diagnostic assay escape [267, 512-514].  

In our previous last chapters, we have generated data identifying and 

characterising amino acid mutations in HBsAg isolated from patient samples. Our 

in vitro pseudotype assays have shown that certain amino acid changes in HBsAg 

are potentially implicated in several novel phenotypic characteristics of HBV.  In 

line with these data, it is pertinent to understand the implication of these 

mutations in clinical diagnostics. The HBsAg assay is the first-line screen for HBV 
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in blood and organ donations, and therefore a highly sensitive screening assay is 

needed to reduce the risk of transfusion-associated HBV infection. 

This chapter focuses on characterising the phenotype of selected mutations in a 

clinical diagnostic system to find out if the presence of the selected mutations 

affects the ability of the assay to detect the HBsAg.  
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6.2 Materials and Methods 

 

6.2.1 Mutation selection and Site-directed Mutagenesis (SDM) 

The most frequently occurring mutations from our clinical patients’ serum 

samples previously sequenced were selected for this study (Table 6.1); each of 

these mutations was then inserted into the BT10D4 as the backbone strain and 

then compared with the BT10D4 wildtype. The sG145R was not a mutation 

present among our samples but was included because it is a widely studied 

mutation, and it would be interesting to see how it compares to the naturally 

occurring diversity in our sample set. SDM primer design and assay were carried 

out as previously described in section 4.2.3. Plasmid preps were prepared from 

overnight cultures as described in section 4.2.1, and sequence analysis confirmed 

successful mutagenesis. 

 

 

 

Table 6.1 Selected HBsAg mutations showing their numbering in the L and S HBsAg 

proteins. 

Number L-HBsAg position S-HBsAg position 

1. Mutant 1+2 (R232C+A259V) Mutant 1+2 (sR69C+sA96V) 

2. Mutant 1 (R232C) Mutant 1 (sR69C) 

3. Mutant 2 (A259V) Mutant 2 (sA96V) 

4. L272P sL109P 

5. G308R sG145R 

6. T352I sT189I 

7. S356L sS193L 

8. S367R sS204R 

9. S370R sS207R 
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Figure 6.1 Structure of HBsAg showing the positions of the selected mutations. The 

figure was created at http://biorender.com/.      

 

http://biorender.com/
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Table 6.2 Site-directed mutagenesis primers. 

Number Primer name Description Primer sequence Length 

1.  L272P Forward primer 

Reverse primer 

5’CGTTTGTCCTCCAATTCCAGGATC3’  

5’GGCAACATACCCTGATAG3’ 

24 

18 

2. G308R Forward primer 

Reverse primer 

5’ACCTTCGGACCGAAATTGCACCT3’  

5’TTGGTACAGCAACAGGAG3’ 

23 

18 

3. T352I Forward primer 

Reverse primer 

5’GCTCTCCCCCATTGTTTGGCTTT3’ 

5’CCTACGAACCACTGAACAAATG3’ 

23 

22 

4. S356L Forward primer 

Reverse primer 

5’TGTTTGGCTTttaGTTATATGGATGATGTGGTATTG3’ 

5’GTGGGGGAGAGCCCTACG3’ 

36 

18 

5. S367R Forward primer 

Reverse primer 

5’TTGGGGGCCAAGACTGTACAGCA3’ 

5’TACCACATCATCCATATAACTGAAAGC3’ 

23 

27 

6. S370R Forward primer 

Reverse primer 

5’AAGTCTGTACCGCATCTTGAGTCC3’   

5’GGCCCCCAATACCACATC3’ 

24 

18 
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6.2.2 Cell culture and transfection 

The hepatic cell lines Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP were maintained as described in 

section 3.2.2. In order to generate pseudotypes and subviral particles, HEK293T 

cells were seeded and transfected, as described in section 3.2.3, based on the 

optimised protocol from section 3.2. Subviral particles were generated by 

transfecting HEK293T cells without the lentiviral vector pNL4-3Luc.R-E-. Subviral 

particles were an expression of HBsAg produced by transfecting only with the 

plasmid, which contains the S gene (with appropriate point mutations).  

 

6.2.3 Infection and Luciferase assay 

Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were infected following the optimised protocol from 

section 3.2.4. Luciferase assays were performed following the protocol in section 

3.2.4. 

 

6.2.4 Concentration of Cell culture and Qualitative detection of 

HBsAg   

After 72 h of transfection, cell culture supernatants from HEK293T cells 

containing the generated pseudotypes and subviral particles were harvested and 

concentrated using the Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter Unit (Merck) with a 

10K molecular weight cut-off, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For the 

qualitative detection of HBsAg and following the manufacturer’s protocols, the 

concentrated supernatants were passed through the ADVIA Centaur HBsAgII 

assay system, a sandwich immunoassay using direct, chemiluminometric 

technology. 

 

6.2.5 Bicinchoninic acid assay (BCA assay), Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate–

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS PAGE) and western 

blot  

The BCA assay, SDS PAGE and western blot were carried out on the concentrated 

cell culture supernatants according to the protocol described in section 4.2.7.  
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6.3 Results  

 

6.3.1 Infectivity of selected clinically relevant mutants. 

In order to test the effect of several other selected amino acid changes on the 

BT10D4 phenotype, site-directed mutagenesis (SDM) was performed on the 

pcDNA 3.1 (+) vector with the HBV BT10D4 isolate. To do this, amino acid 

changes were selected from our previously studied clinical samples, and SDM 

primers were designed to substitute the specific amino acid required for the 

substitution mutagenesis to generate mutant constructs. The constructs were 

subsequently cloned and transformed into competent cells. Plasmid extraction, 

purification and sequencing were then carried out to prepare the plasmid for 

further in vitro analysis. To test the infectivity of the mutants, in vitro 

experiments were performed. In the in vitro experiments, HEK 293T were co-

transfected with each BT10D4 mutant plasmid and pNL4-3.Luc.R-E- vector to 

produce mutant pseudotypes. Subsequently, Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP infected with 

the HBV pseudotypes, incubated for 72 h, lysed and infectivity measured by 

luciferase assay. 

Our results showed that BT10D4 (p=0.1936), and Mutant 1+2 (sR69C+sA96V) 

(p=0.7555) showed NTCP independence as seen in chapter 4, while Mutant 1 

(sR69C) (p<0.0001), and Mutant 2 (sA96V) (p<0.0001 ) showed NTCP 

dependence as seen in chapter 4. Other mutants showed NTCP-dependent entry 

similar to that of sR69C and sA96V mutants (p<0.0001) (Figure 6.2). 
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Figure 6.2 Infection of Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells with pseudotypes produced from 

BT10D4 and selected clinically relevant mutants. Huh7 and Huh7.NTCP cells were 

infected with pseudotypes and incubated at 37 0C and 5 % CO2 for 72 h. VSV-G and ΔE 

were used as positive and negative controls, respectively. n = 3, data are shown as 

means log10 Relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with an 

unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. **** indicates p<0.0001, ns indicates 

p>0.05. 

  

  

6.3.2 Qualitative detection of BT10D4 mutants 

As demonstrated previously in Chapter 4, amino acid mutations present in HBsAg 

can potentially have several impacts on its phenotype in vitro. These impacts can 

have far-reaching consequences on the clinical behaviour of HBV, facilitating the 

development of antibody detection escape and affecting the downstream 

management of HBV infection. In line with this, we tested the ability of the 

qualitative diagnostic assay to detect the presence of BT10D4 and the selected 

mutants.  In order to mimic a clinical infection in which the virus can release 

large amounts of subviral particles devoid of the HBV DNA, we carried out in 

vitro experiments to generate particles made just from the surface antigen. HBV 

pseudotypes (carrying the lentiviral vector) of BT10D4 and all the selected 

mutants were produced, and their infectivity was tested as shown in section 
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6.3.1. Subviral HBV particles (lacking the lentiviral vector) were produced using 

the same protocol, and HBsAg expression was confirmed by western blotting. 

The western blotting image showed a varying HBsAg expression among BT10D4 

and the mutants (Figure 6.3).  

 

 

 

Figure 6.3 Western blot image of BT10D4 and its mutants. Concentrated cell culture 

supernatants were run on a 12 % SDS Page gel and transferred to a PVDF membrane. 

The membrane was incubated with a 1:1000 dilution mouse anti-HBsAg primary 

antibody and 1:2000 rabbit anti-mouse HRP secondary antibody. Images were taken 

using the G: BOX F3 gel doc system. 

 

  

Subsequently, an HBsAg qualitative detection test was performed; cell 

supernatants containing the pseudotypes and subviral particles were 

concentrated by ultrafiltration and passed through the ADVIA Centaur HBsAgII 

(HBsII) regularly for diagnostic assays. From our results given as relative light 

units (RLU), we compared the data for the HBV pseudotypes BT10D4 and the 

selected mutants. Our results showed that compared to the BT10D4 wildtype, 

the RLU value of: sR69C (p=0.0046) and sR69C+sA96V (p=0.0223) were 

significantly higher (Figure 6.4). Our data also showed that compared to the 

BT10D4 wildtype, the RLU value of: sA96V (p=0.0005), sL109P (p=0.0003), 

sG145R (p=0.0007), sT189I (P=0.0465), sS193L (p=0.0237), sS204R (p=0.0013) 

were significantly lower while sS207R (p=0.4494) did not show any significant 

difference with the BT10D4 wildtype (Figure 6.4).  
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 Figure 6.4 Qualitative detection of HBsAg in pseudotyped particles produced from 

BT10D4 wildtype and the selected mutants. Concentrated cell culture supernatants 

were passed through the ADVIA Centaur HBsAgII assay system. n = 3, data are shown as 

means of Relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed using a repeated 

measures one-way ANOVA with the Geisser-Greenhouse correction and the Dunnett’s 

multiple comparisons test, and each mutant was compared to the BT10D4 wildtype. *** 

indicates p<0.001, ** indicates p<0.01, * indicates p>0.05, ns indicates p>0.05. 

 

 

We further compared the RLU values of the subviral particles produced from 

BT10D4 and the selected mutants. Our results showed that compared to the 

BT10D4 wildtype, the RLU value of: sR69C (p=0.0091) and sR69C+sA96V 

(p=0.0147) were significantly higher (Figure 6.5). Our data also showed that 

compared to the BT10D4 wildtype, the RLU value of: sA96V (p=0.0025), sL109P 

(p=0.0025), sG145R (p=0.0023), sS207R (P=0.0025), were significantly lower 
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while sT189I (p=0.8879), sS193L (p=0.1374), and sS204R (p=0.1087) did not show 

any significant difference with the BT10D4 wildtype (Figure 6.5) 

 

  

  

Figure 6.5 Qualitative detection of HBsAg in subviral particles produced from BT10D4 

wildtype and the selected mutants. Concentrated cell culture supernatants were passed 

through the ADVIA Centaur HBsAgII assay system. n = 3, data are shown as means of 

Relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed using a repeated measures 

one-way ANOVA with the Geisser-Greenhouse correction and the Dunnett’s multiple 

comparisons test, and each mutant was compared to the BT10D4 wildtype. ** indicates 

p<0.01, * indicates p<0.05, ns indicates p>0.05. 

 

 

Furthermore, comparing the RLU values of the pseudotyped particles and the 

subviral particles showed that the RLU of the subviral particles of BT10D4 

wildtype, sR69C+sA96V, sR69C, sT189I, sS193L, sS204R and sS207R were 

significantly lower than that of the pseudotyped particles (Figure 6.6). The 
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sA96V, sL109P and sG145R were undetectable as pseudotyped particles and 

subviral particles (Figure 6.6).   

 

 

Figure 6.6 Qualitative detection of HBsAg in pseudotyped and subviral particles 

produced from BT10D4 wildtype and the selected mutants. Concentrated cell culture 

supernatants were passed through the ADVIA Centaur HBsAgII assay system. n = 3, data 

are shown as means of Relative light units± SD. Statistical significance was analysed with 

an unpaired t-test set at a 95 % confidence interval. **** indicates p<0.0001. 
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6.4 Discussion  

HBsAg is known as the first serological marker of infection and presents a 

determining characteristic of HBV infection; thus, its detection is critical in 

diagnosing and managing HBV infection. Clinically, immunoassays are used 

routinely to detect HBsAg in diagnosing HBV and the screening of donated blood 

and organs. In as much as the nucleic acid amplification tests (NAATs) are ideal 

for diagnosing HBV infection, there are several parts of the world in which this is 

not the case. In these parts of the world, mainly because of the cost involved in 

running NAATs, HBsAg diagnosis is used as the standard for detecting HBV 

infection [515, 516]. Our previous chapters demonstrated that amino acid 

mutations present in HBsAg could potentially influence phenotypic 

characteristics of the protein, which could alter the antigenicity and 

immunogenicity of HBV. This study was aimed at understanding the diagnostic 

implications of clinically relevant amino acid mutations.  

The MHR region of HBsAg is a region containing highly conformational B-cell 

epitopes, making it the primary target of antibodies and a region recognised in 

diagnostic assays, and changes in this region could impact diagnosis [517, 518]. 

In line with our previous results, we investigated the impact of several clinically 

isolated mutations on the diagnostic phenotype of BT10D4 by running BT10D4 

wildtype and the mutants constructed on the BT10D4 backbone through a 

qualitative clinical diagnostic system. Our data showed that the sA96V mutant 

was non-reactive, indicating low HBsAg secretion or poor detection by the 

diagnostic system. On the other hand, the sR69C+sA96V mutant had a higher 

detection RLU value than the wildtype BT10D4, and the sR69C had the highest 

detection value. Interestingly, these results are similar to the western blot data 

we have generated in previous chapter 4. In line with our previous data (chapter 

4), these data also showed that arginine at position s69 found in BT10D4 plays a 

role in the low HBsAg detection. Replacing this arginine with cysteine, as seen in 

other strains, increased the ability of HBsAg to be detected. As previously 

postulated, we hypothesise that a conformational change resulting from the 

cysteine to arginine mutation in BT10D4 possibly leads to poor antibody 
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recognition of BT10D4. We have also shown that this mutation alters the entry 

phenotype of BT10D4.  

The data presented here demonstrate that the presence of alanine in the place 

of valine at position s96 increased the detection of virus particles, suggesting an 

enhancing effect by the presence of alanine. We have previously stated that the 

alanine at s96 may not be involved directly with antibody recognition of BT10D4 

but plays a role in its entry phenotype. From our data, it is plausible that the 

alanine at s96 tends to reverse the possible conformation change resulting from 

the presence of arginine at s69, which led to poor antibody recognition of 

BT10D4. This would imply that the presence of alanine at amino acid s96 would 

make BT10D4 more detectable. This is supported by our western blot data from 

the previous chapter, which showed a very low detection of HBsAg when alanine 

was replaced with valine at s96 and arginine was present at s69. However, our 

infectivity data have shown that BT10D4 requires the arginine at s69 and the 

alanine at s96 to achieve its high infectivity. Thus, recent data now suggest that 

s96 alanine possibly has a stabilising effect on BT10D4 such that while it 

enhances BT10D4 entry and infectivity, it also enhances its ability to be detected. 

This could mean that the BT10D4 strain is more infectious but not particularly 

refractive to detection or antibody therapy.  

Going further in this study, we looked at several other mutations present in our 

previously analysed clinical samples and of clinical interest. It is important to 

highlight how introducing each of these mutations completely reverses the 

NTCP-independent entry phenotype of BT10D4. More importantly, the HBV 

population in an infected patient is known to exist as quasispecies that continue 

to interact to favour viral fitness in not easily predictable ways [331, 335, 336]. 

This data indicates how the effect of amino acid substitutions can change the 

phenotype of the virus strain. Interestingly, from our data, the sL109P and the 

sG145R mutations show undetectable RLU values in the qualitative diagnostic 

system. These mutations are both present in the MHR of the HBsAg, a region 

particularly targeted by antibodies in diagnostic tests. The glycine to arginine 

mutation at position s145 in the second antigenic loop is a well-described escape 

mutant.  This mutation has been shown to cause conformational changes in the 
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HBsAg antigenic loop, reducing the HBsAg immunogenic activity. Carman, W.F., 

et al., identified the sG145R mutation in 1990 among individuals with HBV 

infection despite their previous active and passive immunisation [251]. Carman, 

W.F., et al., also described this mutation in their 1995 study, which identified the 

sG145R mutation in the case of HBV reactivation in a vaccinated patient in 

Indonesia [519]. Both studies have described this mutation as stable, resulting in 

the loss of the ‘a’ determinant and reduction in the binding of HBV monoclonal 

antibody. Rezaee, R., et al., in their study using computational analysis to 

investigate the impact of the sG145R mutation on the structure and 

immunogenic activity of HBsAg, reported that this mutation leads to the 

insertion of a new beta-strand in the HBsAg ‘a’ determinant. They stated that 

this insertion increases the rigidity of the ‘a’ determinant, making the HBsAg 

more compact and stable, leading to a reduction in the monoclonal antibody 

affinity [414]. It is also striking that Jammeh, S., et al., showed in the study on the 

replicative competence of HBsAg variants in vitro that the sG145R mutation did 

not affect the HBV replication as the sG145R mutant has a replication efficiency 

equal to the wildtype [520]. Over the years, this mutation has been extensively 

studied and associated with immune escape, vaccination, and diagnostic failures 

[267, 268, 413, 521-523]. Similar to these studies, the undetectable RLU value of 

the sG145R mutant in our study supports previous studies, suggesting that this 

mutation could affect antibody recognition of HBsAg and lead to diagnostic 

failure. Similarly, from our data, the sL109P mutation also showed a low signal in 

the diagnostic assay. Although this mutation has not been extensively studied, it 

has been reported in several other studies [300, 309, 524-528]. This mutation, 

also located in the MHR of HBsAg, could contribute to conformational changes in 

the HBsAg epitopes that led to its undetectable phenotype.  

In our study, the sT189I, sS193L, sS204R mutations showed a significant 

reduction in detection RLU values compared to the BT10D4 wildtype. Several 

studies have identified these mutations among clinical samples in different parts 

of the world [300, 310, 526, 529-534]. Olinger, C.M., et al., evaluated the 

efficiency of HBsAg detection assays in detecting HBV genotype E from Nigerian 

samples and reported that sT189I mutation in HBsAg genotype E was associated 
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with a reduction in detection signals [305]. In as much as our samples were 

representatives of genotype D, we have seen a similar reduction in detection 

signals in the presence of sT189I mutation. Also, Kırdar, S., et al., [535] and 

Kazim, S.N., et al., [536] in studies identified and characterised the polymerase 

and surface gene mutations prevalent in chronic HBV patients receiving long-

term nucleoside/nucleotide analogues treatment. These studies identified the 

sS193L mutant among other mutations from HCC patients and characterised this 

mutation as an antiviral drug-associated potential vaccine-escape mutant [535, 

536]. It is plausible that replacing polar amino acids threonine at position s189 

and serine at position s193 with non-polar amino acids isoleucine and leucine, 

respectively, alters the propensity for HBsAg secretion or the ability of antibodies 

to recognise the HBsAg, resulting in a reduced detection signal. Additionally, Jing, 

Z.-T., et al., in their study investigating the effect of HBsAg in enhancing the 

sensitivity of hepatocytes to Fas-mediated apoptosis, found intracellular 

retention of HBsAg and a reduction in secreted HBsAg in the presence of sS204R 

mutation [537]. Sterneck, M., et al., also reported this in their study, stating an 

HBsAg secretion defect of about 60 % in the presence of sS204R mutation among 

other mutations [538, 539]. Our study has also shown a reduction in the 

detection signal of the sS204R mutant. Although it is unclear if this reduction is a 

result of HBsAg retention, it is highly plausible that the replacement of the small, 

polar, uncharged serine at amino acid s204 with the large, positively charged 

arginine could affect viral particle release causing a reduction in the detection 

signal. On the other hand, the sS207R mutant pseudotype showed no difference 

in its detection signal compared to the BT10D4 wildtype. Although this mutation 

has been identified in various other studies, its phenotypic characteristics have 

not been stated [300, 526, 540-542]. Our data suggest that the presence of the 

sS207R mutation has no effect on the secretion and antibody recognition of 

HBsAg, or another amino acid at a different position compensates its effect.  

Furthermore, there was a significant difference between the pseudotyped and 

the subviral HBV particles detection signals, which is very likely related to their 

release mechanism from the host cell. The release of pseudotyped particles 

depends on several factors, including the virus’s glycoprotein ability to interact 
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with the retroviral core [382]. Hence, it can be said that the pseudotyped 

particles were released via the retroviral pathway, while the subviral particles in 

the absence of a retroviral vector were released via the HBV release pathway. 

The differences seen between the pseudotyped and the subviral particles could 

mean that the release of the pseudotyped particles is more efficient in this 

system, possibly because of the presence of the viral vector.     

In this chapter, our study has generated data showing the impact of several 

clinically relevant HBsAg mutations on the qualitative detection of the 

pseudotyped and subviral particles using a clinical diagnostic system. It is 

important to note that the clinical samples from which these mutations were 

identified had quantifiable positive HBsAg; hence our data only shows the effect 

of these mutations on the BT10D4 wildtype. However, it is also crucial to note 

that our results do not indicate whether or not the variation in detection signals 

of the mutants compared to the wildtype results from a secretion or antibody 

recognition defect. In future studies, it would be important to quantify the HBsAg 

titre for each mutant to give a clearer picture of how the presence of the 

mutations could impact clinical diagnosis. It would also be interesting to compare 

the intracellular and extracellular HBsAg to give an insight into the effect of the 

mutations on secretion and antibody recognition of HBsAg. Additionally, as 

amino acid mutations on real-life infections do not occur individually but in 

groups, it would be interesting to investigate the effect of these mutations as 

they occurred in patients’ samples from which they were isolated.  
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In conclusion, our study has generated several unusual data particularly focused 

on the BT10D4 unusual entry phenotype and the rare amino acid substitutions 

associated with it. Therefore, it is imperative to consider its implication on the 

clinical management of HBV. With the findings from our study and prior 

knowledge that anti-HBs antibodies in diagnostics and immune therapy are 

dependent on the interaction with the HBsAg conformational epitopes, it raises 

the question of how this could impact clinical diagnosis and immune therapy, 

especially with the previously described sG145R mutant [347, 520, 523]. If the 

conformation of the HBsAg protein is altered from the presence of the arginine 

and alanine mutations, it is plausible that this could adversely affect its antibody 

recognition in diagnosis and immune therapy. Additionally, in the context of 

HBV/HDV co-infection, there is the question of how the HDV entry is affected in 

the presence of potentially conformation-altering mutations associated with 

unusual entry phenotype. It is also particularly important to consider how the 

possibility of this occurrence could impact the therapeutic management of 

HBV/HDV using entry inhibitors, especially the very promising recently approved 

Myrcludex and others being developed [202, 453]. 

Our data has raised more questions than we were able to answer within this 

study. Many questions have remained unanswered as to how BT10D4 infects 

Huh7 cells independent of the known receptor, NTCP; however, one thing is for 

sure; this is not unheard-of among viruses. Distinctive differences in entry among 

virus strains have been described for other viruses in the past. A classic example 

is the Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), which has been studied extensively 

across the globe. HIV entry generally occurs by binding its gp120 protein to the 

CD4 cell receptor followed by conformational changes that enable gp120 

interaction with the CCR5 co-receptor or CXCR4 co-receptor, as seen in late-stage 

patients [543]. Interestingly, a few isolates of HIV-1, such as the CXCR4-tropic 

NDK HIV-1 virus, have been shown to directly infect CD4-negative cells using 

CXCR4 or CCR5 while still retaining their CD4 lymphocyte tropism. Further studies 

showed that several spontaneous mutations in gp120 are associated with this 

phenotype [544-547]. Also, Saha et al., have previously described HIV-1 strains 

from patient isolates that infect cells using the CD8 cell receptor in the absence 
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of either CCR5 or CXCR4 co-receptors. This phenotype has also been attributed 

to selective pressure mutation in the advanced stages of the infection [548, 549]. 

Another example is the vaccinia virus; in a study comparing the differences in cell 

attachment and entry of 5 vaccinia virus strains, Bengali, Z. et al., identified that 

three out of the five compared strains were less dependent on low pH 

endosomal pathway and more reliant on the use of glycosaminoglycans for cell 

attachment resulting in differences in the entry pathways. Sequence comparison 

further indicated that specific viral determinants could be responsible for the 

entry properties [550-552].  

In this study, we have identified HBV BT10D4 from a patient isolate that has the 

phenotypic ability to infect Huh7 in vitro without the NTCP receptor. Sequence 

analysis and subsequent mutagenesis experiments revealed sC69R and sV96A 

mutations that could be associated with this phenotype; however, the 

mechanism by which this occurs is still unclear. These rare mutations were 

identified only in HBV genotype D isolates; in the future, it would be interesting 

to investigate the existence of these mutations in other HBV genotypes as well as 

compare the in vitro phenotype resulting from the presence of these mutations 

in other HBV genotypes. This study showed that the sR69 and sA96 amino acids 

interact epistatically with each other and possibly with one or more other amino 

acid positions to achieve the unusual phenotype. Sequence comparison of 

BT10D4 with D39 showed that sR69 and sA96 alone does not give the NTCP-

independent phenotype. Hence, focusing on the amino acid differences between 

BT10D4 and D39, it would be important to carry out further mutational analysis 

to identify other amino acid positions interacting with sR69 and sA96 amino 

acids to produce the NTCP-independent phenotype. Also, it is important to 

explore if any other mutations frequently occur alongside these two in the clinic. 

It has been shown that the preS domain of L is in the cytosol of the ER 

membrane, which is in the internal-preS (i-preS) conformation during translation. 

However, after translation, translocational changes occur in about 50 % of the L 

proteins changing their conformation to the external-preS (e-preS) conformation 

in which the preS domain is in the ER lumen [117, 120-122]. The two topologies 

of L-HBsAg achieve two different roles at the interior and exterior sides of the 
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viral envelope. The i-preS conformation of L-HBsAg enables the interaction with 

the HBV capsid during virion assembly and subsequent virion envelopment while 

the e-preS conformation of L-HBsAg interacts with the viral cell receptor for 

entry and infectivity [119, 553]. It is plausible that the presence of these 

mutations in the cytosolic and transmembrane 1 domains could alter the 

translocation of the L-HBsAg, possibly by altering the percentage of translocated 

L-HBsAg in such a way that favours receptor interaction and entry. Consequently, 

it would be interesting to question the percentage of e-PreS in the BT10D4 HBV 

isolate. This can be done by immunoprecipitation using an antibody that 

recognises regions in the preS1 (preS1 because the target is the L-HBsAg) and 

subsequent western blotting similar to the study by Bruss, V., et al., on the “post-

translational alterations in the transmembrane topology of the hepatitis B virus 

large envelope protein” [121]. Also, a protein tag such as a GFP-tag or His-tag can 

be added to the preS1 region of L-HBsAg, which can be detected by fluorescence, 

immunoprecipitation, or western blotting.  

Furthermore, this study revealed strikingly notable data regarding the cellular 

tropism of BT10D4. Our study showed that the BT10D4 entry phenotype is 

peculiar to Huh7 and Huh7.5 and is not seen to occur in HepG2 cells. This data is 

remarkable on its own because it tells us that the receptor which BT10D4 could 

be interacting with for entry is highly expressed in Huh7 cells, has some 

expression in Hep3B cells and has a very low expression in HepG2 cells, thus 

pointing us in the right direction for future studies. Shi, J., et al., in their study on 

the comparison of protein expression between human livers and the hepatic cell 

lines HepG2, Hep3B, and Huh7 using mass spectrometry and other proteomics 

techniques, generated some interesting comparison data. Their data showed 

Annexin 2 (ANXA2) as the protein that fits the above-stated requirements and 

shows prospects for further investigation [484]. It is also plausible that more 

than one factor is involved; however, working with ANXA2 would be a good start. 

Annexin 2 is a pleiotropic protein encoded by the ANXA2 gene [554]. It is a 

multifunctional calcium- and lipid-binding protein broadly expressed in nearly all 

human tissues implicated in multiple human diseases, immune function, and viral 

infection. It has been associated with binding, endocytosis, and egress stages of 
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different viral infections, including HCV and the Influenza A virus [555-558]. One 

of the first and probably the most straightforward test to perform would be to 

block the ANXA2 protein with an anti-ANXA2 antibody prior to infection with 

BT10D4. This would immediately give information as to whether the presence of 

ANXA2 contributes to the entry of BT10D4. Alternatively, carrying out a siRNA 

knockdown of the ANXA2 protein in the Huh7 cells prior to BT10D4 infection 

should provide similar information as the antibody blocking assay. However, 

both assays should serve as confirmatory tests to each other. Also, cloning the 

ANXA2 gene into HepG2 cells and subsequent infection with BT10D4 would also 

be an informative experiment to do. Although this has a higher degree of 

complexity, it would not only provide information as to the relevance of ANXA2; 

it would also provide information with regards to whether ANXA2 is the only 

factor involved in BT10D4 entry into Huh7 cells. Another experiment to do would 

be tracking the expression of the ANXA2 protein over a period post-infection 

with BT10D4. It is expected that the binding of BT10D4 to the ANXA2 protein 

should involve its endocytosis alongside the bound virus, potentially reducing the 

expressed protein just after infection. Although this is not a definitive test as it is 

based on the hypothesis of endocytosis nonetheless, this would provide some 

insight into the activity of the ANXA2 protein after BT10D4 infection. This study 

shows that EGFR is an essential factor for BT10D4 infection; it would be 

interesting to investigate if the ANXA2 protein works together with EGFR for 

BT10D4 infection. These can be done similar to Martin, D.N. and colleagues who 

previously carried out a similar investigation in their study on the “Identification 

of transferrin receptor 1 as a hepatitis C virus entry factor” [559]. 

From this study, therefore, we propose a hypothetical model of the BT10D4 

isolate. We propose that the presence of the mutations discussed above, which 

interact with each other, alter the conformation of the L-HBsAg, possibly 

increasing the percentage of e-PreS in such a way that favours its interaction 

with one or more unknown Huh7 cell receptors, possibly Annexin 2 (ANXA2) 

(Figure 7.1). Consequently, future work will explore this hypothetical model to 

provide the much-needed answers about the BT10D4 isolate. Further work 

should also be done to investigate the possibility of an increased affinity of 
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BT10D4 for vely low level NTCP expression in the Huh7 cells. This can be done 

first by quantifying the NTCP mRNA levels present in the Huh7 cells; completely 

knocking down the NTCP expression and subsequently infecting the Huh7 cells 

with BT10D4.  In all, this study has looked at the phenotypic characteristics of 

HBsAg using the pseudotyping system, which gives information only about the 

characteristics of the S gene. Therefore, it is vital to consider the overlapping 

nature of the HBV genome and what that could mean in studying the effect of 

mutations in HBsAg. This study does not give information on the characteristics 

of the corresponding polymerase gene mutations and the visibility of the 

resulting virus. Hence, it is unclear the effect of these mutations in a full HBV 

genome in vitro, in vivo and in a clinical infection; this would be an important 

future research area. 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Hypothetical model of BT10D4 conformation and entry into Huh7 cells. We 

propose that the presence of the mutations discussed above which interact with each 

other alter the conformation of the L-HBsAg possibly increasing the percentage of e-

PreS in such a way that favours its interaction with one or more unknown Huh7 cell 

receptors, possibly Annexin 2 (ANXA2). The figure was created at http://biorender.com/.     

http://biorender.com/
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